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ABSTRACT 

 

 

      More and more in recent years, activities that people once did in the real world they 

now do in virtual space. In particular, online communities have become popular and 

efficient media for people all over the world to seek and share knowledge in domains that 

interest them. Such communities are called online knowledge communities (OKCs). 

Large-scale OKCs may comprise thousands of community members and archive many  

more online messages. As a result, problems such as how to identify and manage the 

knowledge collected and how to understand people's knowledge-sharing behaviors have 

become major challenges for leveraging online knowledge to sustain community growth. 

      In this dissertation I examine three important factors of managing knowledge in 

OKCs. First, I focus on how to build successful profiles for community members that 

describe their domain expertise. These expertise profiles are potentially important for 

directing questions to the right people and, thus, can improve the community’s overall 

efficiency and efficacy. To address this issue, I present a comparative study of models of 

expertise profiling in online communities and identify the model combination that 

delivers the best results.  

      Next, I investigate how to automatically assess the information helpfulness of user 

postings. Due to the voluntary nature of online participation, there is no guarantee that all 

user-generated content (UGC) will be helpful. It is also difficult, given the sheer amount 

of online postings, for knowledge seekers to find information quickly that satisfies their 

informational needs. Therefore, I propose a theory-driven text classification framework 

based on the knowledge adoption model (KAM) for predicting the helpfulness of UGC in 

OKCs. I test the effectiveness of this framework at both the thread level and the post 

level of online messages. 
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Any given OKC generally has a huge number of individuals participating in online 

discussions, but exactly what, where, when and how they seek and share knowledge are 

still not fully understood or documented. In the last part of the dissertation, I describe a 

multi-level study of the knowledge-sharing behaviors of users in OKCs. Both exploratory 

data analysis and network analysis are applied to thread, forum and community levels of 

online data. I present a number of interesting findings on social dynamics in knowledge 

sharing and diffusion. These findings potentially have important implications for both the 

theory and practice of online community knowledge management. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

In this chapter, I first explain the main research topic of this dissertation: conducting 

effective knowledge management for online knowledge communities (OKCs). I then 

present the motivation behind this research and set forth its goals. Finally, I outline the 

rest of the dissertation. 

1.1 Online Communities 

Over the past two decades, the popularity of the Web has spread around the world. In 

the first few years after its birth, the Web was by and large a “toy” technology used by 

scientists at universities and research labs. In the later 1990s, the Web became 

commercialized and attracted many more users. Companies started doing business online. 

They established websites that provided information, services and tools to users in the 

form of discussion boards, emails, search engines and more. This was the dot-com era. At 

that time the majority of Web users were only consumers of online information. Starting 

in the 2000s, Web 2.0 technology, which allows users to freely contribute, interact and 

exchange information with others, has greatly transformed people’s ways of publishing 

and accessing information. This new technology has enabled the growth of websites 

sponsoring user-generated content (UGC) in the form of social networking functions, 

blogs, microblogs, wikis and more. More and more users are creating content rather than 

just consuming it.  

Online communities consist of people interacting in a virtual environment to meet 

their own informational and social needs and, perhaps, to contribute to shared community 

projects; these online communities are powered by computer systems that usually employ 

Web 2.0 technologies [1]. There have emerged a huge number of online communities for 

various purposes, such as Facebook for connecting to friends, LinkedIn for building 

professional connections and Flickr for sharing photos. In this dissertation, I focus on a 
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specific type of online community: online knowledge communities, which allow users to 

find and share knowledge through a website (usually in the form of discussion forums) 

based on common interests [2]. OKCs are typically dedicated to particular knowledge 

domains and rely on community users to ask and answer questions as the principal way 

of exchanging knowledge and building a knowledge repository. OKCs have the following 

characteristics that distinguish them from other communities: (1) users have different 

levels of expertise on the knowledge domain(s) of interest; (2) the conversational nature 

of users’ sharing behaviors allows knowledge to propagate quickly within the 

community; (3) the content of OKCs are publicly accessible to anyone without any 

restrictions. As a result, OKCs have become an important resource for knowledge 

seeking and sharing for people worldwide. User participation over time can produce a 

huge store of knowledge. How to effectively manage this repository thus becomes a 

considerable challenge for OKCs.  

1.2 Knowledge Management 

Knowledge is familiarity with information, facts or skills obtained through 

experience and education [3]. It is widely recognized as a critical asset of individuals and 

organizations. Knowledge management is a discipline dedicated to understanding, 

identifying, creating and distributing the insights and experience that constitute 

knowledge [4]. Manifold views of knowledge and its management have been discussed in 

the research literatures of information technology, strategic management and 

organizational theory. Thomas et al. (2001) considered knowledge management primarily 

a problem of capturing, organizing and retrieving information with the help of data 

mining, text clustering and database technologies [5]. Thomas et al. also argued that 

knowledge management should consider human factors and social context since 

knowledge is created, used and disseminated through the social interactions of people. In 

recent years, at a time when knowledge economics is recognized for its importance, 

knowledge management has attracted a great deal of interest.  
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1.3 Research Motivation 

OKCs have advantages over traditional physical communities when it comes to 

sharing knowledge. OKCs do not have as many barriers as there are in the real world. 

Their resources are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to anyone with access to the 

necessary computer technology, regardless of a person’s expertise, gender, age or 

geographical location. However, there are various challenges faced by knowledge 

seekers, sharers, OKC administrators and knowledge management researchers. Figure 1.1 

summarizes these challenges. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. A simple scenario that indicates the challenges faced by knowledge seekers, 

sharers and administrators in a typical OKC 

 

One of these challenges is that an increasing number of people are using OKCs to ask and 

answer questions, and all this activity generates a huge amount of UGC in the form of 

messages or postings. In consequence, the entire community may suffer from information 

overload. As indicated in Figure 1.1, when seekers search for knowledge, they may 

encounter difficulty finding the right information in a veritable “sea” of past discussions. 
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If seekers start new threads to ask their questions, there is no guarantee that domain 

experts will see them and provide useful answers. These experts may miss the questions 

for which they have useful knowledge simply because there are so many questions in all. 

In most OKC systems, only a few recently discussed questions are displayed on the 

screen, which means that many, many other questions are hidden from view. 

Another challenge comes from the voluntary nature of user participation. The quality 

of knowledge can vary drastically from posting to posting, resulting in an admixture of 

sound advice, abuse and spam. As the size of a community grows, it becomes more 

difficult for users to determine which messages contain useful knowledge and which 

contributors can be trusted. From the standpoint of community administrators, discussion 

threads with useful knowledge contributed by expert users are valuable assets for 

maintaining the community. However, it is no easy task to identify and manage these 

valuable threads. 

A further challenge meets the researcher who wants to track the knowledge sharing 

that goes on among the myriad individuals who participate in OKCs. While OKCs 

provide a great opportunity for studying social systems in virtual organizations, there are 

two major methodological questions to consider before conducting such a study: (1) 

What type of data should be examined? (2) How should the analysis be performed? 

Currently, what, where, when and how users seek and share knowledge in OKCs are not 

yet fully understood. There is also a lack of empirical analysis on multiple levels of data. 

Although many studies in social science have successfully explored social dynamics 

using networked data, the structure and evolution of knowledge diffusion networks in 

OKCs remain unclear.  

1.4 Research Goals 

For years information retrieval researchers have sought solutions for how to find 

similar questions and their answers in large question-and-answer archives and have 

developed many sophisticated technologies for doing so, such as those in [6–8]. These 
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tools are helpful for users to search existing knowledge and can partly solve the problem 

of information overload. But in my research I would like to consider the problem of 

information retrieval from a different angle. 

My objective in this dissertation is to conceptualize knowledge management 

technologies that are able to support effective sharing, utilization and distribution of 

knowledge in online communities. I closely investigate the nature of the challenges 

mentioned above and propose computer-based methods to address them. My proposal 

takes the following idea as its premise: if each community member has a profile 

indicating his or her expertise on each knowledge domain of interest to the OKC, such 

profiles would be beneficial for all seekers, sharers and administrators. Based on these 

profiles, newly posted questions could be immediately routed to potential sharers with 

relevant expertise, and administrators could more easily recognize key persons of the 

community. Specifically, I have four goals for this research.  

 Goal 1: Identify the knowledge domains in OKCs and propose models of evaluating 

the expertise of their community members in each knowledge domain. 

When it comes to assessing the quality of knowledge in user postings, I assume 

information seekers usually experience a two-stage process in judging knowledge 

helpfulness as follows. When they come across a bunch of similar thread discussions 

related to their question, seekers first want to know which threads actually contain useful 

information and, furthermore, which posts can best answer their questions. According to 

this scenario, I propose to evaluate knowledge helpfulness in terms of two other goals.  

 Goal 2: Develop a framework that can effectively predict the helpfulness of threads 

using multiple features extracted by the knowledge adoption model (KAM); 

 

 Goal 3: Extend the framework of Goal 2 to predict the helpfulness of answer posts in 

each thread.  

To understand the social dynamics in online knowledge sharing and diffusion, I employ a 

multi-level analysis toward the fourth and final goal. 
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 Goal 4: Study the properties and dynamics of knowledge sharing and diffusion, as 

well as their social contexts, at the graduated levels of thread, forum and community.  

1.5 Dissertation Overview 

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I provide 

background for each of my research goals by giving a brief overview of the relevant 

literature. I provide more extensive explanations of how my methods both derive and 

diverge from previous research in later chapters. Chapter 3 defines a flexible framework 

of evaluating user domain expertise and compares the effectiveness of multiple candidate 

models. Chapters 4 and 5 focus on the problem of predicting knowledge helpfulness at 

the thread level and post level, respectively. I propose a system of prediction that uses 

classification techniques and extracts the corresponding features according to the KAM. 

To assess the advantages of my proposed system, I compare its performance to various 

baseline approaches. Chapter 6 presents a multi-level analysis of the behaviors of 

knowledge sharing and diffusion in OKCs. Techniques of both exploratory and network 

analysis are applied to thread, forum and community data, respectively. Finally, in 

Chapter 7, I summarize my main research findings and contributions and consider some 

possible directions for future research.  

Since Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 tackle the proposed research goals individually, they 

are, as such, relatively self-contained. If readers are interested in a specific problem, they 

can skip to the particular chapter that interests them. My research on the topic has started 

to appear in scientific publications. Part of Chapter 3 is based on a conference paper and 

a journal article [9][10]. Part of Chapter 4 comes from two other conference papers 

[11][12]. Part of the results in Chapter 6 appear in [13].  
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Chapter 2  Literature Review 

To help readers better understand the content of later chapters, I provide here an 

overview of how prior studies have attempted to address problems I take up in my 

research.  

2.1 Related Work on User Knowledge Evaluation 

Evaluating the knowledge level of users in OKCs is usually considered a problem of 

expertise management and has been a subject of growing interest in the past decade. 

Building expert systems in organizations is one of the most important tasks from a 

technology perspective for knowledge management [14]. Thus, computer scientists have 

made great efforts to develop different algorithms that are able to identify experts from an 

organization’s document repository D. Two commonly used approaches are linked-based 

algorithms and content-based algorithms. 

Link-based algorithms first extract the connections among people from the 

documents and aggregate them as a social network G(V, E) in which V is the set of people 

and E is the set of connections among people. Link analysis is applied to identify the 

authorities in the network. For example, the famous HITS (Hypertext-Induced Topic 

Search [15]) algorithm is frequently used for this purpose. The original HITS algorithm 

aims to rank interconnected webpages for search queries. It is modified to rank the 

persons in the situation of OKCs. The authority score a(u) and hub score h(v) of a person 

u are calculated as the mutual reinforcing relationship of two scores:  

( , )

( ) ( )
v u E

a u h v


   

( , )

( ) ( )
u v E

h u a v


   

A power iteration algorithm is used to obtain the approximated values of a(i) and h(i).  
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Content-based algorithms generally consider expert finding as a retrieval problem. 

The work of Balog et al. [16] is quite influential in this approach. They modeled the 

problem as the probability p(q|u) of a person u being an expert for a given query topic q. 

Language modeling techniques from information retrieval were adapted to compute this 

probability as follows:  

( | ) ( | ) ( | )
d

p q u p q d p d u . 

The p(d|u) is the probability that a person u associates with a document d, given that d 

may be written by multiple authors. As a retrieval problem, p(q|d) is estimated as the 

probability of generating a query q by the language model of the document d. The query 

q is usually treated as a set of words and the frequency n(w,q) of each word w. Thus, the 

calculation of p(q|d) is transformed to combine the individual word probability p(t|d) with 

a smoothing term p(t|D) obtained from the document repository D,  

 
( , )

( | ) (1 ) ( | ) ( | )
n w q

t d

p q d p w d p w D 


   . 

These studies and algorithms have demonstrated good performance on various data 

sets, but they were not yet tested with online social media. Moreover, the algorithms rank 

experts by ad hoc queries and thus cannot directly be used to evaluate people’s domain 

knowledge. Chapter 3 presents a framework that identifies knowledge domains from 

online corpora and computes user knowledge based on their online messages and social 

interactions. I systematically compare several candidate models applicable to this 

framework and conclude with the best choice with respect to the challenges presented.   

2.2 Related Work on Knowledge Helpfulness Prediction 

Helpfulness or quality is recognized as the key factor in distinguishing knowledge 

from information. The helpfulness or quality of knowledge is crucially important for the 

long-term success and growth of knowledge-based organizations such as OKCs [14]. 

Therefore, to maintain the enthusiasm of both seekers and sharers to participate, an OKC 
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must continually improve its ability to make knowledge discoverable and measurable in 

its value from out of its vast supply of stored knowledge. Many researchers have 

investigated this problem from several different perspectives.  

One perspective uses statistics-based methods to describe the correlations between 

various factors and the resulting knowledge helpfulness or quality. For example, 

Otterbacker derived 22 measures from online reviews on Amazon.com and used 

confirmatory factor analysis to reveal the underlying quality dimensions to represent 

reviewers’ reputations in the community [17]. Tausczik and Pennebaker [18] showed that 

multiple forms of user reputations were significantly correlated to the quality of their 

contributions in the MathOverflow community. These studies explained which factors are 

important to determine knowledge helpfulness, but they rarely explored the predictive 

power of these factors on new data.  

In machine learning–based methods like classification, online messages are assigned 

to a given number of categories. The data set D used in classification tasks consists of a 

set of data instances described by multiple features, 1 2 | |{ , ,..., }FF f f f . It also has a 

special feature L called a class with a set of discrete values 1 2 | |{ , ,..., }Ll l l
 
called class labels 

(normally 2m  ). Thus, the entire data set can be represented as the collection of 

{( (1), (1)),..., ( ( ), ( ))}F l F n l n  if there are n instances available. It is roughly equivalent to a 

two-dimensional spreadsheet or data table. Mathematically, the classification problem is 

transformed to find an appropriate mapping function h, also called a classifier. The 

classifier h is evaluated on the feature set of each instance i as ˆ( ) ( ) ( ( ))l i l i h F i   to 

obtain the estimated class label ˆ( )l i , which should be as close as possible to its true label 

( )l i . In order to measure the performance of the classifier, the available data set D is 

divided into two disjoint subsets, the training set 
trainD  and the test set 

testD  such that 

train testD D D   and 
train testD D  . Classifiers are learned or built from the training 

data by a certain learning algorithm. They are then evaluated by their accuracy of 

predicting the test data. Classification is a well-studied research topic in machine 

learning. Many sophisticated learning algorithms for classification such as Naïve Bayes, 
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C4.5, Ada Boosting, support vector machine (SVM) and logistic regression have been 

proposed and applied in practice for years. They are the standard approaches for various 

classification tasks. Thus, discovering a set of features that have unique characteristics to 

separate data becomes critical for the performance improvement of classifiers. 

Several previous studies focused on examining the different feature sets for their 

classification tasks for online social media. For example, Agichtein et al. attempted to 

identify high-quality UGC on Yahoo! Answers based on the evidence from different 

sources of information [19]. Liu et al. investigated the problem of prediction for 

information seeker’s satisfaction in question-and-answer communities. They presented a 

general classification framework and developed a variety of content, structure and 

community-focused features for this task [20]. Hong and Davison [21] considered 

detecting the right answer from a set of replying posts in each thread discussion as a 

classification task. Their results showed that two non-features, sharers’ authorities and 

the positions of their posts in a thread, play a key role in improving the classification 

performance. 

My work is related to but distinct from this previous research. First, I concentrate on 

the problem of mining knowledge helpfulness, which has not been explored before. 

Additionally, I develop my research method in the context of knowledge management 

and extract a comprehensive set of features based on various social and psychological 

theories. As a result, this theory-oriented framework is helpful for improving the 

performance of my mining tasks. It also helps to have a deep understanding of the 

reasons why certain factors are so important in determining knowledge helpfulness in 

OKCs.  

In Chapters 4 and 5, I introduce the notion of the knowledge adoption model (KAM), 

which explores the factors that online users apply when judging knowledge helpfulness in 

situations of computer-mediated communication [22]. I propose a framework that 

extracts feature sets from OKC data as guided by KAM and applies them to different 

classifiers for predicting knowledge helpfulness at both thread and post levels. I further 
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investigate which combination of features and classification algorithms achieves the best 

results.  

2.3 Related Work on Knowledge Sharing and Diffusion Mining     

OKCs routinely attract thousands of users and generate a tremendous store of 

archived UGC. The empirical data are rich and available for researchers who want to 

assess the social dynamics of virtual organizations. Many researchers have investigated 

this topic from theoretical considerations. Models originated from social and 

organizational theories are applied to the motivations of online knowledge sharing [23], 

the relationship between sharing activities and community outcomes [24], interaction 

structures enabling better knowledge diffusion [25] and many other matters.  

Recently, there also have been empirical studies focused on the social factors of 

online knowledge sharing. Adamic et al. contrasted online social interactions across 

different Yahoo! Answer categories (or topics) [26]. The huge number of participants in 

OKCs may be categorized into several types of user roles. Chan and Hayes used a set of 

features extracted from users’ sharing behaviors and social network structures to profile 

their social roles [27]. One problem that OKCs face is that not every member is willing to 

actively contribute their knowledge. The motivations of top sharers are thus studied 

through interviews with real online users [28]. When knowledge seekers ask their 

questions, there is no guarantee that they will obtain answers. Treude et al. conducted 

some preliminary analyses on the reasons why certain types of questions do not receive 

any answers or just receive unsatisfactory answers [29].  

My discussion in Chapter 6 complements these findings by examining online 

behaviors of seekers and sharers as well as their social dynamics at multiple levels: the 

scale of the thread, the forum and that of the entire community. The majority of previous 

empirical studies of knowledge sharing have used basic graphical plots in exploratory 

analysis. In my work, sophisticated techniques of social network analysis are introduced 

to analyze the social dynamics of knowledge sharing and diffusion. Reviews of classic 
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methodologies used in network analysis can be found in [30–32]. Leskovec and his 

coauthors published a series of research studies that made great progress in this area. 

They extended traditional examinations of the properties of a static network to the 

dynamics of network evolution [33–35]. Network analysis, especially network dynamics 

analysis, has been successfully applied to measure social dynamics in a massive 

multiplayer online game [36]. In a similar manner, I adopt these approaches to my data 

sets in an effort to understand the social dynamics of online knowledge sharing and 

diffusion in OKCs.  
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Chapter 3  Evaluating User Knowledge  

3.1 Introduction 

Managing expertise is a major challenge for building knowledge management 

systems in corporate, governmental and virtual organizations [5][37]. It usually requires 

efforts from information retrieval, text & data mining, information systems and related 

areas to synthesize and evaluate human expertise from their associated information and 

documents. With the development of the Web, online communities have emerged as an 

important tool for seeking professional expertise [38]. This new technology has overcome 

the organizational and geographical boundaries to improve the effectiveness and 

efficiency of knowledge transfer. Some recent research suggests that many leading 

international corporations such as Hewlett Packard, Ford, IBM and Shell. have 

established virtual communities to support internal knowledge sharing among their 

employees [37]. Online communities also have become a major communication media 

for world-wide customers to share their experience and knowledge of utilizing products 

and services from Amazon, Honda, Sun and Apple. The community members with 

expertise on a specific domain could be valuable assets for these companies to develop 

their competitive advantages. Therefore, it becomes important for us to understand: Who 

are the experts of each knowledge domain in an online community? How to build 

expertise profiles for its community members? (For example, a profile of programming 

skills in Figure 3.1 could be obtained from internal discussion forums of any IT firm.) 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. I first review knowledge 

management and social network literature related to knowledge sharing and expertise 

identification in online communities. Following an introduction to existing expert 

profiling methods, I propose an expert finding framework for online communities and 

identify alternative techniques for building expertise profiles within my framework. 

Empirical evaluations are used to compare the performance of alternative expertise 
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profiling methods and make recommendations on the optimal approach. Finally, I discuss 

my findings, limitations and future directions. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 An example expertise profile for software engineers in an IT firm 

 

3.2 Related Work 

3.2.1 Knowledge Management and Social Network Theories 

Online communities are an instantiation of a community of practice [39] that 

habitually develop around a specific content area and specialize in supporting knowledge 

sharing and transfer among members. They comprise individuals who share common 

interests and voluntarily work together to expand their understanding of a knowledge 

domain through learning and sharing [40]. Online communities rely on cooperating 

members as primary resources, who collaboratively share knowledge and help build a 

community knowledge repository. They provide a virtual media environment where 

individuals may seek and share knowledge across time and space. Similar to other 

asynchronous computer-medicated communication systems, online communities are rich 
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in social media because social interactions are not limited by physical co-presence and 

user interactions are continuously captured digitally.  

Two widely adopted social network theories can be used to explain the motivation 

behind the voluntary knowledge sharing activities in online communities. The Social 

Capital Theory [41], built on the work of Bourdieu (1990) [42], defines social capital as 

the interpersonal relationships that develop over time that facilitate coordination and 

collaboration for mutual benefits. The Social Cognitive Theory, on the other hand, 

considers human behaviors as triadic, dynamic, and reciprocal interactions of personal 

factors and the social network. Chiu, Hsu, and Wang (2006) [23] provide empirical 

evidence in support of the two social network theories that both outcome expectations 

and social capital are helpful in explaining the motivation of knowledge sharing in virtual 

communities. A similar distinction also has been forwarded by Ren, Kraut & Kiesler 

(2007) [44] who argue that users develop common identities and social bonds and these 

mechanisms serve as community building blocks. Therefore, the area of content and the 

availability of like-minded others and experts are critical for online communities. These 

two aspects, therefore, also can be leveraged to grow and sustain community 

participation.  

3.2.2 Finding Expertise in Online Communities  

Expertise finding is an important knowledge management task in corporate, 

governmental and virtual organizations [5][37]. Expert finding mainly has two aspects 

including expertise identification (“Who are the experts on Topic X?”) and expertise 

selection (“What does Expert Y know?”) [45]. However, most existing systems focus 

only on one of the two aspects. Existing expert finding methods can be categorized into: 

link-based, content-based, and topic-based methods. The link-based methods construct 

affiliation networks [46] based on user-to-user or user-to-document associations. Link-

based algorithms such as PageRank, HITS and social network centrality measures can be 

used to calculate the social importance of a user based on his or her structural properties 

in the affiliation network [47][48]. However, the construction of an affiliation network is 

usually inefficient when the network is huge, which is always the case in online 
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communities. Content-based expert finding methods identify the expertise of a candidate 

using the documents authored by the candidate. They consider the relevance between the 

authored documents and a topic as an expertise indicator. Traditional information 

retrieval methods, such as the vector space model [49] and language model [50] are often 

used to compute the relevance. The problem with document-based methods is that they 

fail to capture the semantics of the words in the documents. Documents with similarly 

semantic meanings but different term vocabularies won’t be associated. Recently, Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) based expert finding techniques have been introduced to 

capture the semantic topics embedded in a collection of documents, also known as a 

corpus. They estimate the topic distributions of authors given their authored documents. 

These probabilities indicate the expertness of each candidate on each topic [51][52]. 

These expert finding techniques also have been shown effective in global online 

communities where languages other than English are used (e.g., [53][54]). 

 

Figure 3.2 A thread example in an online community. (a) A thread consists of multiple posts 

with content, author and reply information; (b) Thread posts have a series of post-reply 

pairs and form a post dialogue (circles represent posts d and colors represent different 

online members u) 

 

Despite significant successes of verifying these models in different datasets, there are 

several issues limiting their applications to large-scale online communities. One issue is 

that the information retrieval based methods use a limited number of short queries (e.g., 
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“technical architecture” in TREC 2005 Enterprise track [16] or existing questions (e.g., 

“Difference between Symbols, Metaphors, and Analogies?" in Yahoo! Answers [55]) to 

match each person’s expertise. They are far from sufficient to represent the knowledge 

domains (i.e., topics) of fast-growing online communities. Thus, their capabilities for 

evaluating domain expertise are unknown. The second issue is a lack of understanding on 

the relative strengths and weaknesses of applying these methods to general online 

communities. Most prior research was done using non-conventional online community 

data. Unlike other media contents, online messages are often short, noisy but rich in 

social interactions (see Figure 3.2), which may affect the effectiveness of general-purpose 

expert profiling algorithms. As a result, there is a strong need to conduct a comparative 

evaluation of existing methods using conventional online community data.  

3.3 Problem Formalization 

The primary task of this chapter is to build user expertise profiles for online 

community members based on a social corpus that archives their online interactions and 

textual contents. 

Definition 1. A social corpus in an online community is a document collection 

D = {d1,...,dN }that associates with a set of community members U = {u1,...,uM }. This 

relation is denoted by a matrix of user-document associations N MA A  where A(d, u)  

quantifies the social tie between a member u and a document d.  

Definition 2. An expertise profile of a member u is defined as a vector of his/her 

expertise levels on all knowledge domains Z = {z1,..., zT }contained in an online 

community as 
1profile( ) ( , ),...., ( , )Tu K z u K z u where K(z, u) represents the 

estimated  expertise level of member u on domain z. All members’ profiles are 

aggregated as a matrix of expertise scores T MK K  . 

Based on the above definitions, two key steps are required in this task: (1) identify 

all the latent knowledge domains Z from a social corpus D; (2) compute expertise level K 
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for each member u on each domain z. Unfortunately, there is no straightforward way to 

compute K(z, u). Instead, I introduce another matrix of document-topic relevance T NR R   

in which R(z, d) indicates how much knowledge or expertise on domain z the document d 

contains. Thus, K is obtained by a mapping function f on R and A, i.e., f(R, A) = K. The 

second step then becomes a problem of seeking an optimal combination of R and A for K. 

In the rest of this chapter, I elaborate a three-stage framework that aggregates candidate 

models for computing R and A as well as a strategy that filters noise for calculating K. I 

also conduct a comparative study to evaluate these models empirically.  

3.4 Method of Expertise Profiling  

3.4.1 Identifying Knowledge Domains 

Many previous studies have manually selected synthesized topic queries or existing 

questions of thread discussions to build a person’s expertise profile. However, they are 

either too general or too specific to represent the knowledge domains of a text corpus. 

Moreover, profiles built on a limited number of questions or queries may not be sufficient 

to cover all topics in a corpus. Thus, they may not be very suitable for generic expertise 

profiling. To overcome these limitations, I seek to leverage machine learning techniques 

that can automatically discover topics from texts.  

To my knowledge, the most commonly used algorithm for finding topics from a 

given corpus is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [56][57]. In general, the LDA model 

measures the probability of generating a document d with Sd words {w1,...,wSd }  by a 

mixture of topics {z1,..., zT } in terms of   
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i jp w z   refers to a multinomial distribution of word wi over a topic zj with a 

Dirichlet prior . ( )( | ) d

jp z d   is another multinomial distribution of a topic zj over a 
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document d with a Dirichlet prior . This statistical model is conditioned on three 

parameters including Dirichlet hyperparameters  and  and the number of topics T. 

Griffiths and Steyvers [57] recommended that =50/T and  is set to 0.1. The LDA-

family models have been reported to successfully capture semantic topics from various 

types of corpora such as research papers [57], emails [58], online data [59], etc. Thus, it 

is an appropriate method to discover the knowledge domains from online communities. 

However, one usually has no prior information on how many domains they contain. It is a 

parameter that needs to be determined. Following the procedure in [56][60], I train LDA 

models with different numbers of topics using training data Dtrain. The train model that 

fits the held-out test data Dtest the best indicates the optimal choice for the topic number. 

Perplexity is a standard measure for this purpose and is defined as:  

  

perplexity(D
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Thus, the best estimation of the number of topics T in a corpus is determined by:  

T = argmin
T

{perplexity(Dtest | T )} . 

The only drawback is that these machine-generated topics need human interpretation with 

regard to the meaning of each topic based on the associated keywords.  

3.4.2 Estimating Document-Topic Relevance  

Domains (or topics) detected by LDA models are probabilities over the entire 

vocabulary of a corpus. It is common to choose top-n words to represent the semantic 

meaning of a topic [57]. Naturally, if considering each topic z as a query qz of n words, 

standard information retrieval techniques can be applied to calculate the relevance 

between a topic and a document seamlessly. The relevance score is an estimate of the 

knowledge level on a domain (or a topic) contained in a document. The expertise of a 

person is then an aggregation of relevance scores of all his/her associated documents. In 

this section, I present two state-of-the-art models widely used in information retrieval 
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research and a modified LDA–based model to estimate document topic association. 

Vector Space Model 

The Vector Space Model (VSM) is a most widely used model for measuring the 

relevance between documents and queries. In this model each document d is represented 

as a weight vector   d , in which each component weight i,d is computed based on the 

term frequency (TF) – inverse document frequency (IDF) scheme, i.e. i,d  tfi,d  idfi  

[61]. TF is the normalized occurrence ci,d of word wi in document d, while IDF inverts the 

number of documents containing wi in a corpus D to count for the importance of this 

word. They are defined as: 

tfi,d 
ci,d

ck ,dk
, idfi  log(

| D |

1 | { j :wi d j} |
) . 

Similarly, each topic z can be represented as a vector 
zq ,  in which each component 

weight is the probability of a word in that topic, i,z  p(wi | z) . Thus, the relevance 

between d and z is calculated in terms of the cosine similarity between their vectors,  
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The expertise level of a member u on a topic z is the accumulative relevance of all the 

documents associated with u, 

vector vector( , ) ( , ) ( , )
d

K z u R z d A d u . 

However, one limitation of this model is that it does not take into account the 

semantic relationships between words. Thus, documents with similar meanings but 

different vocabularies may not result in a good match. 

Language Model 
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A sophisticated statistical language modeling framework for ranking experts has 

been proposed by Balog et al. in [50]. Its essential idea is to estimate the probability 

p(u|qz) of u being an expert given a query qz. Using Bayes’ theorem, this probability is 

indirectly calculated from p(qz|u),     

p(u | qz ) =
p(qz | u)p(u)

p(qz )
µ p(qz | u) 

assuming that both p(u) and p(qz) are constant probabilities and, thus, can be ignored 

here. After that, p(qz|u) is obtained by simply taking the integral over all documents,  

( | ) ( | ) ( | )z zd
p q u p q d p d u . 

One can consider Rlang(z,d) p(qz | d)  and A(d,u) p(d | u) . The expertise score under 

this model can be calculated in the same form as the vector space model,   

Klang(z,u)  Rlang(z,d)A(d,u)
d . 

In the language models, the probability p(qz|d) of document d generating query qz is 

computed using each word wi of qz individually, assuming that they are independent, 

p(qz | d)  p(wi | d)
i1

|qz |

 . 

Thus, this computation is reduced to calculating the probability of document d generating 

a word wi. It is usually approximated by maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) as 

p(wi | d)  (1 )p̂mle(wi | d)  p̂mle(wi |D) , 

where p̂mle(wi | d)  is the probability of wi in document d and 
mle

ˆ ( | )ip w D  is the probability 

estimated in the entire corpus D. They are smoothed by a factor . If using the Jelink-

Mercer method,  is a coefficient; if using the Bayesian-Dirichlet method, =µ/(µ+Nd) 

where Nd is the length of document d and µ is a coefficient [62]. Although this model has 

been verified to be effective on TREC enterprise corpora, the performance of its 
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application to online communities remains to be tested. 

An LDA-based Model 

Probabilistic topic models have been invented to associate topics with authors, such 

as the Author-Topic (AT) model [52] and the Author-Persona-Topic (APT) model [51]. 

In these models, each author u has a distribution over topics (or personas) p(z | u,̂) . It has 

been shown that this probability is appropriate to indicate the level of authors’ domain 

expertise based on bibliographical databases. However, there are several issues that stop 

me from applying these models directly to my task. First, the distribution p(z|u) has to be 

estimated from the entire document collection when topics are learnt. Nonetheless, the 

experimental evaluation, especially for collecting the “gold standard”, can only be 

executed on a small portion of a large-scale data set. Thus, p(z|u) cannot be used to 

represent expertise contained in a sub-dataset. The second issue is that both AT and APT 

models do not include a document-topic distribution. Consequently, I cannot apply any 

strategy (see Section 3.4) to filter out topic non-relevant documents under these models. 

Finally, the computation cost is a big concern for these advanced topic models. In order 

to overcome these problems, I simply use the basic LDA model to learn the distributions 

plda(z|d) of documents over topics. The expertise of a person u over a topic z is then 

calculated indirectly through all his/her associated documents as  

Klda (z,u)  plda (z | d)p(d | u)
d

 Rlda (z,d)A(d,u)
d

 

Although directly solving plda(z|d) is intractable, it can be approximated effectively 

using numerical algorithms such as Gibbs sampling:  

Rlda (z,d) p(z | d,̂)  ̂ 
nd ,z 

(nd ,z )
z

 

where nd,z is the number of times a word in document d is assigned to topic z during the 

sampling process [57]. In theory, one advantage of this method is that it is able to match 

documents with semantic topics better than the other two models. Hence, it is reasonable 
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to expect that this model will produce the best result. 

3.4.3 Building User-Document Association 

For profiling expertise, I still need to determine A(d, u) which expresses the strength 

of social tie between document d and person u. Such a tie can be defined as a probability 

p(d|u) of person u associates with document d . 

Direct Association Model 

The direct information that can be used to define p(d|u) is authorship. Unlike 

research papers or news articles that may have multiple authors, online messages 

normally have a single author. For example, in online communities, each community 

member writes his/her own posts in a thread discussion. Clearly, I can build a binary 

association between online users and their documents as 

Adirect (d,u) p(d | u) 
1 if u wrote d

0 otherwise   





. 

Indirect Association Model 

In many online communities, thread posts can reply to and, probably, be replied to 

other posts in the same thread discussion as indicated in Figure 1.b. Such a post-reply 

pair demonstrates a social interaction between two members. Furthermore, a series of 

post-reply pairs form a post dialogue which indicates the progress of a thread discussion, 

e.g., how it is started, how it is discussed and how it is addressed. In this context, online 

members also associate with other posts in a dialogue besides their own posts. A recent 

study by Serdyukov et al. showed that documents connecting to a person in multi-step are 

also able to propagate relevance and help to assess his/her expertise [63]. To this end, I 

modify the direct model to consider the multi-step relevance propagation as follows,   

Aindirect (d,u)  p(d | u) 

1 if u wrote d

(1 )l if d  is l  steps from u  

0 otherwise                  
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where  is a decay factor for the strength of association at each step. I set =0.5 in my 

experiments as a compromise between strong and weak association decay.  

3.4.4 Filtering Strategy 

Relevance is one of the key information quality measures. In this research I consider 

domain-specific relevance. Documents with low information quality are defined as those 

less relevant to an interested topic or knowledge domain. Although these models are 

supposed to assign low relevance scores to those documents with low quality, it is still 

possible that expertise can be inflated by the sum of many low scores if there exist a large 

number of non-relevant documents. Therefore, it is necessary to filter out those less 

relevant documents and only retain more relevant ones. Our strategy is to keep the top r% 

most relevant documents when computing the document-topic relevance. How to choose 

the value of r? Assuming that documents are equally distributed to all topics, r = 100/T  

Table 3.1 An illustration of comparative models for calculating domain expertise 

Input & Output Models Used Algorithms of Computation 
 

Input 1: 

Document-Topic 

Relevance  

(R) 

Vector Space Model 

(Rvector) 
Rvector (z,d) sim(z,d) 

wi,z wi,di1

Nd



w2

i,zi1

Nd

  w2

i,di1

Nd


 

Language Model 

(Rlang) 

Rlang(z,d) p(qz | d)  p(wi | d)
wi qz

  

LDA-based Model 

(Rlda) 
Rlda (z,d) p(z | d,̂) 

nd ,z 

(nd ,z )
z

 

 

Input 2: 

User-Document 

Association  

(A) 

Direct Association 

Model (Adirect) 
Adirect (d,u) p(d | u) 

1 if u wrote d

0 otherwise   





 

Indirect Association 

Model (Aindirect) 
Aindirect (d,u) p(d | u) 

1 if u wrote d

(1 )l u is l  steps from d  

0 otherwise               









 

 

Input 3: 

Filter Strategies 

Without Filtering Keep all documents for calculating K 

With Filtering Keep top r% documents according to each R model 
 

Output: 

Domain Expertise 

(K) 

Mapping Function 

K=f(R, A) 
K(z,u)  R(z,d)A(d,u)

d  
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should be an upper bound for the percentage of topic-relevant documents in a corpus. For 

this reason, I expect to observe some improvements by only selecting the top 100/T % or 

fewer documents. 

3.4.5 Summary of Candidate Models  

Table 3.1 summarizes the inputs and output of all candidate models used in this 

comparative study. As discussed earlier, my framework for profiling expertise consists of 

three input components: document-topic relevance, user-document association and 

filtering strategy. Different models used in each component may have significant 

influences on the final output, domain expertise. Through experiments, one can compare 

these different models and find the best one to apply to online communities.  

3.5 Experimental Setup  

3.5.1 Data Preparation 

I evaluated the expertise profiling methods using data from two popular online 

communities: Sun forums (now Oracle forums) and Apple Discussions. I selected the 

largest sub-forum from each community as the datasets in my experiments, i.e., Java 

Programming sub-forum from Sun forum and Phone and Messaging from Apple 

discussions. I crawled all the thread pages of these two sub-forums from their beginning 

up to the date of crawling (Jun. 6, 2009 for Java and Apr. 1, 2010 for iPhone). Based on 

my examination, these two datasets almost cover all the aspects of Java technologies and 

iPhone usage. The statistics of two datasets are reported in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 Characteristics of two datasets 

Dataset 
# of 

threads 

# of 

posts 

# of 

members 

Avg. of 

answers 

per thread 

Avg. of 

answerers 

per thread 

# of  

words 

in dataset 

Size of 

vocabulary 

in dataset 

Java 70,488 440,708 36,687 4.1723 2.5137 7,374,557 125,114 

iPhone 49,343 271,823 55,108 4.1306 3.1543 4,962,015 56,157 
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However, online data usually contain a lot of noise and non-relevant information. I 

performed the following four steps to clean my datasets: 

 Remove HTML tags and extract the textual content of each post in a thread page, 

 Since Java Programming contains a lot of code snippets that are not included by 

code tags, I wrote a program to remove Java code from the text, 

 Tokenize the text and filter out stop words and others with more than 20 characters 

(most of these words are junk such as “xxxx...xxxx” based on my observation), 

 Remove top 10 most frequent words since they are usually corpus-specific stop 

words such as “java", “iPhone", “phone", etc. 

After the cleaning steps, I trained Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) models on two 

corpora in which each thread is a document, since many posts are too short to be 

sufficient for learning topics. I used the method introduced in Section 3.1 to estimate 

topic numbers in each corpus. The original data corpora are split into 90% for training 

and 10% for testing. Using the common parameter values =50/T and =0.1 [57][64], I 

discovered 270 topics from the Java dataset and 200 topics from the iPhone dataset. I do 

not present all the topics here since they are too many. Instead, I illustrate 5 randomly 

sampled topics with their manually labeled names and the top 10 words of each topic in 

Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 Five sampled topics with top 10 words and manually labeled names 

Java Dataset  iPhone Dataset 

topic 15 topic 37 Topic 83 topic 106 topic 109 topic 28 topic 32 topic 66 topic 165 topic 168 

swing 

component 
frame 

jframe 

panel 
layout 

label 

container 
pane 

manager 

thread 

wait 
synchronize 

lock 

timer 
run 

execute 

sleep 
concurrent 

notify 

xml 

parse 
document 

dom 

element 
transform 

sax 

tag 
xerc 

schema 

sound 

play 
video 

media 

capture 
audio 

jmf 

eemo 
music 

song 

database 

connect 
sql 

jdbc 

driver 
oracle 

mysql 

db 
query 

pool 

Google 

map 
direction 

search 

view 
location 

street 

traffic 
route 

pin 

screen 

scratch 
glass 

clean 

water 
protector 

plastic 

film 
cloth 

cover 

type 

word 
keyboard 

correct 

language 
suggest 

english 

learn 
letter 

dictionary 

volume 

speaker 
Hear 

sound 

low 
lound 

ear 

lounder 
Issue 

echo 

Plan 

data 
unlimited 

monthly 

family 
pay 

at&t 

cost 
include 

line 
 

topic 15 GUI with swing  topic 15 Using Google map 

topic 37 Thread synchronization topic 37 Screen protection 

topic 83 Parsing XML files topic 83 Keyboard & word type 

topic 106 Multimedia: video & audio topic 106 Sound issue 

topic 109 Querying database topic 109 Phone plan 

3.5.2 Experimental Design 
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In this section I describe my experimental design and evaluation methods in detail 

and show how they can be used for expertise profiling. Although many online 

communities have their own rating systems to evaluate members' participation such as 

“reputations" and “points & medals", these rating systems are neither topic specific nor 

can they give a clear classification of members' expertise levels related to a given topic. 

To obtain a gold standard for my datasets, I recruited four computer science graduate 

students to manually annotate the domain expertise of online members using 6 rating 

scales (Table 3.4) used by Zhang et al. [48]. Unlike their original setup, I added one 

additional scale 0 due to the fact that there may not be adequate information for one’s 

expertise. 

Table 3.4 Domain expertise rating scales 

Rate Category Description 

5 Expert Knows core knowledge on a domain and always provides insightful answers 

4 Professional Can answer most questions and knows some sub-topics of a domain very well 

3 User Has some advanced knowledge and can give relatively good answers 

2 Learner Knows basic concepts, but is not good at advanced knowledge in a domain 

1 Newbie Starts to learn the knowledge of a domain, asks questions on basic concepts 

0 N/A There is not enough information (i.e., no post) on a knowledge domain 

However, one difficulty with human labeling lies in the huge amount of data that the 

four annotators have to go through. It is practically impossible to use the above approach 

to rate all members on all topics by reading through all threads and posts. Therefore, I 

used a sampling strategy to randomly select a small number of members, topics and 

threads so that an efficient evaluation could proceed without losing generalizability. The 

process is outlined as follows: 

 Topic selection: I randomly sampled 5 out of all the topics discovered by the LDA 

models of each corpus as illustrated in Table 3.3. 

 Thread selection: For each of the selected topics, I chose a pooling method 

frequently used in information retrieval [65]. This process started with computing 

each document’s relevance scores on the topic over the complete dataset using the R 

models in Table 3.1. Top 200 most relevant threads were selected from each of the 

R models and then merged to construct a sample corpus.  

 Member selection: I randomly sampled 30 members among those who participated 
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in these sampled threads and produced at least 10 posts. This quantity enabled most 

sampled members to cover at least 3 topics and provides minimal evidence for 

evaluating expertise levels. I did not remove a small amount of members that had 

no participation on a topic, since I also wanted to test if my models can correctly 

assess the expertise score of this situation, which could be frequent when expanding 

member profiles to all topics. Thus, the final sampled dataset contained 150 

member-topic records. 

 Annotation: I divided the four graduate students into two two-person groups. 

Within each group, the two students rated the sampled members individually. They 

normally needed to read tens to hundreds of posts before a rating could be made. If 

the rating difference between the two annotators was 1, I simply took an average of 

the two ratings. Otherwise, I asked them to reconcile the conflicting values among 

themselves. Finally, I calculated Cohen’s Kappa Coefficient (k) and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (ρ) to assess the inter-coder agreement [66]. As Table 3.5 

shows, the average k and ρ were above 0.75 and 0.9, respectively, and had 

satisfactory agreement. 

Table 3.5 Inter-code agreement 

Java Dataset  iPhone Dataset 

 k ρ   k ρ 

Topic 15 0.79 0.94  Topic 28 0.8 0.96 

Topic 37 0.76 0.92  Topic 32 0.76 0.91 

Topic 83 0.73 0.94  Topic 66 0.79 0.94 

Topic 106 0.86 0.94  Topic 165 0.74 0.94 

Topic 109 0.74 0.95  Topic 168 0.78 0.95 

All Topics 0.77 0.94  All Topics 0.78 0.94 

3.5.3 Evaluation Methods 

Once I had collected all the human-annotated expertise ratings as the “gold standard” 

and computed the algorithm-generated expertise scores K, I used the following two types 

of metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed expertise profiling methods in online 

communities.  

 Rank correlation. In statistics, correlation measures the overall dependence between 
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two variables. Since the data, expertise ratings and scores are not normally 

distributed, the traditional Pearson's correlation coefficient is not applicable. 

Instead, I converted the data to two ranked lists and measured their correspondence 

more accurately through two commonly used rank correlations: Spearman's  and 

Kendall's  [67]. Rank correlations are appropriate for measuring the quality of an 

entire rank list.  

 Graded relevance. I am more interested in seeking top domain experts rather than a 

complete list of members ranked based on their expertise levels on a given topic. 

Therefore, rank correlations may not be appropriate for this purpose. In the context 

of information retrieval, the commonly used normalized discounted cumulative gain 

(nDCG) should be a better metric, because it gives more credit to the method that 

can put real experts at the top of a ranked list [68]. The nDCG value at a particular 

rank position p is calculated as:  

nDCG p 
DCG p

IDCG p


rat ei  rat ei log2 ii2

p


ratei  rate i log2 ii2

p


 

where rate i is the annotated rating at the i-th position ranked by a candidate model 

and rate i is the rating ranked by the gold standard.  

I considered three use cases of expertise profile in the evaluation: (1) a ranked list of 

experts in a given knowledge domain (topic-centric); (2) a ranked list of different 

knowledge domains given a member (profile-centric); and (3) a ranked list of expertise 

levels across all members and knowledge domains (community-centric).  

 Topic-centric evaluation. It is straightforward to compute the above metrics for 

each individual topic, metricsz  metrics(zi )i1

T

 T . For example, 
z
 and 

z 
in Table 5 

are topic-centric metrics.  

 Profile-centric evaluation. Similarly, I can calculate those metrics for each person u 

and take an average over all members, metricsu  metrics(u j )j1

M

 M . 
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 Community-centric evaluation. I have one ranked list based on expertise levels 

across topics and members. Thus, it is possible to apply those metrics to one rank 

list. 

3.6 Experimental Results 

3.6.1 Smoothing Language Models  

  

  
 

Figure 3.3 Topic centric and overall evaluations of Jelinek-Mercer (top) and Bayesian 

(bottom) smoothing methods on two corpora 

Before elaborating on my experimental results, I must study the effect of smoothing 

on language model first, because it can greatly change the model performance and 

influence the fairness of comparison with other methods. I experimented with both  

Jelinek-Mercer and Bayesian smoothing methods [62]. The plots of smoothing results in 

Figure 3.3 show that they behave differently on topic-centric and overall evaluation for 
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both corpora. The topic-centric performance are significantly better if choosing high λ or 

μ values, while overall performance excels with relatively low λ or μ. In the rest of the 

experiments, I chose to use the Jeliner-Mercer smoothing with λ= 0.1 for the Java corpus 

and λ=0.01 for the iPhone corpus. This selection compromises topic-centric and overall 

performance with preference to the overall performance, since I believe it can give a 

more comprehensive measurement on profiles. 

3.6.2 Comparing Models of Document-Topic Relevance  

Table 3.6 The performance of the three R models (best results in bold) 

 Java Corpus iPhone Corpus 

 Topic-centric evaluation 

 ρ
z
 τ

z
 nDCG5

z  nDCG10

z  nDCG15

z  ρ
z
 τ

z
 nDCG5

z  nDCG10

z  nDCG15

z  

 

Rvector 0.6971 0.5741 0.9309 0.9430 0.9376 0.7700 0.6391 0.9481 0.9438 0.9530 

Rlang 0.5506 0.4232 0.8430 0.8774 0.8898 0.5294 0.4741 0.7454 0.8299 0.8560 

Rlda 0.7077 0.5628 0.9282 0.9285 0.9430 0.8440 0.7325 0.9842 0.9733 0.9804 

 Profile-centric evaluation 

 nDCG1

u  nDCG2

u  nDCG3

u  nDCG4

u  nDCG5

u  nDCG1

u  nDCG2

u  nDCG3

u  nDCG4

u  nDCG5

u  

 

Rvector 0.8477 0.9197 0.9346 0.9541 0.9666 0.9658 0.9407 0.9552 0.9624 0.9750 

Rlang 0.8488 0.8965 0.9010 0.8949 0.9471 0.8706 0.8949 0.9165 0.9408 0.9553 

Rlda 0.9681 0.9610 0.9667 0.9751 0.9830 0.9833 0.9415 0.9600 0.9724 0.9773 

 Overall evaluation 

 ρ τ nDCG10 nDCG30 nDCG50 ρ τ nDCG10 nDCG30 nDCG50 

 

Rvector 0.7020 0.5335 0.9592 0.9298 0.9302 0.7963 0.6383 0.8985 0.9143 0.9236 

Rlang 0.5156 0.3797 0.8620 0.8864 0.8572 0.5803 0.4422 0.7850 0.7857 0.8248 

Rlda 0.7406 0.5715 0.9702 0.9572 0.9381 0.8436 0.7015 0.9543 0.9633 0.9617 

I first studied the performance of various document-topic relevance models, namely 

the vector space model (Rvector), language model (Rlang) and LDA-based model (Rlda) by 

setting the direct association model without filtering. The top 10 keywords in each topic 

were used as a query for the vector space model and language model. I observed that the 

LDA-based model outperformed both the vector space and language model nearly on all 

metrics (Table 3.6), with the only exception in the topic-centric evaluation on the Java 

corpus. The rank correlations calculated for the LDA-based model indicate a good 

ranking performance on the iPhone corpus (0.8 and 0.7) along with a less 

satisfactory ranking performance on the Java corpus (0.7 and 0.6). The nDCG 
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values of the LDA-based model, which weight more on highly ranked positions, were 

near perfect for both corpora. This result shows that the LDA-based model worked the 

best in finding domain experts in online communities. To my surprise, the language 

model produced fairly poor results as compared to a previous study using TREC 

enterprise data [16]. I also noticed that most metrics evaluated on the iPhone corpus were 

better than those on the Java corpus. I will employ an in-depth analysis in Section 3.7 to 

understand these results.     

I performed statistical significant tests to compare the performance of the three R 

models. I applied Fisher’s z-transformation to compare rank correlations [67] and 

conducted the two-sample paired t-test for nDCG. The p-values reported in Table 3.7 

illustrate that the performance of the LDA-based model is significantly better than the 

language model, and inconclusive in statistical comparison with the vector space model.  

Table 3.7 Significance testing for R model comparisons  (p-values) 

 Java Corpus iPhone Corpus 

nDCG
z 

nDCG
u
 ρ τ nDCG nDCG

z
 nDCG

u
 ρ τ nDCG 

 

Rvector vs Rlda 0.6998 0.0095 0.2045 0.3315 0.0019 <0.0001 0.3661 0.1240 0.1801 <0.0001 

Rlang vs Rlda <0.0001 0.0061 0.0065 0.0741 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0070 <0.0001 0.0016 <0.0001 
 

3.6.3 Comparing Models of User-Document Association 

I then switched to use the indirect model for building user-document association, but 

still applied the same R models without filtering for computing K. Table 3.8 reports the 

performance comparison between the direct and indirect models. I found that the use of 

the indirect association model combined with the vector space model and the LDA-based 

model actually degraded the performance of expertise profiling. However, the indirect 

association model has some improvements over the direct association model when 

combined with the language model. This result is consistent with the observations in [63] 

where multi-step relevance propagation improved the performance of the plain language 

model for expert finding. However, I preferred to use the direct association model in the 

rest of my experiments because the performance of the vector space model and the LDA-

based model with the use of the direct association model was still much better than the 
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language model with the indirect association model. 

Table 3.8 Comparing the direct and indirect association models  

(*p-value <0.05, **p-value<0.01) 

 Java Corpus iPhone Coprus 

ρz τz nDCG5

z  ρ τ nDCG10
 ρz τz nDCG5

z  ρ τ nDCG10
 

 Vector Space Model 

Adirect 0.6971 0.5741 0.9309 0.7020 0.5335 0.9592 0.7700 0.6391 0.9481 0.7963 0.6383 0.8985 

Aindirect 0.6915 0.5554 0.9123 0.6891 0.5159 0.9396 0.7613 0.6314 0.9254 0.7964 0.6387 0.9226 

Improvement -0.80 -3.26 -2.00 -1.84 -3.30 -2.04* -1.13 -1.20 -2.39 +0.01 -0.06 -2.68* 

 Language Model 

Adirect 0.5506 0.4232 0.8430 0.5156 0.3797 0.8620 0.5942 0.4741 0.7454 0.5803 0.4422 0.7850 

Aindirect 0.5812 0.4441 0.8439 0.5287 0.3840 0.7921 0.6654 0.5325 0.8083 0.6450 0.4904 0.7752 

Improvement +5.56 +4.94* +0.11 +2.54 +1.13 -8.11** +11.98* +12.32* +8.44** +11.15* +10.90* -1.25 

 LDA-based Model 

Adirect 0.7077 0.5628 0.9282 0.7406 0.5715 0.9702 0.8440 0.7325 0.9842 0.8436 0.7012 0.9543 

Aindirect 0.6734 0.5321 0.8988 0.7094 0.5444 0.9227 0.8559 0.7391 0.9807 0.8507 0.7045 0.9540 

Improvement -4.85 -5.77* -3.17 -4.21 -4.74* -4.90* +1.41 +0.90 -0.34 -0.84 -0.47 -0.03 

3.6.4 Comparing Filtering Strategies  

In this experiment I tested whether or not the filtering strategy improved the 

performance of expertise profiling in online communities. I applied the filtering to three 

R models with the direct association model. Table 3.9 shows the performance values with 

various r values. (The results of filtering with indirect model are not presented since they 

have no improvement over the direct association model. They are consistent with the 

results in the previous experiment.) Compared with the baselines (i.e., non-filtering when 

r=100), I observed that the filtering strategy did not improve much on the vector space 

model and the language model. But it did improve the performance of the LDA-based 

model. Particularly, I observed a significant performance increase on the Java corpus 

when the top 15-20% most relevant documents were kept. The percentage is consistent 

with my assumption in Section 3.4.4 where r=1/5=20%. The performance improvement 

on the iPhone corpus that resulted from filtering, however, was relatively small. This 

suggests that cutting off documents of low relevance may improve the LDA-based 

model, but the extent of improvement could be data dependent. Another observation is 

that even applying relevance filtering, the language model is still much worse than the 

LDA-based and the vector space models on both corpora. It indicates that the generic 

language model may not be appropriate to evaluate expertise from short online messages 
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like thread posts. This fact indicates that special treatments may be required to enhance 

the language model for finding experts from online data. 

Table 3.9 Testing of the filtering strategy (*p-value <0.05, **p-value<0.01) 

 Java Corpus iPhone Coprus 

ρz τz nDCG5

z  ρ τ nDCG10
 ρz τz nDCG5

z  ρ τ nDCG10
 

 Vector Space Model 

Baseline 

r= 50 
r=25 

r=20 

r=15 
r=10 

R=5 

0.6971 

0.6971 
0.6971 

0.6996 

0.7087 

0.6929 

0.5803 

0.5741 

0.5741 
0.5741 

0.5764 

0.5821 

0.5641 

0.4792 

0.9309 

0.9309 
0.9309 

0.9329 

0.9329 

0.9330 

0.8966 

0.7020 

0.7020 
0.7020 

0.7032 

0.7068 

0.6622 

0.4691 

0.5335 

0.5335 
0.5335 

0.5350 

0.5385 

0.5022 

0.3628 

0.9592 

0.9592 
0.9592 

0.9592 

0.9596 

0.9402 

0.9289 

0.7700 

0.7700 

0.7703 

0.7677 

0.7552 
0.7075 

0.5266 

0.6391 

0.6391 

0.6391 

0.6372 

0.6228 
0.5707 

0.4237 

0.9481 

0.9481 

0.9455 

0.9455 

0.9331 
0.8886 

0.8381 

0.7963 

0.7963 

0.7955 

0.7951 

0.7846 
0.7354 

0.5805 

0.6383 

0.6383 

0.6380 

0.6373 

0.6322 
0.5789 

0.4508 

0.8985 

0.8985 
0.8985 

0.8985 

0.8946 
0.8946 

0.8289 

Improvement +1.66 +1.39 +0.23 +0.68 +0.94 +0.04 +0.04 +0.00 +0.00 +0.00 +0.00 +0.00 

 Language Model 

Baseline 
r= 50 

r=25 

r=20 
r=15 

r=10 
r=5 

0.5506 
0.5506 

0.5506 

0.5506 
0.5506 

0.5506 

0.5532 

0.4232 
0.4232 

0.4232 

0.4232 
0.4232 

0.4232 

0.4269 

0.8430 
0.8430 

0.8430 

0.8430 
0.8430 

0.8430 

0.8430 

0.5156 
0.5156 

0.5156 

0.5156 
0.5156 

0.5156 

0.5158 

0.3797 
0.3797 

0.3797 

0.3797 
0.3797 

0.3797 

0.3803 

0.8620 
0.8620 

0.8620 

0.8620 
0.8620 

0.8620 

0.8620 

0.5942 

0.5942 

0.5939 

0.5939 
0.5939 

0.5941 
0.5390 

0.4741 
0.4741 

0.4740 

0.4740 
0.4740 

0.4770 

0.4428 

0.7454 
0.7454 

0.7454 

0.7454 
0.7454 

0.7454 

0.7454 

0.5803 
0.5803 

0.5806 

0.5806 

0.5806 

0.5799 
0.5331 

0.4422 
0.4422 

0.4430 

0.4430 
0.4430 

0.4466 

0.4183 

0.7850 
0.7850 

0.7850 

0.7850 
0.7850 

0.7850 

0.7850 

Improvement +0.47 +0.87 +0.00 +0.04 +0.16 +0.00 +0.00 +0.61 +0.00 +0.05 +1.00 +0.00 

 LDA-based Model 

Baseline 

r= 50 
r=25 

r=20 

r=15 
r=10 

r=5 

0.7077 

0.7498 
0.7815 

0.7920 

0.7959 

0.7872 

0.7374 

0.5628 

0.6074 
0.6427 

0.6565 

0.6540 
0.6526 

0.6213 

0.9282 

0.9628 
0.9594 

0.9619 

0.9640 

0.9635 

0.9450 

0.7406 

0.7821 
0.8085 

0.8250 

0.8238 
0.8239 

0.7562 

0.5715 

0.6153 
0.6450 

0.6673 

0.6673 

0.6622 

0.6200 

0.9702 

0.9712 
0.9744 

0.9744 

0.9744 

0.9812 

0.9743 

0.8440 

0.8623 
0.8662 

0.8721 

0.8663 
0.8310 

0.7309 

0.7325 

0.7484 
0.7537 

0.7588 

0.7504 
0.7176 

0.6341 

0.9736 

0.9748 
0.9812 

0.9852 

0.9918 

0.9885 

0.9835 

0.8436 

0.8571 
0.8595 

0.8634 

0.8605 
0.8224 

0.6980 

0.7015 

0.7190 
0.7220 

0.7269 

0.7223 
0.6859 

0.5772 

0.9543 

0.9678 
0.9678 

0.9678 

0.9681 

0.9681 

0.9697 

Improvement +12.46* +16.65* +3.86** +11.4* +16.76** +1.13* +3.33 +3.59 +1.87* +2.35 +3.62* +1.45* 

 

Finally, I conducted statistical significance tests again to verify which R model is the 

best with the direct association model after filtering out 80% of noise, i.e., r=20%. The p-

values reported in Table 3.10 show that the LDA-based model significantly outperformed 

both the language model and the vector space model in all metrics on both corpora. The 

advantage of the LDA-based model over the vector space model on the Java corpus 

becomes significant after the filtering. As a result, I recommend the best choice of my 

three-stage framework for expertise profiling in online communities: the LDA-based 

model, the direct association model, and the strategy to filter out noise.  

Table 3.10 Statistical testing of model comparisons with filtering 

 Java Corpus iPhone Corpus 

nDCG
z 

nDCG
u
 ρ τ nDCG nDCG

z
 nDCG

u
 ρ τ nDCG 

 

Rvector vs Rlda <0.0001 0.0095 0.0082 0.0464 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.3661 0.0411 0.0920 <0.0001 

Rlang vs Rlda <0.0001 0.0061 <0.0001 0.0006 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0070 <0.0001 0.0002 <0.0001 
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3.7 Discussion  

In this section I further explore my results and datasets in order to find out the 

underlying reasons of performance differences between different models and datasets 

used in the experiments discussed above. 

3.7.1 Analysis of Models 

The first question I attempt to answer is why the LDA-based model outperformed the 

other two models. I performed a failure analysis by looking into what caused the ranking 

errors in the three R models. Table 3.11 shows a typical example that I found in the Java 

corpus. As one can see, post dl, written by a person with low expertise (judged by human 

annotators), is relative short and may not be very helpful. Post dh, written by a person 

with a high expertise level, provides a detailed answer with rich knowledge.  

Table 3.11 An example that caused ranking errors (topic keywords are highlighted) 

Original post Processed post 

If you're connecting to MySQL, you should be using the MySQL driver.       

(dl) 

If you're connecting to Oracle, you should be using the Oracle driver. 

If you're connecting to X, you should be using the X driver. 

connect:3   driver:3 

mysql:2      oracle:2 

No! I strongly disagree with Second and Third.                                               

(dh) 

 

The JDBC ODBC bridge in Java is one of the worst JDBC drivers there is. 

Almost  

all type 4 JDBC drivers (i.e. pure Java drivers) are of a higher quality than 

that one. 

 

What you want to do is: 

1.) Find a database 

2.) find it's JDBC driver 

3.) use that JDBC driver 

 

And all that after/while reading the JDBC Tutorial. I suggest starting with 

an 

embedded pure Java database, such as Derby or HSQLDB. 

    

bridge:1     

database:2 

derby:1      disagre:1 

driver:5     mbed:1 

higher:1     hsqldb:1 

jdbc:6        odbc:1 

pure:2        quality:1 

read:1        start:1 

strongly:1  

suggest:1 

tutorial:1    type:1 

worst:1 

However, if I compute the document-topic relevance R using the language model 

with the topic 109, “querying database”, in Table 3.3 (denoted as zdb), the probability of 

dl being relevant to topic zdb is much higher than dh. 
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Rvector (dh , zdb ) Rvector (dl , zdb )  0.95

Rlang (dh , zdb ) Rlang (dl , zdb )  105

Rlda (dh , zdb ) Rlda (dl , zdb )  1.42

 

This example illustrates a situation where a short document dl can inflate the expertise 

score and cause ranking errors in the language model. The vector space model also finds 

that dl is more relevant to zdb than dh. Only the LDA-based model is able to reflect the 

true expectation, i.e., R(dh, zdb)>R(dl, zdb). There are two possible explanations: query 

length and document length. Recall that the relevance in the language model is computed 

as Rlang(d,z) p(qz | d)  p(wi | d)
i1

|qz |

 . Thus, the value of p(qz|d) is very sensitive to the 

number of query terms wi contained in the query topic qz due to the product of p(wi|d). On 

the other hand, it is common that persons with high expertise elaborate their explanations 

using more words and sentences. Persons with low expertise, however, lack ability and/or 

motivation to elaborate. The vector space model and the language model tend to favor 

short documents over long documents. Both models use term frequencies as an important 

factor to evaluate relevance. This frequency is normalized by document length and, thus, 

can be diluted in long documents. Thus, long documents can easily result in low 

relevance scores to a query under these two models. It suggests the models used in 

traditional information retrieval may not be appropriate for evaluating expertise in online 

communities where messages are usually short. In the LDA model, however, if words in 

a document are assigned to a topic more frequently during Gibbs sampling, the document 

is more likely to belong to this topic. Thus, document length does not affect its topic 

probability. Moreover, it also partially explains why my filtering strategy only improves 

the performance of the LDA model. Because the vector space and language models tend 

to place short documents on the top of their ranked lists, the filtering strategy will remove 

many long documents with high actual relevance. 

3.7.2 Analysis of Corpora 

Finally, I analyzed the two datasets used in my experiments. When examining the 

relationship between the document length and the human judged expertise level shown in 
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Figure 3.4, I noticed that members’ expertise levels positively correlated with the 

numbers of words in their posts
1
. Furthermore, the number of words per thread is notably 

shorter in the Java corpus than that in the iPhone corpus. Since the Java forum involves 

discussions about programming questions, its threads commonly contain texts plus Java 

source code (note that I removed the code snippets during data cleansing). However, 

when human annotators read the posts in the Java corpus, code lines also were reviewed 

in order to judge the expertise of the poster. It might inevitably introduce bias to my 

profiling algorithms on the Java corpus. This may be the major reason that caused the 

performance differences between Java and iPhone datasets. 

              

 

Figure 3.4 Average number of words (processed vs. original) per post at each rating scale 

3.8 Conclusion  

In this chapter I presented a comparative study on methods of producing expertise 

profiles from online communities. I first introduced a framework that builds profiles 

based on each person’s domains (i.e., topics) expertise and then evaluated the expertise 

using a three-stage procedure: (1) estimating document topic relevance (R); (2) building 

user-document association (A); (3) applying a filtering strategy to remove non-relevant 

documents. Based on this framework, I provided alternative models that can be used at 

each stage.  

                                                 
1 The middle ratings such as 1.5 and 2.5 etc. have a ceiling. The floored ratings have similar patterns. Since only one person is rated 5 

for the iPhone corpus, there are no sufficient samples to show that its average number of words is larger than other ratings. 
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In my experiments I evaluated three R models, two A models and a filtering strategy 

using two real online community datasets. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first 

comparative study on expertise profiling methods in online communities. Our 

experimental results provide an investigation on selecting an appropriate model at each 

stage. The LDA model outperformed the vector space and language models for 

evaluating document topic relevance. It is preferable to choose the direct model for 

building the user-document association since the indirect model impaired the LDA model 

so it could not achieve the best performance. Finally, the filtering strategy improved the 

performance of the LDA model.  

I believe that my results are promising in identifying the optimal expert profiling 

method in online communities that have extensive variations in their participation. My 

work also has great potential to be extended beyond online communities to other 

scenarios where the relation of document authors and topic domains embedded in the 

documents is important. One such example is electronic discovery. The litigation process 

of a lawsuit often needs to process a large number of electronic documents such as email, 

instant messages and database records. Electronic discovery refers to that process that 

reviews and finds evidence relevant to the lawsuit from electronically stored information 

[69]. My proposed framework can be used to find evidence domains embedded in the 

electronic documents with authors (e.g., email, instant messages) and authors who are 

highly associated with each evidence domain. 

This study also has a few limitations. First, I only asked human experts to manual 

label expertise levels for 30 persons over 5 topics in my experiments. It is a relative small 

evaluation data set and may possibly limit the generalizability of my findings. However, 

it is important to note that human annotation is a very time consuming and costly process 

and thus can never fully cover a large scale dataset. Second, other factors beyond 

relevance, such as the difficulty of questions and their answers’ helpfulness, may also be 

important to evaluate expertise. The capability of these factors to indicate virtual 

members’ expertise in real life may still be questioned. More investigations on these 

possibilities are required in the future. Third, although I compared multiple models at 

each stage, I have not tried out all possibilities. For instance, a modified language model 
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for short documents could be invented. Other types of online social media such as 

microblogs like Twitter and online social networks like Facebook may suggest new 

association models for evaluating expertise. I hope that future studies can follow the 

framework and continue this line of research on building user expertise profiles in other 

social media settings. 
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Chapter 4  Predicting Thread Helpfulness 

4.1 Introduction 

Over time, large, active online communities accumulate massive knowledge 

repositories, often consisting of millions of text-based user postings. However, due to the 

voluntary nature of user participation, knowledge management in online communities 

faces a number of challenges. First, knowledge repositories usually suffer from low 

information quality [70]. It has been found that information quality in an online 

community is often inversely related to the size of its membership [71]. According to 

Wikipedia, the largest community-based open-access collaborative knowledge repository, 

merely 0.09% of Wikipedia articles met a set of information quality criteria and thus are 

qualified as featured articles as of August 2011. Another challenge lies in the large 

amount of unstructured text messages that accumulate over time. Community participants 

are subject to information overload when sifting through the mass of unstructured data. 

Many online communities (e.g., Amazon Reviews) allow their members to provide 

information helpfulness judgments that can be used to steer other users to useful content 

quickly. However, there may not be enough user participation when it comes to 

knowledge quality control to provide reliable feedback for an OKC [72]. Moreover, 

Lampe and Resnick found that user-provided feedback may lead to the problem of 

premature negative consensus [73]. If some messages receive early negative feedbacks, 

they may be ignored by others, and thus possible feedback mistakes would not be 

corrected. So there is a strong need to develop a method that can automatically assess the 

information helpfulness of stored text messages in large-scale online communities.  

The assessment of user-generated content (UGC) quality has attracted much 

attention in recent years. Chai et al. reviewed 19 content quality assessment studies 

conducted in various social media communities such as forums, question-and-answer 

portals, wikis, weblogs, and review portals [74]. The survey revealed that the 
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development of most of these assessment approaches employ heuristics without a unified 

theoretical background. In fact, various theories have been developed regarding 

knowledge-seeking behavior in online communities. For example, the heuristic-

systematic model observes that people make tradeoffs between systematically processing 

cognitive information content and heuristically assessing information validity [75]. In the 

context of electronic communications, the knowledge adoption model (KAM) maintains 

that information quality and source credibility are key factors that positively affect 

people’s intention to accept and adopt received information [22].  

My objective in this chapter is to build a framework based on the knowledge 

adoption model that enables users to find helpful information they would be inclined to 

adopt. The chapter is organized as follows. First, I review literature related to text 

classification techniques for UGC and KAM. I then propose an assessment framework. I 

follow this with an empirical evaluation of that framework using data extracted from real 

OKCs. I end the chapter with conclusions and considerations for future research on this 

topic.  

4.2 Related Work 

4.2.1 Text Classification on User-Generated Content 

The challenge of finding helpful UGC can be considered a text classification task. In 

my approach to text classification, I define each discussion thread as a document. Each 

document can be classified as either helpful or not-helpful. A helpful document means 

that it contains information helpful in answering the question raised in the first posting of 

the thread. Natural language processing–based text classification has been commonly 

used to categorize documents into a fixed number of predefined classes. The first step in 

text classification is to transform documents into feature vectors where each distinct word 

corresponds to a feature. This representation often leads to very high-dimensional feature 

spaces due to the large size of vocabulary in these documents. The second step is to apply 

feature selection techniques to select a subset of features. Finally, machine learning 
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classifiers such as a decision tree and a support vector machine (SVM) can be trained and 

used to make classification decisions [76]. 

Although word-based lexical features have been shown to be effective for text 

classification, recent studies have explored other features that can be useful in predicting 

the quality of UGC. In the context of online learning, Kim et al. analyzed student 

discussion threads to support question answering by extracting useful information from 

the discussion corpus [77]. The features they found that related to discussion 

contributions included the number of posts in a thread, the average post length, the 

average number of replies and topic coherence (i.e., speech act analysis). Weimer et al. 

[78] proposed an algorithm for assessing the quality of posts in a software discussion 

forum. The features that they considered included surface features (e.g., post length and 

capital word frequency), lexical features (e.g., spelling error frequency), syntactic 

features (e.g., the percentage of part-of-speech tags), forum-specific features (e.g., 

existence of HTML tags), and similarity features (e.g., the topical relevancy of a post 

with regard to the forum). Some other studies have focused on identifying helpful online 

product reviews. For example, Kim et al. [79] considered document structure, syntactic 

features, semantic features, and metadata features in addition to lexical features when 

predicting helpful product reviews. They found that the most useful features were the 

length of the review, its unigrams, and its product rating. In addition, Duan et al. 

examined the impact of text-based review features such as basic features (e.g., whether 

the review is positive or negative, how many days since the posting date, whether there 

are extreme opinions across different reviewers), stylistic features (e.g., writing styles), 

and semantic features (e.g., topics contained in each review) on the number of 

helpfulness votes those reviews received [80]. They found that the combination of these 

three feature types had the best prediction performance. Ghose and Ipeirotis built a 

prediction model on the perceived helpfulness of online product reviews [81]. They 

considered three feature sets including review subjectivity, review readability, and 

reviewer characteristics.  

The various feature sets, which previous studies have considered in predicting the 

quality of UGC, are mostly based on heuristics and lack of a unified theoretical 
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framework. The categorization of features can be contradictory from one study to 

another. For example, the features related to spelling errors belong to lexical features in 

one study [78] while they are considered to be review readability features in another [81]. 

There is a strong need to design a theory-based text classification framework for 

predicting the quality of UGC. In many online communities, the quality of content is 

often subjective to individual users. Therefore, quality assessment in online knowledge-

sharing communities must not only consider the quality of the textual contents but also 

the perception of individual users.  

4.2.2 Knowledge Adoption Model 

Recent studies of online knowledge communities (OKCs) focus mostly on 

community participants’ motivation to share knowledge or information. Very little 

attention has been paid to the actual impact of the information generated by online 

communities. This has led researchers to study the online community as an information 

adoption process and to understand the extent of information influence on people [82].  

Sussman and Siegal proposed KAM in a study that investigated the information 

adoption process using email communication [22]. KAM extends a communication 

theory, the elaboration likelihood model [83], to the context of electronic communication. 

The elaboration likelihood model posits that a message can influence the message 

recipient’s attitude and behavior by its central and peripheral cues. Central cues refer to 

the arguments contained in the message while peripheral cues refer to issues not directly 

related to the subject matter of the message. KAM considers message recipients’ 

perception of information helpfulness as the direct determinant of knowledge adoption. 

Determinants of perceived information helpfulness for a given message or posting 

include the perceived argument quality and the credibility of the source making the 

posting (see Figure 4.1); these perceptions are influenced by recipients’ domain expertise 

and involvement.  
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Figure 4.1 Model of knowledge adoption 

Perceived argument quality is the degree of information influence that is based only 

on the message’s content. The perceived argument quality depends on attributes such as 

relevancy, accuracy, timeliness and comprehensiveness [84][85]. (I use the terms 

argument quality and information quality interchangeably in the rest of this dissertation.) 

The information quality literature has provided systematic and thorough discussions on 

various information quality dimensions. In a seminal work on data quality, Wang and 

Strong discussed 20 quality dimensions that included not only content-based quality 

features but also features inferred from information sources [86]. Based on their work, I 

identify six quality dimensions that are content-based and can be automatically extracted 

using text mining techniques: appropriate amount of data, ease of understanding, 

relevancy, objectivity, timeliness and completeness.  

Perceived source credibility indicates a message recipient’s perception of the 

credibility and authority of the information’s source irrespective of the informational 

content [87]. While different dimensions of source credibility have been used in various 

studies, two dimensions—competence and trustworthiness—have consistently emerged 

as key [22]. Competence-based source credibility refers to past experience and expertise, 

while trustworthiness measures believability. Expertise is often considered the dominant 

dimension of source credibility [88]. Computationally, expertise identifying techniques 

can be used to evaluate a user’s expertise with regard to a specific topic based on 

documents authored by the user. Social computing studies have indicated that network 

centrality measures such as in-degree and betweenness correlate with trustworthiness 

[89]. Following these approaches, I measure the trustworthiness of a user’s posting by 

way of social network centrality measures.  
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Either of the two factors in KAM may independently lead to a positive or negative 

perception of helpfulness for a particular message. But the factors often contribute jointly 

to knowledge adoption in a complex way. According to the elaboration likelihood model, 

argument quality is a critical determinant of information influence when the message 

recipient is able to comprehend the message content well. Source credibility becomes a 

critical factor only when the recipient is either unable or unwilling to process the 

message’s content. 

 

Figure 4.2 System design of a KAM-based framework for finding helpful UGC (After [90]) 

4.3 KAM-based Framework for Predicting Thread Helpfulness   
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4.3.1 System Design 

Based on KAM, I propose a text classification framework for finding helpful UGC. 

This framework considers argument quality and source credibility together, both of which 

are positively related to perceived information helpfulness and an intention to adopt 

information. I propose the following system design (shown in Figure 4.2) for a KAM-

based helpfulness prediction. It can be divided into the following three steps: data 

collection, feature extraction and classifier construction.  

Step 1: Data Collection 

 

 

Figure 4.3 An example thread in Apple Discussions with helpfulness tags 

In order to be able to analyze the textual as well as non-textual content in an OKC, I 

must take a snapshot of the entire community and collect the necessary information for 

prediction. A crawler is used to fetch webpages of all threads in an online community. A 
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parser is required to extract text messages, user information and reply relationships of 

each thread discussed. These data are then stored in a relational database. HTML tags and 

other metadata of webpages are ignored. The crawling algorithms and database schema 

used in this dissertation are described in Appendix I and II, respectively.  

Many online communities such as Apple Discussion and Sun Forums allow question 

askers to add helpfulness tags to thread discussions initiated by them (see an example in 

Figure 4.3). Threads with helpfulness tags are identified and extracted as data instances 

and labels for learning helpfulness classifiers. More details about how to collect data are 

presented in Section 4.4.1. 

Step 2: Feature Extraction 

Online messages extracted in step 1 are in an unstructured text format. In the 

traditional text classification task, texts are converted to vectors of n-gram (usually 

unigram) features. I use this approach as the baseline for comparison with my KAM-

based framework. Based on previous literature [90], a feature extractor is built to analyze 

textual messages and extract argument quality as well as source credibility features. 

Some features are easy to extract, while others are difficult to obtain since they have to be 

computed dependently on social networks, topic models or expertise profiles. Afterwards, 

each thread i is converted into a tuple (xi, yi), where xi 
n
 is a vector of extracted 

features and yi L (|L|>1) is the class label. The set of features and the methods of 

extraction are introduced in Section 4.3.2. 

Step 3: Classifier Construction 

I chose to apply four of the most frequently used supervised learning algorithms, as 

described in Section 4.3.3, to my classification framework (see a survey [91] for other 

classification techniques). As in a typical classifier learning process, the experimental 

data are divided into two subsets. A learning algorithm uses the first subset: training data 

to generate a classification model. The learned model is validated on the other subset: test 
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data for measuring its predictive power. If the performance of a classifier on test data is 

good enough, it then can be used to evaluate the helpfulness of newly produced threads. 

4.3.2 Feature Extraction  

After surveying previous literature, which will be introduced below, I identified six 

argument quality dimensions and three source credibility dimensions as the basis for my 

framework (Table 4.1). I developed quantitative metrics for each dimension based on the 

measurements proposed in previous studies. The metrics were developed with the 

consideration that they could be applied to most online communities where UGC is 

textual and organized as discussion threads. 

Argument Quality Features 

Wang and Strong’s framework for data quality originated from the perspective of 

database users. Several recent studies have adopted it to produce metrics for assessing the 

quality of online information such as consumer reviews [17], question answering [19] 

and Wikipedia entries [92]. From their work, I drew the following six dimensions, with 

their associated metrics, as argument quality features for OKCs.  

Appropriate Amount of Data. Generally, messages rich in content contain a lot of 

information. However, “too much” information can cause a readability problem and 

make it difficult for readers to find the information they want quickly. Therefore, an 

appropriate amount of data is necessary for high-quality information [93]. I adopted 

metrics for textual quantity at various lexical levels including characters, words and 

sentences as well as Web links, math formulas, programming code and more. 

Ease of Understanding. The readability of online messages can be measured by 

characters-to-sentences and words-to-sentences ratios. Messages with high values on 

these measures are more difficult to comprehend [17]. I also took into account part-of-

speech tagging of words indicating the syntactic complexity for understanding 

[19][94][95]. Based on these tags, features such as ratio of nouns, verbs, wh- type words 

and punctuation were extracted.  
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Relevancy. Online discussions often drift aimlessly from one topic to another [96]. 

The relevance of postings therefore has been employed to predict the quality and 

helpfulness of online communities [17][19][97]. For this dimension, I computed the 

semantic similarity between each reply and the question or other replies in a thread using 

various approaches such as cosine similarity, Kullback-Leibler divergence, entropy and 

perplexity. 

Objectivity. Over time, it has been verified that the subjective nature of information 

has an influence on its degree of quality. The computational analysis of sentiment and 

subjectivity (vs. objectivity) has recently attracted lots of attentions in academia [98]. 

Following the approach in [99], I collected statistics based on positive and negative word 

lists to create the sentiment features for my framework.  

Timeliness. It has been shown that the quality and helpfulness of online product 

reviews correlate to time lapse of each posting [17][81]. I applied metrics from these 

studies to the question answering scenario in OKCs. 

Completeness. Completeness refers to the ability of a medium to serve informational 

needs [100]. Two aspects of completeness for OKCs are identified as whether the 

question asker, or original poster, does not just post a question but also has interactions 

with repliers in the discussion and whether repliers provide complete opinions to the 

original poster. I measured the completeness in terms of counting the number of posts 

that users generate in each thread.  

Source Credibility Features 

All argument quality features introduced above directly measure the characteristics 

of online messages. Source credibility, however, reflects nothing in the message itself but 

rather its source, the user who wrote it. Previous studies have identified the following 

three dimensions that affect a person’s credibility [22][101].  

Past Experience. According to social capital theory, an individual has the cognitive 

capability of learning knowledge as he or she interacts with other community members 
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and gains hands-on experience over time (cognitive capital) [102]. As a result, an 

individual’s past experience in practice is an important predictor for his or her reputation 

in contributing knowledge. Thus, an individual’s tenure in the community and his or her 

past history of offering helpful information are appropriate for measuring this dimension.  

Expertise. Expertise is considered another type of cognitive capital. Researchers 

have found that individuals with a high level of expertise are more likely to provide 

useful advice in the virtual environment [103]. There exist many methods of finding 

experts in online communities, as reviewed in Chapter 3. My expertise profiling approach 

was applied to this study since it is able to match users’ expertise at the topic level. This 

approach assumes that the question q of a thread has a topic probability, ( | )p u q . The 

expertise score of a user u that answers question q can be calculated as  

( , ) ( , ) ( | )
z T

K u q K u z p z q


 . 

Trustworthiness. Numerous empirical studies on the relationship between source 

credibility and attitude change have reached a common conclusion—a more trustworthy 

source is more credible [104]. Social network scholars have developed analyses of how 

network structure correlates with the formation of trust within a community [105]. The 

structural measures for social interaction such as degree and betweenness centrality are 

found to have a significant positive correlation with trust [89]. I adopted these two 

measures for online communities. Other metrics of social network analysis including 

closeness, cluster coefficient, PageRank and HITS (Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search) 

hub and authority also were incorporated. The methods of calculating these measures are 

reviewed in [32][106]. All those measures are based on a social network of persons. I 

followed the approach in [107] to construct a direct social network for an OKC. In this 

social network, each community participant corresponds to a node u V and each 

directed edges ( , )u v E indicates the link from a replier to the original poster of the 

same thread. The network can be defined as a directed graph Gs(V, E) with an adjacency 

matrix M, where M(u, v)=1 if person u has replied to person v or M(u, v)=0 otherwise. 
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Table 4.1 Quantitative metrics for the dimensions of argument quality and source credibility 

Category Dimensions Metrics 

Argument 

Quality 

F1: Appropriate 

Amount of Data 

(Abbasi et al. 2008; 

Otterbacher 2009) 

1-5. Number of characters in a thread 

6-10. Number of words in a thread 

11-15. Number of unique words in a thread 

16-20. Number of sentences in a thread 

21-25. Number of nomenclature (e.g., programming code, math formula) in a thread 

26-30. Number of Web links in a thread 

31-34. Number of quotations in a thread 

F2: Ease of 

Understanding 

(Otterbacher 2009) 

 

35-69. Ratio of nouns, adjectives, comparatives, verbs, adverbs, punctuation and symbols 

in a thread 

70-74. Characters to sentences ratio in a thread 

75-79. Words to sentences ratio in a thread 

80-84. Number of wh- type words in a thread 

85-89. Number of question marks in a thread 

F3: Relevancy 

(Abbasi et al. 2008; 

Otterbacher 2009) 

 

90-93. Number of words overlapping between a question and its replies  

94-97. Cosine similarity between a question and its replies  

98-101. Entropy of a reply to all replies in a thread 

102-105. Perplexity of a reply to all replies in a thread 

106-109. KL (Kullback-Leibler) divergence between a question and its replies 

110-113. Centroid of a reply to all other replies in a thread 

F4: Objectivity 

(Stone et al. 1962) 

 

114. Number of “thank” words in a question 

115. Number of “thank” words of the OP (original poster) to repliers in a thread 

116. If “thank” words appear in the last post of the OP in a thread 

117-118. Ratio of positive and negative words in a question 

119-120. Ratio of positive and negative words of the OP to repliers in a thread  

121-128. Ratio of positive and negative words of repliers to the OP in a thread 

129-136. Ratio of positive and negative words of repliers to other repliers in a thread 

F5: Timeliness 

(Otterbacher 2009) 

 

137-142. Question post time as hour-of-day, morning/afternoon/evening, day-of-week, 

day-of-month, month-of-year, year 

143-145. Time lapse between a question and each reply 

146-148. Time lapse between a question and each direct reply 

149-151. Time span between consecutive replies in a thread 

152-154. Time span between consecutive replies replied to the question 

F6: Completeness  

 

155. Number of posts by the OP in the thread 

156. Number of replies in the thread 

157. Number of all posts in the thread 

158. Number of repliers in the thread 

159. Number of posts directly replied to the OP 

Source 

Credibility 

F7: Past Experience 

(Wasko and Faraj 

2005)  

160-164. Tenure of the OP and repliers  

165-166. Number of questions and replies between the OP and repliers in the past 

167-174. Ratio of questions and replies of OP and repliers in the past 

175-178. The OP’s user-feedback history (no-reply, no-help, helpful, solved ratios) 

179-202. Repliers’ user-feedback history (no-help, helpful, solved ratios) 

F8: Trustworthiness 

(Prell 2003; Newman 

203-210. SNA (social network analysis) centrality measures of the OP (in-degree, out-

degree, betweenness, closeness, cluster coefficient, PageRank, and HITS [Hypertext-
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2008) Induced Topic Search] scores) 

211-234. SNA centrality measures of repliers (in-degree, out-degree, betweenness, 

closeness, cluster coefficient, PageRank, and HITS scores) 

F9: Expertise 

(Chiu et al. 2006) 

 

235-242. Cosine similarity between OP or a replier’s expertise profile and the question 

243-250. KL divergence between OP or a replier’s expertise profile and the question 

251-258. OP or a replier’s LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation)–based expertise score on the 

question 

Easy vs. Hard-to-compute Features 

Not all features I used can be obtained in a straightforward way. Some of them, such 

as expertise features, require additional steps, such as constructing expertise profiles, to 

preprocess the information stored in a database. Thus, I considered them relatively 

difficult to compute. Accordingly I conducted a comparison between the performance of 

removing the hard-to-compute features and keeping complete features.  

Table 4.2 List of hard-to-compute features at thread level 

Dimension Metrics Explanation/Justification 

Ease of 

Understanding 
# 35-69 Use part-of-speech tagging tool to extract tags first 

Objectivity # 117-136 Use sentiment analysis tool to classify positive and negative words  

Expertise All Construct expertise profiles for all community members first  

Trustworthiness All Build a social network for the entire community first 

4.3.3 Classification Algorithm 

Four types of widely used classification techniques were applied in this study: Naïve 

Bayes, Decision Tree, Boosting and Support Vector Machine (SVM). I chose the 

implementations of these algorithms from a popular data mining tool, Weka [108].  

Naïve Bayes. First, I considered Naïve Bayes classifier, which is based on a simple 

“independent feature model.” In practice, this simple algorithm works efficiently for 

many complex problems. Thus, it should be appropriate for learning from a large data set 

with many features like the data in my research. 

Decision Tree. I chose the classic C4.5 algorithm that adopts a divide-and-conquer 

strategy and the entropy measure for building a decision tree. Its classification accuracy is 
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competitive with other methods. However it may raise an over-fitting issue if the decision 

tree does not generalize the data properly. 

Boosting. Boosting is a meta-learning technique that aggregates multiple weak 

classifiers to achieve high classification accuracy. However, some recent studies show 

that noisy data may result in poor performance of boosting algorithms. I employed the 

standard Ada Boosting implementation that uses decision stump as the weak learner in 

Weka for my experiment. 

Support Vector Machine. SVM is a sophisticated method for many tasks because of 

its good performance and robustness for noise and feature space with high dimensions. 

The implementation in Weka adopts the sequential minimal optimization algorithm for 

training support vector machines. 

4.4 Experimental Step 

4.4.1 Data Collection 

I collected data from Apple Discussions and Sun Forums, the OKCs discussed in the 

previous chapter. As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, these two communities allow 

community members to rate information helpfulness with two tags: correct answer and 

helpful answer. After finishing the crawl step, I parsed threads and extracted the 

helpfulness tags from them, as listed in Table 4.3. However, I could not say with 

certainty that those threads without any feedback (the majority of my data set) were not 

helpful at all. It is possible that question askers neglect to tag helpfulness even though 

they do get helped. As a result, I randomly sampled 2,700 threads out of 29,048 with no 

feedback from Apple Discussions and asked two domain experts, who are graduate 

students in computer science, to manually annotate them. They agreed on 1,017 threads 

that did not contain any helpful answers (i.e., not-helpful). From Sun Forums, I sampled 

2,200 threads, and my annotators found 1,008 of them not-helpful.  
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Table 4.3 Data statistics 

Data Set 
# of 

threads 

Size of 

vocabulary 
# of correct 

threads 

# of helpful 

threads 

# of no-feedback 

threads 

Apple 49,343 56,157 12,453 (25.2%) 1,140 (2.3%) 29,048 (58.9%) 

Sun 70,488 125,114 5,777 (8.2%) 1,260 (1.8%) 56,472 (80.1%) 

4.4.2 Experiment Design 

My study design involved two different binary classification tasks. The first task was 

to predict if a discussion thread contains helpful information. The second task, which was 

considerably more difficult, was to detect if a thread contains not only helpful 

information but also solutions (i.e., correct answers) to the original question. In order to 

produce a balanced data set for my experiments, I randomly selected 500 threads with 

correct answers, 500 with helpful answers, and 1000 with not-helpful answers for the first 

classification task. I then randomly selected 1000 threads with correct answers, 500 with 

helpful answers, and 500 with not-helpful answers for the second task. For each thread, I 

calculated over 200 metrics of the nine feature dimensions defined in Table 4.1. Those 

metrics are independent variables of the classification tasks. The classification algorithm 

categorizes those threads into either helpful/non-helpful groups (task 1) or solution/non-

solution groups (task 2). I conducted a ten-fold cross-validation for each of the 

classification tasks.  

The baseline for my performance evaluation was the text classification technique that 

considers word-based lexical features only. The traditional text classification technique 

converts each thread document into a binary vector with each element indicating the 

occurrence of a word in the document [76]. A classifier categorizes each document into 

different helpfulness groups based on the occurrences of certain words. The vector 

usually has a large dimension due to the large vocabulary in the corpus. A comparative 

study found that 
2
-test (CS), information gain (IG), and document frequency (DF) are 

the most effective feature selection methods for text categorization tasks [109]. I 

followed their feature selection approach to select a subset of terms in order to reduce 

computation complexity without sacrificing the classification performance. To test the 

effectiveness of each feature dimension in my proposed framework, I used various 
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combinations of the term-based features and KAM feature dimensions to predict the 

quality of each discussion thread. The experiment was designed to answer three research 

questions:  

(1) Which feature dimension has the best performance for predicting helpful or 

solved postings? 

(2) Which features are most effective for predicting the helpfulness of UGC?  

(3) Which classification algorithm has the best performance in helpfulness 

predictions? 

I used precision, recall and f-measure, which are commonly used in information retrieval 

(Salton 1988), to evaluate the performance of my classifiers.  

# of correctly predicted positive threads

# of predicted positive threads
precision 

 

                               

recall 
# of correctly predicted positive threads

# of actual positive threads
 

                               

2

( )

precision recall
f measure

precision recall

 
 

  

4.5 Experimental Results 

4.5.1 Term Selection for Baseline 

As illustrated in Table 4.3, the vocabularies of both data sets are huge. The Apple 

data set had 56,157 terms and the Sun data set had 125,114. Yang and Pedersen’s study 

[109] observed that the feature selection methods CS, DF and IG can eliminate up to 90% 

or more of terms without sacrificing, and possibly even improving, the classification 

accuracy. Figure 4.4 shows the f-measure performance of Naïve Bayes (NB) and 
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sequential minimal optimization (SMO) classifiers (the other two classifiers with similar 

curves were omitted for clarity of the figure) with the top 1000 terms selected by CS, DF 

  
  

  

Figure 4.4 Performance of the text classification approach with top-n terms for Apple (top) 

and Sun (bottom) data sets 

and IG. I observed that these three selection methods also had very similar effects on the 

performance of Naïve Bayes and SMO classifiers. CS achieved slightly better 

performance than DF and IG. 

Table 4.4 Top-k terms that can produce best performance 

 NB+CS NB+DF NB+IG SMO+CS SMO+DF SMO+IG 

Task 1 (Apple) 350 250 300 150 250 150 

Task 2 (Apple) 200 250 150 200 250 250 

Task 1 (Sun) 200 150 150 200 200 350 

Task 2 (Sun) 300 450 400 150 400 150 
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Table 4.4 summarizes the results of the term selection based on Figure 4.4. From 

these plots, I observed that the best term selection methods, CS, achieved the best 

performance in different classification tasks with the top 150 to 350 terms. I decided to 

select the top 200 terms since this is the average number of terms selected by CS for all 

tasks. After I applied term selection, all four classification techniques reached the best 

performance in the traditional text classification framework as my baseline feature set 

(F0). The top 10 terms from each data set are reported in Table 4.5. As observed in 

Figure 4.4, however, this method did not generate satisfactory results. Their f-measures 

were all under 0.7 even if the term selection had been employed. 

Table 4.5 Top 10 lexical features based on 
2
 

Apple Data Set  Sun Data Set 

Task 1  Task 2 Task 1  Task 2 

CS
  
value Top terms CS

  
value Top terms CS

  
value Top terms CS

  
value Top terms 

127.9 don’t 53.5 don’t 290.9 edit 165.6 edit 

109.1 hope 51.9 plan 207.9 pm 136.8 pm 

91.5 build 51.4 hope 124.8 way 128.0 work 

79.6 will 46.2 include 117.6 thing 104.0 case 

78.9 feature 37.4 thing 111.8 correct 90.5 method 

70.8 store 36.7 product 108.0 don’t 73.0 problem 

70.3 option 36.4 purchase 107.0 because 71.1 isn’t 

69.2 help 36.3 add 95.6 yes 79.8 didn’t 

68.6 plan 36.1 http 85.1 idea 66.4 change 

68.0 cost 35.6 pay 81.7 since 64.7 don’t 

4.5.2 Comparison of Features 

The next step is to determine if my proposed features based on KAM could 

significantly improve the baseline on the helpfulness classification tasks. I present  

comparison results from the following three aspects: (1) compare the different feature 

dimensions as defined in Table 4.1; (2) compare the easy-to-compute features with all 

features; (3) compare a subset of feature-by-feature selections with all features.  

Comparison of Feature Dimensions  

In order to examine the effectiveness of adding each feature dimension, I 

incorporated features of each dimension into the baseline as denoted by F0+Fx (1≤x≤9) 
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and compared their performance to the baseline F0, which only has lexical terms for a 

certain classification algorithm and a certain data set. Furthermore, all features (i.e., 

F0+F1+F2+F3+F4+F5+F6+F7+F8+F9) were aggregated and used to test if they could 

collectively achieve better classification results.  

Table 4.6 Performance of four classification algorithms and 10 feature sets for Apple data 

(significant results are highlighted in bold) 

  Naïve Bayes  C4.5  Ada Boosting  SMO 

 Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea. 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

F0 (baseline)  0.765 0.591 0.666  0.636 0.604 0.618  0.706 0.616 0.658  0.687 0.615 0.648 

F0+F1  0.759 0.631 0.689  0.697 0.623 0.658*  0.676 0.752 0.712**  0.743 0.661 0.670 

F0+F2  0.709 0.748 0.728**  0.683 0.622 0.651*  0.705 0.680 0.692*  0.740 0.667 0.702** 

F0+F3  0.720 0.759 0.739***  0.660 0.645 0.652*  0.704 0.710 0.707**  0.726 0.681 0.703** 

F0+F4  0.723 0.774 0.747***  0.668 0.733 0.699**  0.731 0.700 0.715**  0.762 0.674 0.716** 

F0+F5  0.593 0.930 0.724**  0.704 0.649 0.675*  0.726 0.719 0.723***  0.729 0.646 0.685* 

F0+F6  0.743 0.734 0.738***  0.681 0.683 0.682*  0.681 0.802 0.737***  0.739 0.659 0.697** 

F0+F7  0.749 0.718 0.733***  0.729 0.658 0.692**  0.760 0.730 0.747**  0.757 0.714 0.735*** 

F0+F8  0.735 0.658 0.703*  0.677 0.678 0.678**  0.713 0.692 0.702**  0.724 0.678 0.700** 

F0+F9  0.735 0.716 0.725**  0.680 0.627 0.652*  0.699 0.711 0.705**  0.770 0.666 0.714** 

All features  0.752 0.733 0.742***  0.766 0.778 0.772***  0.784 0.824 0.804***  0.771 0.776 0.774*** 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

F0 (baseline)  0.676 0.471 0.555  0.582 0.516 0.546  0.629 0.530 0.573  0.662 0.497 0.567 

F0+F1  0.642 0.628 0.635**  0.623 0.688 0.654***  0.682 0.689 0.685***  0.698 0.615 0.654** 

F0+F2  0.661 0.677 0.667***  0.621 0.551 0.584*  0.672 0.677 0.677***  0.679 0.623 0.650** 

F0+F3  0.680 0.611 0.644***  0.653 0.638 0.648***  0.636 0.842 0.723***  0.680 0.633 0.656** 

F0+F4  0.667 0.678 0.672***  0.647 0.628 0.638**  0.668 0.655 0.661***  0.682 0.611 0.645*** 

F0+F5  0.606 0.835 0.702***  0.648 0.564 0.603**  0.677 0.687 0.682***  0.668 0.588 0.626* 

F0+F6  0.689 0.599 0.641***  0.672 0.665 0.668***  0.632 0.836 0.719***  0.685 0.601 0.640** 

F0+F7  0.686 0.709 0.698***  0.758 0.701 0.728***  0.724 0.715 0.720***  0.721 0.650 0.684*** 

F0+F8  0.633 0.760 0.691***  0.644 0.608 0.626***  0.682 0.684 0.683***  0.685 0.626 0.654** 

F0+F9  0.671 0.681 0.676***  0.628 0.856 0.725***  0.661 0.740 0.698***  0.696 0.624 0.658*** 

All features  0.681 0.739 0.709***  0.778 0.761 0.770***  0.764 0.813 0.788***  0.760 0.749 0.754*** 

 *p-value<0.05; **p-value<0.01; ***p-value<0.001. 

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 summarize the precision, recall and f-measure of the four 

classification algorithms in the two classification tasks for both the Apple and Sun data 

sets. The results show that all nine feature dimensions proposed according to KAM 

theory can improve the performance of predicting thread helpfulness in both data sets. 

Paired t-tests on f-measure, which combines both precision and recall, were conducted to 
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verify if each feature dimension as well as all features had better performance than the 

baseline feature set. The p-values show that every dimension significantly improved f-

measure with at least one classification algorithm over the baseline.  

Table 4.7 Performance of four classification algorithms and 10 feature sets for Sun data 

(significant results are highlighted in bold) 

  Naïve Bayes  C4.5  Ada Boosting  SMO 

 Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea. 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

F0 (baseline)  0.774 0.590 0.669  0.673 0.609 0.639  0.771 0.565 0.649  0.666 0.619 0.641 

F0+F1  0.797 0.605 0.688  0.839 0.699 0.763***  0.864 0.680 0.761***  0.793 0.707 0.747*** 

F0+F2  0.722 0.708 0.715*  0.718 0.612 0.661  0.734 0.647 0.688*  0.761 0.672 0.714** 

F0+F3  0.736 0.695 0.715*  0.727 0.621 0.670*  0.744 0.686 0.714*  0.750 0.662 0.703** 

F0+F4  0.747 0.701 0.724**  0.717 0.612 0.660*  0.723 0.693 0.708**  0.742 0.664 0.701** 

F0+F5  0.759 0.645 0.697*  0.669 0.643 0.656  0.702 0.661 0.681*  0.754 0.664 0.706** 

F0+F6  0.756 0.658 0.704*  0.735 0.627 0.677*  0.735 0.679 0.706*  0.750 0.663 0.704* 

F0+F7  0.730 0.830 0.777***  0.806 0.753 0.779***  0.809 0.769 0.788***  0.786 0.729 0.756*** 

F0+F8  0.769 0.669 0.716*  0.722 0.624 0.669*  0.748 0.681 0.713*  0.736 0.666 0.699* 

F0+F9  0.740 0.672 0.704*  0.737 0.612 0.669*  0.731 0.662 0.695*  0.749 0.661 0.702* 

All features  0.722 0.826 0.771***  0.884 0.893 0.889***  0.8973 0.905 0.901***  0.876 0.875 0.875*** 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

F0 (baseline)  0.707 0.579 0.641  0.625 0.572 0.597  0.771 0.565 0.654  0.684 0.607 0.643 

F0+F1  0.703 0.671 0.687*  0.667 0.640 0.653**  0.717 0.743 0.730**  0.733 0.666 0.698** 

F0+F2  0.688 0.733 0.710***  0.657 0.602 0.628*  0.707 0.661 0.683  0.706 0.648 0.676 

F0+F3  0.700 0.706 0.703**  0.672 0.634 0.653**  0.692 0.689 0.691*  0.711 0.657 0.683** 

F0+F4  0.714 0.700 0.707**  0.668 0.607 0.636*  0.688 0.711 0.699*  0.715 0.671 0.693** 

F0+F5  0.596 0.942 0.730***  0.682 0.683 0.682**  0.678 0.805 0.737***  0.735 0.700 0.717*** 

F0+F6  0.724 0.644 0.682*  0.700 0.695 0.697**  0.661 0.861 0.749***  0.722 0.653 0.686* 

F0+F7  0.691 0.811 0.746***  0.746 0.748 0.747***  0.724 0.838 0.777***  0.739 0.691 0.714*** 

F0+F8  0.713 0.678 0.695**  0.677 0.635 0.655**  0.713 0.711 0.712*  0.707 0.645 0.674 

F0+F9  0.708 0.684 0.696**  0.693 0.584 0.634*  0.697 0.704 0.701*  0.712 0.650 0.680* 

All features  0.6612 0.839 0.740***  0.804 0.808 0.806***  0.796 0.868 0.830***  0.757 0.818 0.787*** 

 *p-value<0.05; **p-value<0.01; ***p-value<0.001. 

For the Apple data set, most argument quality dimensions including ease of 

understanding (F2), relevance (F3), subjectivity (F4), timeliness (F5) and completeness 

(F6) significantly improved f-measures over the baseline for all four classifiers and two 

classification tasks. Only its F1 dimension, appropriate amount of data, did not have a 

significant improvement for task 1 using Naïve Bayes and SMO. For source credibility 

dimensions, all three dimensions significantly improved f-measure over the baseline. All 
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classifiers except Naïve Bayes produced better classification performance when all 

feature dimensions were combined rather than added up individually. Among them, Ada 

Boosting achieved the best performance as f-measures of task 1 and task 2 reached 0.804 

and 0.788, respectively.  

Testing the Sun data set generated very similar results to those of the Apple data set. 

All argument quality and source credibility dimensions were useful in obtaining more 

accurate classifiers of thread helpfulness. Most of them achieved statistically significant 

improvements, except that dimensions of appropriate amount of data (F1), ease of 

understanding (F2), timeliness (F5) and trustworthiness (F8) may have insignificant 

improvements under certain circumstances. Similarly, C4.5, Ada Boosting and SMO (but 

not Naïve Bayes) demonstrated that they could distinguish thread helpfulness more 

accurately when more features were combined. Ada Boosting again generated the highest 

f-measure values. 

The above results show that all six feature dimensions of argument quality and three 

dimensions of source credibility were instrumental in determining the helpfulness levels 

of online discussion threads. All 258 KAM-based features of these dimensions plus 200 

term features, a total of 458 features, were able to produce excellent classification results 

together.  

Comparison of Easy-to-compute vs. All Features  

Table 4.8 Performance of four classification algorithms on easy and all features for Apple data 

 
 Naïve Bayes  C4.5  Ada Boosting  SMO 

 Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea. 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

Easy features  0.760 0.655 0.704  0.737 0.729 0.733  0.692 0.828 0.754  0.759 0.753 0.756 

All features  0.752 0.733 0.742  0.766 0.778 0.772  0.784 0.824 0.804  0.771 0.776 0.774 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

Easy features  0.719 0.635 0.675  0.750 0.757 0.753  0.759 0.776 0.767  0.751 0.748 0.750 

All features  0.681 0.739 0.709  0.778 0.761 0.770  0.764 0.813 0.788  0.760 0.749 0.754 

As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, KAM features that do not require extra preprocessing 

are relatively easy to compute. In practice, they can help to build classifiers much faster 
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than using all features. Before taking advantage of this, I needed to examine whether this 

subset of features was sufficient to train classifiers as effectively as using all features. 

Therefore, the classification performance of easy and all features on Apple and Sun data 

sets are compared in Tables 4.8 and 4.9, respectively.  

Table 4.9 Performance of four classification algorithms and easy and all feature for Sun data 

 
 Naïve Bayes  C4.5  Ada Boosting  SMO 

 Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea. 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

Easy features  0.618 0.938 0.745  0.875 0.851 0.863  0.910 0.867 0.888  0.855 0.860 0.856 

All features  0.722 0.826 0.771  0.884 0.893 0.889  0.8973 0.905 0.901  0.876 0.875 0.875 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

Easy features  0.612 0.927 0.738  0.803 0.749 0.775  0.785 0.816 0.803  0.759 0.796 0.771 

All features  0.6612 0.839 0.740  0.804 0.808 0.806  0.796 0.868 0.830  0.757 0.818 0.787 

 

As shown by the results, the performance when using easy features is comparable to 

that when using all features, although easy features have some declines on the f-measure 

with all four classifiers. Table 4.10 shows the p-values of the t-tests when comparing the 

performances of easy and all features. For task 1, using all features had significantly 

better performance than using easy features for C4.5 and Ada Boosting on both data sets. 

Naïve Bayes only had p<0.05 values on the Apple data set. Tests of SMO were not 

significant for both data sets. For task 2, I could not conclude from the results that using 

all features was statistically better than using easy features when it comes to Ada 

Boosting and SMO algorithms. The other two algorithms, Naïve Bayes and C4.5, only 

yielded significant p-values for one data set.  

Table 4.10 Pairwise t-tests on f-measure for comparing easy and all features (significant p-

values are highlighted in bold) 

 Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful  Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

Naïve Bayes C4.5 Ada Boosting SMO Naïve Bayes C4.5 Ada Boosting SMO 

Apple Data 0.002 0.049 0.016 0.021 0.018 0.246 0.071 0.917 

Sun Data 0.091 0.028 0.016 0.057 0.534 0.027 0.059 0.070 

 

       These results suggest that using easy-to-compute features does not necessarily impair 

classification performance although it discards 59 features from all KAM-based features. 

For identifying threads with correct answers (i.e., task 2), the classifier training process 
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can be sped up by using easy-to-compute features without losing significant classification 

accuracy. For identifying threads with correct or helpful answers (i.e., task 1), it is better 

to use all features. But using easy-to-compute features should not cause big performance 

gaps on this task based on my current experiment results. If the run-time complexity of 

the classification algorithm is more of a concern for this task, then adopting easy-to-

compute features is a worthwhile option.  

 

Feature Selection 

In this section, I report the results of feature selection that can pick up a subset of 

optimal features for building robust classifiers. There are many benefits of feature 

selection such as getting rid of non-relevant features, reducing training and utilization 

time, and alleviating the curse of dimensionality [110] for improving performance. 

Although my results showed that the CS method works the best for textual features, there 

is no prior knowledge on the non-textual features. Since it is relatively expensive to 

explore all the options, I selected features by information gain (IG) because of its 

simplicity, scalability and good empirical successes. Tables 4.11 and 4.12 report the top 

20 features selected for both tasks and both data sets. They include abbreviation names to 

help readers understand these features quickly. The abbreviation consists of three parts, 

unit_name_source. Since a thread may have multiple posts, unit part indicates a feature is 

computed with different information units: (1) consider a thread as a single document 

(Agg); (2) consider a thread as the aggregation of multiple documents (i.e., posts), 

compute feature metrics on each document and take the average (Avg), minimum (Min) 

and maximum (Max) as the metrics of a thread. The name part is an abbreviation of 

feature name in Table 4.1. The source part indicates that a feature is computed based on 

either questions (Q) or answers (A). Moreover, the feature dimensions and numbers 

mapped in Table 4.1 are listed as well. For example, “F6, #157” responds to the 157
th

 

feature (number of all posts in the thread) which belongs to F6 (completeness) dimension. 

As one can see, most of the relevant features were extracted from thread answers as 

expected. Interestingly, features extracted from thread questions appeared in the top 20 

list of each task and each data set. Especially notable, the ratio of an asker receiving a    
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Table 4.11 Top 20 features with the highest IG in the Apple data 

 Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 
 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

# IG Features IG Features 

1 0.253 AllPostNum_A F6, #157 0.291 SharePostNum_A F6, #156 

2 0.201 ShareToSeekerNum_A F6, #158 0.246 ShareToSeekerNum_A F6, #158 

3 0.191 Agg_Perplexity_A F3, #105 0.204 Agg_Perplexity_A F3, #105 

4 0.178 Agg_WordNum_A F1, #10 0.194 SharerNum_A F6, #159 

5 0.175 Agg_UniqueWordNum_A F1, #15 0.188 Agg_KLDivergence_A F3, #109 

6 0.174 Agg_Entropy_A F3, #101 0.184 Agg_SentenceNum_A F1, #20 

7 0.168 Max_Perplexity_A F3, #102 0.175 Avg_KLDivergence_A F3, #108 

8 0.161 Min_Perplexity_A F3, #103 0.168 Agg_KLExpertScore_Q F8, #246 

9 0.157 Avg_Perplexity_A F3, #104 0.163 Min_Centroid_A F3, #111 

10 0.157 Agg_SentenceNum_A F1, #20 0.162 Max_Perplexity_A F3, #102 

11 0.154 Min_Centroid_A F3, #111 0.154 Agg_WordNum_A F1, #10 

12 0.152 Avg_Centroid_A F3, #112 0.145 Max_KLDivergence_A F3, #106 

13 0.145 Max_UniqueWordNum_A F1, #12 0.140 Agg_UniqueWordNum_A F1, #15 

14 0.144 Max_CharNum_A F1, #2 0.140 Agg_KLExpertScore_A F8, #250 

15 0.143 Max_WordNum_A F1, #7 0.138 Avg_Perplexity_A F3, #104 

16 0.141 Max_Entropy_A F3, #98 0.138 Agg_Entropy_A F3, #101 

17 0.134 SharerNum_A F6, #159 0.135 Avg_Centroid_A F3, #112 

18 0.125 Agg_KLDivergence_A F3, #109 0.130 Min_KLDivergence_A F3, #107 

19 0.123 Avg_KLExpertScore_Q F8, #245 0.127 SolvedRatio_Q F7, #178 

20 0.116 Agg_HelpfulThreadRatio_A F7, #190 0.115 Agg_Centroid_A F3, #113 

 

 

Table 4.12 Top 20 feature with highest IG in the Sun data 

 Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 
 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

# IG Features IG Features  

1 0.229 Max_QuoteNum_A F1, #31 0.258 SharePostNum_A F6, #156 

2 0.225 Avg_QuoteNum_A F1, #33 0.208 SeekPostNum_A F6, #155 

3 0.142 SeekPostNum_A F6, #155 0.168 Max_QuoteNum_A F1, #31 

4 0.133 SolvedRatio_Q F7, #178 0.152 Agg_SentenceNum_A F1, #20 

5 0.115 Agg_UniqueWordNum_A F1, #15 0.158 Avg_QuoteNum_A F1, #33 

6 0.114 Avg_Perplexity_A F3, #104 0.139 Max_Perplexity_A F3, #102 

7 0.114 Max_SolvedThreadRatio_A F7, #195 0.138 Agg_WordNum_A F1, #10 

8 0.110 Max_Perplexity_A F3, #102 0.136 Agg_UniqueWordNum_A F1, #15 

9 0.108 Agg_WordNum_A F1, #10 0.126 Avg_Perplexity_A F3, #104 

10 0.106 Max_LifeTime_A F5, #161 0.125 Avg_Centroid_A F3, #112 

11 0.104 Min_Perplexity_A F3, #103 0.122 SharerNum_A F6, #159 

12 0.103 Max_shareRatio_A F7, #171 0.118 Min_Centroid_A F3, #111 

13 0.100 Agg_SentenceNum_A F1, #20 0.111 Min_Perplexity_A F3, #103 

14 0.100 Max_WordNum_A F1, #7 0.110 SolvedRatio_Q F7, #178 

15 0.099 sharePostNum_A F6, #156 0.105 Max_SentenceNum_A F1, #17 

16 0.098 Max_UniqueWordNum_A F1, #12 0.105 Max_KLDivergence_A F3, #106 

17 0.095 edit F0 0.104 Avg_KLDivergence_A F3, #108 

18 0.095 Max_HelpfulThreadRatio_A F7, #187 0.104 SeekPosSentimentWord_A F4, #118 

19 0.094 Max_SentenceNum_A F1, #17 0.104 Max_CodeNum_A F1, #22 

20 0.094 pm F0 0.101 Avg_CodeNum_A F1, #24 
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solutions from his/her previous questions (i.e., SolvedRatio_Q) was in three of the four 

top lists. It was even the fourth most relevant feature for task 1 of the Sun data set. From 

the perspective of feature dimensions, completeness (F6) seems to be the most salient 

dimension, because it contributed two of the highest features to three of the four top lists. 

The results also show that an appropriate amount of data (F1) and relevancy (F3) were 

important as well. Each dimension had multiple features in the top 20 lists. 

Table 4.13 Performance of four classification algorithms on best and all features for Apple data 

 
 Naïve Bayes  C4.5  Ada Boosting  SMO 

 Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea. 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

Best 

(# features) 
 

0.767 

 

0.743 

 

0.755 

(382) 
 

0.784 

 

0.772 

 

0.778 

(164) 
 

0.793 

 

0.828 

 

0.810 

(292) 
 

0.791 

 

0.809 

 

0.800 

(162) 

All  0.752 0.733 0.742  0.766 0.778 0.772  0.784 0.824 0.804  0.771 0.776 0.774 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

Best 

(# features) 
 

0.648 

 

0.863 

 

0.740 

(282) 
 

0.789 

 

0.768 

 

0.778 

(184) 
 

0.772 

 

0.811 

 

0.791 

(82) 
 

0.784 

 

0.766 

 

0.775 

(207) 

All  0.681 0.739 0.709  0.778 0.761 0.770  0.764 0.813 0.788  0.760 0.749 0.754 

 

Table 4.14 Performance of four classification algorithms on best and all features for Sun data 

 
 Naïve Bayes  C4.5  Ada Boosting  SMO 

 Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea. 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

Best 

(# features) 
 

0.774 

 

0.799 

 

0.786 

(118) 
 

0.888 

 

0.912 

 

0.900 

(173) 
 

0.906 

 

0.915 

 

0.911 

(248) 
 

0.900 

 

0.918 

 

0.909 

(168) 

All  0.722 0.826 0.771  0.884 0.893 0.889  0.8973 0.905 0.901  0.876 0.875 0.875 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

Best 

(# features) 
 

0.673 

 

0.867 

 

0.758 

(380) 
 

0.819 

 

0.822 

 

0.821 

(360) 
 

0.727 

 

0.977 

 

0.834 

(216) 
 

0.777 

 

0.807 

 

0.792 

(216) 

All  0.6612 0.839 0.740  0.804 0.808 0.806  0.796 0.868 0.830  0.757 0.818 0.787 

 

I next performed a stepwise feature selection based on features’ IG ranking. At each 

step, the most non-relevant feature is removed and classification performance is 

evaluated based on selected features. This process continues until only one feature exists. 

Tables 4.13 and 4.14 report the best performance I obtained when going through this 

selection process. The results show that this feature selection method was able to improve 

the classifiers to achieve a higher f-measure and greatly reduce the number of features as 
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well. To confirm the superiority of feature selection, pairwise t-tests were executed on the 

f-measures using selected features versus all features. As shown in Table 4.15, selections 

on Naïve Bayes and SMO classifiers produced substantial performance improvement on 

both of the classification tasks. These results indicate that feature selection can be an 

important step to enhance my KAM-based framework for predicting the helpfulness of 

online messages.  

Table 4.15 Pairwise t-tests for comparing best and all features (significant p-values are 

highlighted in bold) 

 Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful  Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

Naïve Bayes C4.5 Ada Boosting SMO Naïve Bayes C4.5 Ada Boosting SMO 

Apple Data 0.079 0.493 0.093 0.045 0.002 0.622 0.459 0.035 

Sun Data 0.040 0.107 0.395 0.004 0.039 0.059 0.607 0.179 

4.5.2 Comparison of Classification Algorithms 

The experiments and results presented above have answered two of my research 

questions: Which dimensions and features are useful to predict thread helpfulness? 

Another interesting question to ask is this: Which classification algorithm is the most 

powerful for my prediction tasks? To answer it, I conducted 12 individual pairwise t-tests 

between each pair of algorithms using three types of feature combinations as studied 

above, i.e., all, best-by-selection and easy-to-compute features. Table 4.16 shows the p-

values of the t-test for these classifier comparisons. I found that Naïve Bayes achieved 

significantly lower f-measures than the other three algorithms using each feature 

combination. C4.5 achieved significantly lower performance than Ada Boosting in task 1 

on the Apple data set, which was not always the case with other tasks. The performance 

difference between C4.5 and SMO were statistically insignificant in 10 of 12 tests. 

Likewise, the comparison between Ada Boosting and SMO had insignificant results in 

the majority of the tests (7 out of 12). In general, my results confirmed previous studies in 

that advanced classification algorithms such as decision-tree, boosting and SVM typically 

work better than Naïve Bayes when there are a large number of features in the data [20]. 

My results also confirmed that SMO can perform as well in online social media as in 

many other applications, such as [111][112]. Ada Boosting generates the best results in 

most of the experiments although it does not outperform C4.5 or SMO consistently. 
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Therefore, Ada Boosting is my first algorithm choice for predicting the helpfulness of 

online threads.  

Table 4.16 Pairwise t-tests on f-measure for four types of classification techniques 

(significant p-values are highlighted in bold) 

Classifier 

Comparison 

Apple Data  Sun Data 

All Best Easy All Best Easy 

sign p-

value 

sign p-

value 

sign p-

value 

sign p-value sign p-

value 

sign p-

value 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

NB vs. C4.5 < 0.068 < 0.060 < 0.017  < <0.001 < <0.001 < <0.001 

NB vs. AB < <0.001 < <0.001 < <0.001 < <0.001 < <0.001 < <0.001 

NB vs. SMO < <0.001 < <0.001 < <0.001 < <0.001 < <0.001 < <0.001 

C4.5 vs. AB < 0.037 < 0.006 < 0.027 < 0.099 < 0.210 < 0.019 

C4.5 vs. SMO < 0.418 < 0.058 < 0.099 > 0.096 > 0.522 > 0.029 

AB vs. SMO > 0.222 > 0.758 > 0.342 > 0.001 > 0.310 > 0.001 

Task 2: Correct v.s. Helpful+Not-helpful 

NB vs. C4.5 < <0.001 < <0.001 < 0.0019  < <0.001 < <0.001 < 0.004 

NB vs. AB < <0.001 < <0.001 < 0.007 < <0.001 < <0.001 < <0.001 

NB vs. SMO < <0.001 < <0.001 < <0.001 < <0.001 < 0.004 < <0.001 

C4.5 vs. AB < 0.245 < 0.138 < 0.695 < 0.023 < 0.186 < 0.018 

C4.5 vs. SMO > 0.051 > 0.529 > 0.456 > 0.125 > 0.005 > 0.195 

AB vs. SMO > 0.008 > 0.059 > 0.612 > 0.005 > 0.001 > 0.294 

4.6 Discussion and Conclusions 

In this chapter I proposed a text classification framework for finding helpful UGC in 

OKCs. The objective of my framework was to help knowledge seekers find useful 

information that they can potentially adopt. The framework was built on the knowledge 

adoption model (KAM) that considers both content-based argument quality and 

information source credibility. I identified six argument quality dimensions and three 

source credibility dimensions based on information quality and psychological theories. 

Using data extracted from two popular online communities, my empirical evaluation 

showed that all dimensions performed better than traditional text classification techniques 

using word-based lexical features alone. Different combinations of KAM-based feature 

dimensions were also tested. The satisfactory performance they achieved indicates a 

promising application of this framework to OKCs.  

This study has important implications for online community administrators and the 

researchers who study these communities. The providers of online communities can use 
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the proposed framework to automatically judge the helpfulness of UGC in order to 

augment the somewhat limited helpfulness feedback provided by community participants. 

Users can in turn benefit from the framework by easily accessing helpful knowledge 

embedded in archived online postings. The proposed framework is a complement to 

human-generated helpfulness judgments, which are often limited in online communities 

[73]. This framework also has practical implications to theoretical studies of online 

communities since researchers could use it as an effective tool to test their hypotheses. 

They could develop their own theories on knowledge helpfulness, propose corresponding 

measurements, and employ my framework to evaluate their effectiveness. The 

experiment results derived therefrom could bring another form of evidence to bear on 

traditional survey methods of research.  

Several future extensions of my study are possible. Continued refinement of 

quantitative metrics identified for each feature dimension could improve measurement 

validity. Also worth examining are correlations among the feature dimensions. A factor 

analysis could reveal the true feature dimensions in my proposed framework. One could 

use those findings to construct an optimal set of feature dimensions. Worth examining, 

too, is the importance of each feature dimension so as to verify and/or update the theories 

behind my framework. Although KAM has been tested in the context of electronic 

communications, it would be interesting to learn if KAM could be adapted to the unique 

characteristics of online communities. My empirical evaluation also showed that a feature 

dimension might perform differently with different classification algorithms. It would be 

interesting to learn the sensitivity of feature dimensions with respect to each classification 

algorithm. Such examination could provide guidance for the selection of classification 

algorithms that depend on the availability of feature dimensions.  
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Chapter 5  Predicting Post Helpfulness 

5.1 Introduction       

In this chapter, I focus the study on mining the helpful knowledge from posts of 

thread discussions. This research question has attracted the interest of many researchers 

[21][78][113–118]. Conversations in an OKC are usually organized as threads consisting 

of a sequence of posts. The original poster (OP) of a thread in an OKC usually starts the 

discussion by asking a question. Others reply to the OP or to each other with an answer or 

comment. Detecting a helpful or correct answer from a bunch of candidate posts is not a 

trivial task. One straightforward method is to consider answer detection as an information 

retrieval task that ranks answers based on their content similarities to the question [114]. 

However, this method ignores many non-textual features that are important in evaluating 

the quality of answers [21] [120]. Thus, the challenge of effective searching is how to 

identify features that accurately evaluate answer helpfulness and combine those features 

to achieve good search performance.  

In this chapter, I attempt to address this challenge with the knowledge adoption 

model (KAM)–based framework that I proposed in the previous chapter. This framework 

includes a set of features for assessing content-based argument quality and information 

source credibility. These features are drawn from information quality research and 

psychology theories as well as many empirical studies. My classification model does not 

take into account any specific community or data set heuristic and features (such as 

ratings and points in Yahoo! Answers [20]). For this reason my framework is 

generalizable and applicable to any type of OKC. In order to test the effectiveness of my 

framework, I compare my results to one recent work on the same topic [21] as well as 

several baselines using relevance, authorship and position information. I present the 

results of experiments on two data sets I collected from Apple Discussions and Sun 

Forums. The results of the experiments show that my proposed framework can 
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significantly improve classification performance and outperform baselines and other 

approaches.  

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 surveys the research 

literature on mining answers from OKC archives. Section 5.3 describes my proposed 

framework for assessing answer helpfulness in detail. KAM-based feature extraction on 

the post level is introduced. Section 5.4 describes the steps I took in conducting 

experimental evaluation of my framework. Section 5.5 presents the results of those 

experiments in which I tested my framework for the best choice of feature combinations 

and classification algorithms. I then compare several baselines and previous studies to my 

own approach and finally conclude in Section 5.6 by summarizing my research 

contributions. 

5.2 Related Work 

Until recently there were few studies on mining helpful answers from online forums. 

Upon reviewing the relevant literature, I identified two types of methodologies used to 

meet the challenge of OKC archive mining. The first type considers the mining problem 

as a retrieval task that ranks candidate answers by leveraging the relevance and 

relationship between a question and its answers [114][118][119]. The second type 

collects both textual and non-textual features of each posting and uses supervised 

learning algorithms to classify it into a binary group, answer or non-answer 

[21][113][120].  

The first attempt to take on this challenge as a retrieval task was made by Cong et al. 

[114]. They proposed an approach that combined traditional information retrieval models 

(e.g. cosine similarity, query likelihood and Kullback-Leibler divergence) and an 

unsupervised graph-based model for ranking answers. They utilized the sentences or 

paragraphs of postings as good representations of “questions” and candidate “answers.” 

Theirs is slightly different from some other approaches, as well as my own, that consider 

the whole post as a “question” or “answer.” Surdeanu et al. [119] presented a 
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discriminative learning technique for answer ranking, which takes a linear combination of 

different classes of information retrieval and natural language processing–based features 

extracted from answer texts as the learning inputs. Besides ranking by textual content, 

there are also several studies that rank answers based on forum-specific usage features 

such as “number of clicks” [117] or social features such as “authority of users” [118].  

It is an intuitive idea to treat answer mining as a binary classification problem since 

the helpfulness of an answer can be categorized into either helpful vs. not-helpful or 

correct vs. not-correct classes. This approach is also taken in my KAM-based framework. 

There are some works that have tackled the problem from this perspective. For example, 

Hong et al. [21] and Wang et al. [116] employed the support vector machine (SVM) 

algorithm to identify correct answers. Their results showed that non-textual features 

rather than textual-based relevance features could help the classifier achieve an excellent 

performance. However, they did not explore other possible classification algorithms. In 

addition to these two papers that directly relate to my work, there are also some studies 

that incorporate the distinctive structure of online question-and-answer forums to build 

more advanced learning algorithms for answer detection. For example, Ding et al. 

proposed a general framework based on conditional random fields to find answers for 

questions from forum threads [120]. Wang et al. used a deep belief network to model the 

semantic relevance of question-answer pairs using only word features and showed good 

performance on answer detection [115]. Cao et al. invented a novel graphical 

representation for modeling the answer detection problem and then customized a 

structural SVM approach to solve this problem [113]. However, the algorithms of these 

three studies are too complicated to implement quickly in practice. It is also very time 

consuming to run them on every single thread. Thus, they may not be suitable search 

solutions for the large-scale data stores that many OKCs have. Furthermore, another 

common problem with all the above studies is that they failed to explore a complete set of 

features based on a solid theoretical foundation or to distinguish the importance of 

different features for finding answers. In contrast, my framework draws on the theory of 

KAM, and my experimental results, after empirically testing the framework, show that it 

performs well using standard classification algorithms.  
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There are also numerous works that investigate other related problems. For example, 

studies on community question-answering retrieval have concentrated on finding answers 

to user-input queries by searching similar questions with answers in these OKCs. Jeon et 

al. proposed using semantic similarity to bridge the lexical gap between queries and 

questions in community question-answering retrieval [6]. Follow-up works such as [7] 

[8] incorporated user interactions and relational links in question-answering to improve 

the quality of retrieved answers. Liu et al. explored the predictive power of their model 

for assessing information seekers’ satisfaction with question-answering services [20]. 

Rather than ranking answers directly, some other researchers have focused on finding the 

experts in online communities. For example, Jurczyk and Agichtein adopted the HITS 

(Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search) algorithm for predicting experts from question-and-

answer portals [121]. Zhang et al. proposed a PageRank-like algorithm for the same 

purpose [48]. 

5.3 Methodology 

In this section, I formally define the problem of extracting helpful answers from 

OKCs. I then introduce several baseline methods that have been frequently used in 

previous answer extraction studies. I also present my approach that applies the same 

KAM-base framework as proposed in the previous chapter to address the challenge of 

effective answer finding. 

5.3.1 Problem Definition 

In an OKC, there are a large number of threads, each of which may contain a set of 

posts published by various community members. I consider the initial post of a thread as 

the question and the following posts as candidate answers. Each answer has a different 

degree of helpfulness vis-à-vis the question. Given a thread i, I can abstract thread 

discussions in OKCs as a set of question-answer pairs  

( , )j

i i ijq a l  
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where 
iq is the question of thread i and j

ia  is its j-th answer with the helpfulness label 
ijl . 

Let the k-dimension feature vector extracted from each pair of ( , )i iq a  be as 

1[ ( , ),..., ( , )]
ij

k j j

i i k i iF q a q a   

where  defines the feature mapping function : ( , ) kq a R  . My aim is to learn what 

classification model is able to predict the helpfulness label 
xyl for each new question-

answer pair ( , )y

x xq a  based on its features
xy

kF . 

5.3.2 Baselines 

Answer Relevance 

Relevance is frequently used in retrieval-based approaches to rank the helpfulness of 

candidate answers for a given question. In this section, I briefly introduce three classic 

information retrieval models for evaluating relevance.  

Cosine similarity (CO). Given a question q and its candidate answer a, their 

relevance can be calculated as the cosine distance between their term vectors in which 

each term w is weighted by its term frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency (idf) 

[61]. Formally, this measure is computed as follows:   

2

,

2 2 2 2

( ) ( ) ( )
cos( , )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

q aw q a

q aw q w a

tf w tf w idf w
q a

tf w idf w tf w idf w



 






 
. 

Query likelihood language model (QL). This model is used to assign a likelihood of 

generating a question 
1 2( , ,..., )mq w w w  from the language model of its candidate 

answers and then rank candidate answers [122]. Language models for computing 

relevance must be “smoothed” so that zero probability cannot be assigned to a term. For 

each question-answer pair, the relevance for this model using Jelink-Mercer smoothing is 

calculated as follows:      
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( , ) ( | )                           

( ) (1 ) ( )

w q

a Dw q

QL q a p w a

tf w tf w 







    





 

where ( )Dtf w  is the term frequency used for smoothing obtained from the background 

corpus D. 

Kullback-Leibler divergence language model (KL). This is another way of using the 

language modeling framework in information retrieval [123]. This method obtains 

language models Mq and Ma from the question q and answer a texts, respectively. It 

measures the difference between two probability distributions Mq and Ma to quantify their 

relevance as follows: 

( | )
( || ) ( | ) log

( | )

( )
( ) log      

( )

a q w a

a
aw a

q

p w a
KL M M p w a

p w q

tf w
tf w

tf w













 

Answer Authority (AU) 

Who can often provide useful answers? The recent study by Agichtein et al. verified 

that authoritative users can produce high-quality answers in OKCs [19]. The results in 

[48][124] showed that users’ online responsiveness is directly related to their authority or 

expertise. Hong et al. proposed an authority metric that accounts for users’ post quantity 

and found it critical for detecting answers [21]. The authority score is computed as 

follows: 

# of answer posts ( )
Authority( )

# of question posts ( ) + 1

u
a

u
  

where u is the author of candidate answer a and the number of questions asked by u is 

always incremented by one to avoid division by zero.  

Answer Position (PS) 
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Figure 5.1 Post positions in an example thread 

The position of an answer post may also associate with answer helpfulness. Hong et 

al. observed that useful answers normally are not close to the bottom of a thread [21]. 

Thus, they defined a position metric for answer post a as follows:  

's position to top of a thread
Position( )

's position to bottom of a thread

a
a

a
 . 

Take the thread in Figure 5.1, for example. The answer a2’s positions from top and 

bottom are 3 and 2, respectively. Its position score is then 3/2=1.5. Hong et al.’s results 

showed that using the features of authority and position for answer classification 

produced good results and outperformed other retrieval-based methods. Therefore, I have 

taken their method as one of the baselines with which to compare my own method in the 

experiments discussed later in this chapter. 

Nearest Answer (NA) 

The nearest answer feature, which assumes the first post after the question is the 

desired answer, is also a frequently used baseline in prior studies of detecting answers 

[21][114][116]. Surprisingly, this simple heuristic turns out to be a good indicator of 

helpful answers for many data sets. As pointed out in one study [21], it could be 

explained by the fact that senior community members are more likely to answer questions 

first. I reexamine this heuristic on my data sets and compare its performance with my 

approach.  
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Answer Text (TX) 

Like predicting helpfulness at the thread level, I also use textual features only as the 

baseline of my study at the post level. This approach is the de facto standard for text 

classification tasks and was adopted as a baseline by many previous studies of detecting 

answers from online thread discussions [19][21].  

5.3.3 KAM-based Framework 

Similar to the prediction of thread-level helpfulness, I apply the KAM-based 

framework to evaluate post-level helpfulness, i.e., answer helpfulness. The overall system 

for this task is almost the same as in Figure 4.2 except that all data are extracted and 

stored for every post. Based on the survey of previous literature [17][22][125], I 

identified five argument quality dimensions, which measure the quality of textual 

content, and three source credibility dimensions. I also incorporated one more feature 

dimensions that quantify structural characteristics of each candidate answer in a thread. 

Previous studies have shown that these structural features also can help determine if a 

post is useful or not. The complete list of dimensions and specific features is presented in 

Table 5.1. 

Compared with the features used in my thread-level prediction task in Chapter 4, one 

may notice that the post-level task does not have the completeness dimension, but adds in 

the structural dimensions. This is because each answer only has one post and belongs to 

one person, so it does not share multiple opinions or members like the completeness 

features in threads. However, each answer has a unique position in a thread and may 

interface with other posts or members differently. Threads do not have this property.  

Table 5.1 Quantitative metrics for the dimensions of the KAM framework at post level 

Category Dimensions Metrics 

Argument 

Quality 

F1: Appropriate 

Amount of Data 

(Abbasi et al. 2008; 

Otterbacher 2009) 

1. Number of characters in a post 

2. Number of words in a post 

3. Number of unique words in a post 

4. Number of sentences in a post 

5. Number of nomenclature (e.g., programming code, math formula) in a post 
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6. Number of Web links in a post  

7. Number of quotations in a post 

F2: Ease of 

Understanding 

(Otterbacher 2009) 

 

8-14. Ratio of nouns, adjectives, comparatives, verbs, adverbs, punctuation and symbols in 

a thread 

15. Characters to sentences ratio in a post 

16. Words to sentences ratio in a post  

17. Number of wh- type words in a post  

18. Number of question marks in a post 

F3: Relevancy 

(Abbasi et al. 2008; 

Otterbacher 2009) 

 

19. Number of words overlapping between a reply and the question in a thread 

20. Cosine similarity between a reply and the question  

21. Query likelihood between a reply and the question 

22. KL (Kullback-Leibler) divergence between a reply and the question 

23. Perplexity between a reply and the question 

24. Entropy of a reply to other replies 

25. Cosine similarity between a reply and other replies  

26. KL divergence between a reply and other replies 

27. Perplexity between a reply and other replies 

28. Centroid between a reply and other replies 

F4: Objectivity 

(Stone et al. 1962) 

 

29-30. Ratio of positive and negative words in a reply 

31. Sentiment of a reply (positive or negative) 

32. Number of “thank” words of the OP (original poster) to a reply 

33. Number of “thank” words of other replies to a reply 

34. Number of “thank” words of both OP and other replies to a reply 

35-36. Sentiment of OP or other replies to a reply 

37-38. Ratio of positive words of OP or other replies to a reply 

F5: Timeliness 

(Otterbacher 2009) 

 

39. Time lapse between a reply and the question in a thread 

40. Time span between a reply and the previous post 

41. Time span between a reply and its directly corresponded post 

42. Time span between a reply and its correspondence to OP 

43-44. Reply post time as hour-of-day and day-of-week 

Source 

Credibility 

F6: Past Experience 

(Wasko and Faraj 

2005)  

45. Tenure (i.e., life time in a community) of the replier  

46-48. Repliers’ user-feedback history (i.e. # of solved, helpful and not-helpful answers) 

49-50. Number of questions and replies a user previously published in the community  

51. Authorship metrics of a user based on his/her past publication in the community  

52-53. Number of questions and replies a user published in the sample threads 

54. Authorship metrics of a user based on his/her past publication in the sample threads 

F7: Trustworthiness 

(Prell 2003; Newman 

2008) 

55-62. SNA (social network analysis) centrality measures of repliers (in-degree, out-

degree, betweenness, closeness, cluster coefficient, PageRank, and HITS [Hypertext-

Induced Topic Search] scores) 

F8: Expertise 

(Chiu et al. 2006) 

63. Cosine similarity between a replier’s expertise profile and the question  

64. Cosine similarity between a replier’s expertise profile and his/her reply 

65. KL divergence between a replier’s expertise profile and the question  

66. KL divergence between a replier’s expertise profile and his/her reply 

67. A replier’s LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation)–based expertise score on the question 

68. A replier’s LDA-based expertise score on his/her reply 
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Other 

F9: Structure 

(Hong and Davison 

2009) 

69. A reply’s position metrics in terms of post order 

70-71. A reply’s position metrics in terms of replier order from top or bottom 

72. Number of responses to a reply from OP 

73. Number of responses to a reply from other repliers 

74. If a reply responds to OP 

75. If a reply responds to other repliers 

76. If a reply is the first response to OP 

77. If a reply is the second response to OP 

Some of the KAM-based features require additional steps to preprocess the crawled 

raw data. Thus, it is relatively time consuming to obtain these features. For example, 

some ease of understanding features require adding part-of-speech tags for each word in 

posts using natural language processing tools. Some objectivity features may rely on 

machine learning algorithms to detect the positive or negative sentiment in each sentence. 

Expertise profiles and the social network of all community members need be built first in 

order to compute expertise and trustworthiness features, respectively. In this study, I 

extract all easy-to-compute (i.e., not hard) features and compare their performance with 

all KAM-based features. These easy-to-compute features, which are defined the same as 

in Chapter 4, should be very practical for building helpfulness prediction models for 

large-scale online communities if they can demonstrate good classification performance. 

Table 5.2 lists all the hard-to-compute features at the post level. The easy-to-compute 

features include all the other KAM features.  

Table 5.2 Hard-to-compute features at post level 

Dimension Metrics Explanation/Justification 

Ease of 

Understanding 
# 8-14 Use part-of-speech tagging tool to extract tags first 

Objectivity # 28-31, 35-38 Use sentiment analysis tool to classify positive and negative words 

Expertise All Construct expertise profiles for all community members first 

Trustworthiness All Build a social network for the entire community first 

5.4 Experimental Setup 

5.4.1 Data Collection 
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Building on my study of the thread level in Chapter 4, I used the same data sets with 

helpfulness labels from Apple Discussions and Sun Forums for experiments at the post 

level. As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, both communities enable members to provide two 

levels of helpfulness labels, correct or helpful, to question answers. Some threads have 

either or both of these two helpfulness labels while others have neither. However, I only 

took into account threads with both helpfulness labels in my experiments. Presumably, 

the question askers perceived helpfulness in these threads to have bothered adding labels 

to them. Thus, these labels are reasonably reliable as markers of helpfulness. As pointed 

out in other studies [114][126], not all threads in online communities are about question-

answering. Thus, the authors of these studies proposed methods of classifying questions  

Table 5.3 Data characteristics 

Data Attribute Apple Data Sun Data 

# of questions (i.e., threads) 6,672 2,666 

# of answers 25,607 13,648 

Avg. # of answers per thread 3.838 5.119 

# of “solved” answers 5,179 1,703 

# of “helpful” answers 3,536 2,314 

# of “not-helpful” answers 16,892 9,631 

Pct. of “solved” answers 20.2% 12.5% 

Pct. of “helpful” answers 13.8% 17.0% 

or non-questions. However, this is not a distinction I chose to make in this research. 

Instead I went through the data sets and extracted the question-related threads and their 

answers as indicated in Table 5.3. 

5.4.2 Experiment Design 

Table 5.4 Data instances of two classification tasks 

 
Apple Data 

 

Sun Data 

Task 1 Task 2 Task 1 Task 2 

# of Threads in Sample 600 600 600 600 

# of Positive Instances 1,406 600 1,427 600 

# of Negative Instances 2,117 1,486 2,370 1,626 

Pos. vs. Neg. Ratio 1: 1.50 1:2.48 1:1.63 1:2.71 

I tested the predictive power of my KAM-based framework on the post level with 

two binary classification tasks. The first task predicted which answers were helpful for 
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questions. The second task detected the correct answer from a set of candidates. 

According to the problem definition in Section 5.3.1, each thread can only have one 

correct answer but multiple helpful answers. Positive and negative instances for these two 

tasks were obtained from the Apple and Sun data sets, and the data statistics are presented 

in Table 5.4. 

From these data, I observed an imbalance in the distribution of positive and negative 

instances; thus the data may be susceptible to classification bias. A systematic study on 

the class imbalance problem showed that a higher degree of imbalance leads to a higher 

error rate of classification [127]. I compared my data sets with those of previous studies 

in Table 5.5. The results indicated that my data are more unbalanced and thus less likely 

to perform well. The reason is probably that OKCs such as Apple Discussions and Sun 

Forums focus on solving technical problems. Thus, questions in these communities 

generally require longer discussions to arrive at helpful answers. To alleviate the data 

imbalance problem and get better results, I employed the frequently used resampling 

method to make my data balanced [128]. After resampling, the positive and negative data 

instances were adjusted to 50% vs. 50% through the random replication of minority class 

instances.  

Table 5.5 Comparison of data sets with previous studies 

Previous Work Answer Level # of Thread Avg. # of Post P/N ratio Source 

[120] (2008) Sentence 579 3.87 (+OP) 1:2.32 TripAdvisor 

[114] (2008) Sentence 650 4.46 (+OP) N/A 

TripAdvisor 

LonelyPlanet 

BootsnAll 

[21] (2009) Post 
572 

500 

6.92 (+OP) 

5.16 (+OP) 

1:4.92 

1:3.16 

Digital Camera 

Ubuntu 

[116] (2009) Post 600 3.5(+OP) 1:1.50 CSDN 

[113] (2010) Sentence 515 3.95 (+OP) 1:2.31 TripAdvisor 

[115] (2010) Post 
2,000 

2,000 
4.5 (-OP) 1:3.50 

Baizhu Zhidao 

ComputerFan 

Present study Post 

600 (task 1) 

600 (task 2) 

600 (task 1) 

600 (task 2) 

6.87 (+OP) 

4.48 (+OP) 

7.33 (+OP) 

4.71 (+OP) 

1:1.50 

1:2.48 

1:1.63 

1:2.71 

Apple 

Apple 

Sun 

Sun 

  I employed four commonly used classification algorithms in my experiments, 

namely, Naïve Bayes (NB), C4.5 Decision Tree, Ada Boosting, and Support Vector 
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Machine (SMO). I used the algorithm implementations in Weka [108]. As introduced 

already in Section 5.3.2, I compared the results of my KAM-based features with three 

types of baseline features as well as with several previous studies. Through my 

experiments, I sought answers to the following research questions which are similar to 

those investigated in Chapter 4:  

(1) Which feature dimension has the best performance for predicting helpful or 

correct answers to a question? 

(2) Which features are most effective for predicting the helpfulness of answers?  

(3) Which classification algorithm achieves the best performance in helpfulness 

predictions? 

I used precision, recall and f-measure, which are defined the same as in Chapter 4 except 

that they all count on post quantity here, to evaluate the performance of my classifiers.

 

5.5 Experimental Results 

5.5.1 Term Selection for Text Baseline 

In traditional text classification tasks, high dimensionality is a common problem, in 

that their data may include 1000 or more features, even exceeding the number of training 

and testing samples. As a result, feature selection techniques are often applied to get rid 

of the majority of “non-useful” features to avoid the “overfitting” problem and improve 

classification accuracy. Following the method used by Yang and Pederson in [109], the 

feature space of each text consists of a vector of unique terms that appear in the text. Top-

n terms were selected based on the three most effective methods according to [109], 2-

test (CS), document frequency (DF) and information gain (IG). Two classification 

algorithms, Naïve Bayes and SMO, were applied to assess differences in classification 

performance when the number of features changes. Two other classifiers—C4.5 and Ada 

Boosting—have similar f-measure curves to those in Figure 5.2 and thus were omitted. 

Figure 5.2 shows the results of term selections for two classification tasks on both the 

Apple and Sun data sets. As the graphs illustrate, all performance curves have a similar 
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shape, with f-measure reaching a peak at about 150 to 450 terms and beginning to decline 

thereafter. 

 

  

  

Figure 5.2 Performance of the text classification approach with top-n terms for Apple (top) 

and Sun (bottom) data sets 

Table 5.6 summarizes the results of the term selection based on Figure 5.2. These 

plots also show that the CS had slightly better results on task 1, while DF performed 

better on task 2. I took an average on the number of terms selected by them. The results 

show that top 300 terms need be selected by CS for tasks 1 and top 200 terms by DF for 

task 2, respectively. 

Table 5.6 Top-k terms that can produce best performance 

 NB+CS NB+DF NB+IG SMO+CS SMO+DF SMO+IG 
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Task 1 (Apple) 200 500 300 450 400 450 

Task 2 (Apple) 250 200 200 150 150 200 

Task 1 (Sun) 350 300 300 200 300 200 

Task 2 (Sun) 350 150 350 200 200 150 

These results demonstrate that classifications did not render satisfactory results using 

text-only features. They can only produce an f-measure of less than 0.6 for task 1 and less 

than 0.5 for task 2. Furthermore, it appears that the most important terms (top 10) from 

feature selection in Table 5.7 are not strong indicators of helpfulness if considered only 

by their literal meanings. Therefore, the traditional text classification method may be 

effective for categorizing document topics but not necessarily useful for identifying 

document helpfulness. 

Table 5.7 Top 10 lexical features based on CS or DF values 

Apple Data  Sun Data 

Task 1  Task 2 Task 1  Task 2 

CS
  
value Top terms DF value Top terms CS value Top terms DF value Top terms 

89.5 http 0.422 iphone 63.7 way 0.261 java 

61.4 iphone 0.290 phone 47.1 reply 0.211 method 

46.3 gui 0.239 apply 46.3 http 0.178 class 

42.7 sync 0.229 are 43.7 sorry 0.168 code 

39.2 anyone 0.194 http 36.2 refer 0.154 http 

38.8 reply 0.158 itune 34.8 declare 0.125 don’t 

35.4 www 0.143 was 33.9 type 0.109 object 

30.8 tap 0.139 online 29.5 class 0.107 file 

29.7 html 0.117 they 28.7 lot 0.097 only 

28.9 inform 0.101 store 28.4 gui 0.097 any 

5.5.2 Comparison of Features 

As a next step in testing my KAM-based framework, I tested whether my framework 

would outperform baselines on helpfulness classification tasks. I ran four comparative 

tests of my framework: (1) comparison of the different feature dimensions as defined in 

Table 5.1, (2) comparison of the easy features and all features, (3) comparison of selected 

features and all features, (4) comparison of my method with several baseline approaches 

used in earlier studies.  

Comparison of Feature Dimensions  
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By incorporating each feature dimension (F1 to F9) into the lexical features–only 

baseline (F0), I demonstrated that features extracted from my KAM-based framework 

were very efficient in measuring helpful answers from thread discussions and thus could 

boost the performance of helpfulness classification. In addition, all features (i.e., 

F0+F1+F2+F3+F4+F5+F6+F7+F8+F9) were combined together and tested to see 

whether the whole set of KAM-based features could collectively improve classification 

accuracy. Tables 5.8 and 5.9 record the precision, recall and f-measure of the four 

classification algorithms for the two classification tasks for the Apple and Sun data sets. 

The results show that all nine feature dimensions improved the performance of predicting  

Table 5.8 Performance of four classification algorithms and 10 feature sets for Apple data 

(significant results are highlighted in bold) 

 
 

Naïve Bayes 
 

C4.5 
 

Ada Boosting 
 

SMO 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

F0 (baseline) 
 

0.570 0.503 0.531 
 

0.520 0.560 0.538 
 

0.506 0.535 0.520 
 

0.565 0.516 0.539 

F0+F1 
 

0.520 0.600 0.557 
 

0.531 0.565 0.547 
 

0.444 0.924 0.600
***

 
 

0.562 0.492 0.527 

F0+F2 
 

0.511 0.718 0.597
**

 
 

0.503 0.637 0.562 
 

0.482 0.827 0.609
***

 
 

0.566 0.538 0.552
*
 

F0+F3 
 

0.558 0.777 0.649
***

 
 

0.564 0.593 0.578
*
 

 

0.497 0.848 0.627
**

 
 

0.608 0.686 0.645
***

 

F0+F4 
 

0.529 0.670 0.591
**

 
 

0.542 0.604 0.571
*
 

 

0.477 0.615 0.538 
 

0.552 0.536 0.544 

F0+F5 
 

0.555 0.822 0.663
***

 
 

0.617 0.756 0.679
***

 
 

0.628 0.843 0.720
***

 
 

0.606 0.834 0.702
***

 

F0+F6 
 

0.643 0.845 0.730
***

 
 

0.636 0.819 0.716
***

 
 

0.617 0.957 0.751
***

 
 

0.571 0.724 0.638
***

 

F0+F7 
 

0.600 0.654 0.626
***

 
 

0.576 0.743 0.649
***

 
 

0.564 0.777 0.654
***

 
 

0.581 0.655 0.616
***

 

F0+F8 
 

0.564 0.585 0.574
*
 

 

0.568 0.693 0.624
**

 
 

0.556 0.735 0.633
***

 
 

0.545 0.721 0.621
***

 

F0+F9 
 

0.671 0.778 0.721
***

 
 

0.665 0.787 0.721
***

 
 

0.698 0.689 0.693
***

 
 

0.681 0.733 0.706
***

 

All features 
 

0.684 0.786 0.732
***

 
 

0.728 0.775 0.751
***

 
 

0.746 0.867 0.802
***

 
 

0.721 0.780 0.749
***

 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

F0 (baseline) 
 

0.434 0.457 0.445 
 

0.377 0.462 0.415 
 

0.377 0.508 0.433 
 

0.436 0.452 0.444 

F0+F1 
 

0.410 0.660 0.506
**

 
 

0.447 0.453 0.450
*
 

 

0.375 0.837 0.518
**

 
 

0.481 0.348 0.404 

F0+F2 
 

0.455 0.612 0.522
**

 
 

0.440 0.488 0.463
*
 

 

0.433 0.732 0.544
***

 
 

0.491 0.445 0.467
*
 

F0+F3 
 

0.491 0.740 0.590
***

 
 

0.494 0.572 0.530
**

 
 

0.457 0.765 0.572
***

 
 

0.578 0.565 0.571
***

 

F0+F4 
 

0.402 0.658 0.499
*
 

 

0.391 0.603 0.474
**

 
 

0.402 0.588 0.478 
 

0.392 0.477 0.430 

F0+F5 
 

0.495 0.780 0.606
***

 
 

0.496 0.858 0.628
***

 
 

0.495 0.885 0.635
***

 
 

0.473 0.733 0.575
***

 

F0+F6 
 

0.514 0.825 0.633
***

 
 

0.538 0.768 0.633
***

 
 

0.518 0.982 0.678
***

 
 

0.496 0.628 0.554
**

 

F0+F7 
 

0.483 0.715 0.577
***

 
 

0.486 0.797 0.604
***

 
 

0.493 0.797 0.609
***

 
 

0.523 0.725 0.608
***

 

F0+F8 
 

0.450 0.748 0.562
**

 
 

0.508 0.685 0.583
***

 
 

0.478 0.797 0.597
***

 
 

0.456 0.572 0.507
**

 

F0+F9 
 

0.533 0.747 0.622
***

 
 

0.58 0.677 0.625
***

 
 

0.523 0.748 0.616
**

 
 

0.502 0.618 0.554
**

 

All features 
 

0.538 0.778 0.636
***

 
 

0.623 0.707 0.662
***

 
 

0.613 0.825 0.703
***

 
 

0.526 0.735 0.613
***

 

*p-value<0.05; **p-value<0.01; ***p-value<0.001. 
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the two-level helpfulness of answer posts in both data sets. Paired t-tests on f-measure, 

which combines both precision and recall, were conducted to verify the statistical 

significance of performance improvement over the baseline, F0. 

Table 5.9 Performance of four classification algorithms and 10 feature sets for Sun data 

(significant results are highlighted in bold) 

 
 

Naïve Bayes 
 

C4.5 
 

Ada Boosting 
 

SMO 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

 
 

Prec. Rec. f-mea. 
 

Prec. Rec. f-mea. 
 

Prec. Rec. f-mea. 
 

Prec. Rec. f-mea. 

F0 (baseline) 
 

0.541 0.502 0.521 
 

0.492 0.505 0.498 
 

0.495 0.479 0.487 
 

0.524 0.526 0.525 

F0+F1 
 

0.505 0.592 0.545
*
 

 

0.504 0.601 0.548
**

 
 

0.473 0.745 0.579
***

 
 

0.548 0.464 0.502 

F0+F2 
 

0.531 0.520 0.526 
 

0.490 0.481 0.485 
 

0.490 0.638 0.554
**

 
 

0.625 0.319 0.423 

F0+F3 
 

0.490 0.617 0.546
*
 

 

0.486 0.514 0.500 
 

0.475 0.785 0.592
***

 
 

0.521 0.580 0.549 

F0+F4 
 

0.450 0.780 0.571
**

 
 

0.400 0.786 0.530
*
 

 

0.426 0.720 0.536
**

 
 

0.470 0.673 0.553 

F0+F5 
 

0.505 0.807 0.621
***

 
 

0.621 0.648 0.634
***

 
 

0.613 0.734 0.668
***

 
 

0.591 0.832 0.691
***

 

F0+F6 
 

0.567 0.875 0.688
***

 
 

0.587 0.782 0.671
***

 
 

0.563 0.907 0.667
***

 
 

0.567 0.758 0.649
***

 

F0+F7 
 

0.553 0.840 0.667
***

 
 

0.558 0.747 0.639
***

 
 

0.527 0.933 0.674
***

 
 

0.564 0.791 0.658
***

 

F0+F8 
 

0.557 0.893 0.685
***

 
 

0.549 0.767 0.640
***

 
 

0.506 0.978 0.667
***

 
 

0.547 0.786 0.645
***

 

F0+F9 
 

0.637 0.752 0.690
***

 
 

0.601 0.699 0.646
***

 
 

0.583 0.730 0.648
***

 
 

0.630 0.749 0.684
***

 

All features 
 

0.620 0.803 0.700
***

 
 

0.634 0.786 0.702
***

 
 

0.639 0.803 0.712
***

 
 

0.621 0.861 0.703
***

 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

F0 (baseline) 
 

0.408 0.445 0.426 
 

0.364 0.435 0.396 
 

0.383 0.328 0.354 
 

0.394 0.423 0.408 

F0+F1 
 

0.412 0.668 0.510
**

 
 

0.449 0.585 0.508
***

 
 

0.418 0.640 0.506
***

 
 

0.415 0.413 0.414 

F0+F2 
 

0.433 0.535 0.478
*
 

 

0.366 0.378 0.372 
 

0.358 0.483 0.411
*
 

 

0.472 0.242 0.320 

F0+F3 
 

0.405 0.695 0.512
***

 
 

0.397 0.568 0.467
*
 

 

0.414 0.575 0.482
***

 
 

0.445 0.565 0.498
**

 

F0+F4 
 

0.323 0.740 0.450 
 

0.290 0.682 0.407 
 

0.277 0.573 0.374 
 

0.304 0.582 0.400 

F0+F5 
 

0.406 0.707 0.516
***

 
 

0.432 0.585 0.497
*
 

 

0.440 0.822 0.573
***

 
 

0.433 0.765 0.553
***

 

F0+F6 
 

0.437 0.807 0.567
***

 
 

0.459 0.802 0.579
***

 
 

0.438 0.828 0.573
***

 
 

0.443 0.720 0.548
***

 

F0+F7 
 

0.431 0.795 0.559
***

 
 

0.417 0.883 0.567
***

 
 

0.415 0.922 0.572
***

 
 

0.438 0.713 0.543
***

 

F0+F8 
 

0.421 0.840 0.561
***

 
 

0.414 0.710 0.523
***

 
 

0.408 0.890 0.560
***

 
 

0.411 0.675 0.511
***

 

F0+F9 
 

0.557 0.708 0.575
***

 
 

0.494 0.645 0.559
***

 
 

0.472 0.773 0.582
***

 
 

0.534 0.590 0.561
***

 

All features 
 

0.496 0.75 0.597
***

 
 

0.541 0.695 0.608
***

 
 

0.548 0.760 0.637
***

 
 

0.555 0.675 0.609
***

 

*p-value<0.05; **p-value<0.01; ***p-value<0.001. 

For the Apple data set, the p-values show that most argument quality dimensions 

except appropriate amount of data (F1), objectivity (F4), all source credibility dimensions 

(F6+F7+F8) and a structural dimension (F9) were able to significantly improve the f-

measure over the baseline for task 1 with all four classification algorithms. In task 2, 

identifying correct answers, all dimensions except objectivity (F4) were significantly 
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better than the baseline. The significance was confirmed with all four classification 

algorithms on this task. I observed that Ada Boosting achieved the best performance in 

that the f-measure of tasks 1 and 2 reached 0.802 and 0.703, respectively.  

The experimental results for the Sun data set were very similar to those of the Apple 

data set. Almost all feature dimensions were useful in obtaining more accurate classifiers 

than the baseline, F0. Most feature dimensions achieved statistically significant 

improvements except for ease of understanding (F2) and relevancy (F3) on task 1 and 

ease of understanding (F2) and objectivity (F4) on task 2 for some classification 

algorithms. Grouping all feature dimensions together also notably improved the 

performance of all four classification algorithms. Ada Boosting again generated relatively 

better results than the other three algorithms. Its f-measure achieved 0.712 for finding 

correct or helpful answers (i.e., task 1) and 0.637 for identifying only correct answers 

(i.e., task 2). 

An interesting observation from the above results is that source credibility features 

(F6+F7+F8) were relatively more effective for improving classification performance than 

argument quality features (F1+F2+F3+F4+F5). The structural dimension (F9) also 

worked better than most argument quality dimensions. This result shows that who wrote 

the answers and where those answers were located in the thread discussions were more 

important determinants of helpfulness than how answers were written. Having a closer 

look at the performance of argument quality features, one notices that the dimensions of 

appropriate amount of data (F1), ease of understanding (F2) and objectivity (F4) 

sometimes did not result in significant improvements. According to information quality 

theory, data volume often positively correlates with data quality in traditional media [86]. 

However, the same is not necessarily true in online communities. I read through part of 

the threads in my data sets and discovered many threads like those in Table 5.10. The 

thread discussion in (a) exemplifies how short messages can sometimes be more useful 

than longer ones. Intuitively, one may suppose that positive sentiments expressed in 

response to an answer would indicate that the answer was helpful. However, I frequently 

observed that people also acknowledged others’ replies even when they were not really 
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helpful, as shown in the third post of Thread 2 (b). As a result of observing this practice 

in the threads, I am not surprised at the poor performance of F1 and F4. 

Table 5.10 Sample threads from Apple Discussions community 

Posts Helpfulness 

Thread 1 

Q: So I was sucked into the hype.. now whats a good screen protector?  

A1: shieldzone.com. the best. I promise. Helpful 

A2: I have protector from shieldzone.com and they are great! On the 

other hand, it might not need screen protection: 

 

http://www.pcworld.com/video/id,545-page,1-

bid,0/video.html?tk=synd_macworld 

Solved 

A3: I bought the crystal film today at the apple store, it stays in place 

way better than you would imagine with no sticky stuff, and it dosent 

make the touch screen any harder to use, in my opinion it made the 

touch screen work BETTER because the plastic is easier to slide on 

than glass. I also bought the incase rubber case for it, and I am using 

the two together so it is fully protected. 

Not-helpful 

(a) 

 

Thread 2 

Q: I just setup my new iphone and everything is great except that there 

is no sound at all on the external speakers... I don't hear the ringtone, 

speaker phone or anything for that matter. The headphones do work 

though. 

 

I have tried all the settings and tried using the manual as well... Am I 

missing something or should I just take it back...??? 

 

A1: Try to remove the plastic if you haven’t already, a lot of people 

were having sound problems with the plastic on the front. 
Not-helpful 

Q: didn't work... Thanks though...  

(b) 

Finally, all 77 KAM-based features of these dimensions plus 250 term features—a 

total of 327 features—were able to produce excellent classification performance. These 

results are consistent with the results of the same experiments conducted at the thread 

level.  

Comparison of Easy vs. All Features  

http://www.pcworld.com/video/id,545-page,1-bid,0/video.html?tk=synd_macworld
http://www.pcworld.com/video/id,545-page,1-bid,0/video.html?tk=synd_macworld
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Some of the KAM features are relatively easy to compute. In practice, they enable 

quicker training of classifiers than using all features when the size of an OKC’s archive is 

huge. However, it is first necessary to examine whether this subset of features is 

sufficient to train classifiers as well as using all features. Thus, Tables 5.11 and 5.12 

report the performance comparisons between easy and all features for the Apple and Sun 

data sets, respectively.  

Table 5.11 Performance of four classification algorithms on easy and all features for Apple data 

 
 Naïve Bayes  C4.5  Ada Boosting  SMO 

 Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea. 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

Easy features  0.647 0.853 0.736  0.718 0.769 0.743  0.741 0.829 0.782  0.709 0.780 0.743 

All features  0.684 0.786 0.732  0.728 0.775 0.751  0.746 0.867 0.802  0.721 0.780 0.749 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

Easy features  0.514 0.808 0.628  0.547 0.767 0.639  0.548 0.842 0.663  0.515 0.719 0.600 

All features  0.538 0.778 0.636  0.623 0.707 0.662  0.613 0.825 0.703  0.526 0.735 0.613 

 

Table 5.12 Performance of four classification algorithms on easy and all features for Sun data 

 
 Naïve Bayes  C4.5  Ada Boosting  SMO 

 Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea. 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

Easy features  0.604 0.898 0.722  0.610 0.849 0.710  0.613 0.826 0.704  0.593 0.910 0.718 

All features  0.620 0.803 0.700 
 

0.634 0.786 0.702 
 

0.639 0.803 0.712 
 

0.621 0.861 0.703 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

Easy features  0.481 0.802 0.601  0.505 0.715 0.592  0.501 0.845 0.629  0.474 0.800 0.595 

All features  0.496 0.750 0.597 
 

0.541 0.695 0.608 
 

0.548 0.760 0.637 
 

0.555 0.675 0.609 

From the above results, I determined that the easy-to-compute features seem to be 

comparable to all features, although easy features slightly decreased the f-measure for all 

four classifiers. In Table 5.13, I present the p-values of pairwise t-tests of the comparison 

between easy and all features. These tests clearly show that the classification 

performances of using easy and all features have no statistical difference. These results 

suggest that using easy-to-compute features is a valuable option to have when applying 

the KAM-based method in real-world situations. This option did not impair classification 
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performance, even if it discards 29 features; meanwhile the run-time complexity of these 

classification algorithms is greatly reduced. 

Table 5.13 Pairwise t-tests on f-measure for comparing easy and all features 

 Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful  Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

Naïve Bayes C4.5 Ada Boosting SMO Naïve Bayes C4.5 Ada Boosting SMO 

Apple Data 0.648 0.600 0.094 0.550 0.794 0.346 0.091 0.344 

Sun Data 0.999 0.783 0.428 0.073 0.887 0.170 0.304 0.677 

Feature Selection 

As mentioned above, KAM features plus the selected lexical features total over 300. 

Although these features were proposed with a strong theoretical foundation, there is no 

guarantee that every single feature is appropriate for helpfulness classification. In this 

section, I explore a feature selection method so that the original feature space can be 

optimally reduced and thus classifiers can achieve better performance. To do this, I 

ranked features by information gain (IG) for my data sets because of its simplicity, 

scalability and good empirical successes. The top 20 features selected for both tasks and 

both data sets are reported in Tables 5.14 and 5.15, respectively. They include 

abbreviation names to help readers understand these features quickly. The abbreviation 

consists of two parts, source_name. The source part indicates that a feature is computed 

based on different types of information sources, which can be: (1) an answer (A), (2) a 

question-answer pair (QA), (3) an answer vs. other answers (AA) and (4) an answerer 

(AU). The name part is an abbreviation of feature name in Table 4.1. Moreover, feature 

dimensions and numbers mapped in Table 5.1 are listed as well. For example, “F6, #48” 

responds to the 48
th

 feature (Repliers’ user-feedback history – # of helpful answers) 

which belongs to F6 (past experience) dimension.  

As one can see, most features from the top 20 lists are from source creditability 

dimensions (F6+F7+F8) as well as the structural dimension (F9). Only one feature 

(A_ReplyToSeekLapse) from the relevancy dimension (F5), feature of argument quality, 

consistently appears in all top lists. This result further confirms my earlier observation 

that source credibility and structural features were more effective than argument quality 
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features in improving the classification performance. Another interesting finding is that 

the top five features of both tasks and both data sets are from 

Table 5.14 Top 20 feature with highest IG in Apple data 

 Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 
 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

# IG Features IG Features  

1 0.349 A_UserAllHelpfulness F6, #48 0.323 A_UserAllSolvedN F6, #46 

2 0.254 A_IsTopTwo F9, #76 0.318 A_UserAllHelpfulness F6, #48 

3 0.248 A_IsShare F9, #77 0.200 A_IsShare F9, #77 

4 0.219 A_UserAllHelpfulN F6, #47 0.189 A_UserAllAuthorship F6, #51 

5 0.208 A_UserAllAuthorship F6, #51 0.176 A_IsTopTwo F9, #76 

6 0.185 A_UserAllSolvedN F6, #46 0.172 A_IsReplyToSeek F9, #74 

7 0.182 A_IsReplyToSeek F9, #74 0.172 A_ReplyToSeekLapse F5, #42 

8 0.182 A_ReplyToSeekLapse F5, #42 0.158 A_UserAllShareN F6, #50 

9 0.176 A_UserAllShareN F6, #50 0.156 A_IsTopOne F9, #75 

10 0.151 AU_ClusterCoef F7, #59 0.133 AU_PageRank F7, #60 

11 0.125 QA_CosScore F8, #64 0.133 AU_ClusterCoef F7, #59 

12 0.123 AU_OutDegree F7, #56 0.128 AA_KLDivergence F3, #26 

13 0.115 A_UserSampShareN F6, #53 0.126 AA_CosineSim F3, #25 

14 0.115 A_UserSampSeekN F6, #52 0.123 AU_OutDegree F7, #56 

15 0.115 AA_KLDivergence F3, #26 0.107 AU_InDegree F7, #55 

16 0.114 A_UserSampAuthorship F6, #54 0.106 A_UserAllHelpfulN F6, #47 

17 0.113 QA_KLScore F8, #66 0.106 AU_HITSHub F7, #61 

18 0.110 AU_HITSHub F7, #61 0.105 A_PostPosition F9, #69 

19 0.109 AA_CosineSim F3, #25 0.104 QA_LDAScore F8, #68 

20 0.107 Q_CosScore F8, #63 0.102 QA_KLScore F8, #66 

 

Table 5.15 Top 20 feature with highest IG in Sun data 

 Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 
 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

# IG Features IG Features  

1 0.334 A_IsShare F9, #77 0.301 A_UserAllSolvedN  F6, #46 

2 0.324 A_UserAllHelpfulness F6, #48 0.299 A_UserAllHelpfulness F6, #48 

3 0.277 A_UserAllAuthorship F6, #51 0.287 A_IsShare F9, #77 

4 0.249 A_UserAllShareN F6, #50 0.249 A_UserAllAuthorship F6, #51 

5 0.248 A_UserAllHelpfulN F6, #47 0.224 A_UserAllShareN F6, #50 

6 0.230 AU_ClusterCoef F7, #59 0.211 A_IsTopTwo F9, #76 

7 0.226 QA_KLScore F8, #66 0.205 AU_ClusterCoef F7, #59 

8 0.219 A_UserAllSolvedN F6, #46 0.195 Q_CosScore F8, #63 

9 0.218 A_IsTopTwo F9, #76 0.173 QA_CosScore F8, #64 

10 0.199 A_ReplyToSeekLapse F5, #42 0.167 AU_OutDegree F7, #56 

11 0.199 A_IsReplyToSeek F9, #74 0.166 A_IsReplyToSeek F9, #74 

12 0.199 Q_CosScore F8, #63 0.166 A_ReplyToSeekLapse F5, #42 

13 0.193 QA_CosScore F8, #64 0.154 AU_PageRank F7, #60 

14 0.182 QA_LDAScore F8, #68 0.145 QA_KLScore F8, #66 

15 0.178 A_UserSampSeekN F6, #52 0.142 A_IsTopOne F9, #75 

16 0.178 A_UserSampShareN F6, #53 0.140 A_Seek2MeAck F4, #32 

17 0.177 Q_KLScore F8, #65 0.137 QA_LDAScore F8, #68 

18 0.176 AU_OutDegree F7, #56 0.134 A_Both2MeAck F4, #34 

19 0.172 AU_PageRank F7, #60 0.134 A_UserSampShareN F6, #53 

20 0.163 Q_LDAScore F8, #67 0.134 A_UserSampSeekN F6, #52 
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the past experience (F6) and structural (F9) dimensions. This suggests that the record of a 

participant’s past contributions and the position of an answer are very important in 

predicting an answer’s helpfulness. 

Table 5.16 Performance of four classification algorithms on best and all features for the 

Apple data 

 
 Naïve Bayes  C4.5  Ada Boosting  SMO 

 Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea. 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

Best 

(# features) 
 
0.638 

 

0.970 

 

0.770 

(3) 
 
0.719 

 

0.8755 

 

0.790 

(22) 
 
0.746 

 

0.871 

 

0.804 

(47) 
 
0.726 

 

0.817 

 

0.769 

(43) 

All  0.684 0.786 0.732  0.728 0.775 0.751  0.746 0.867 0.802  0.721 0.780 0.749 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

Best 

(# features) 
 
0.538 

 

0.778 

 

0.636 

(all) 
 
0.589 

 

0.820 

 

0.685 

(12) 
 
0.613 

 

0.832 

 

0.706 

(41) 
 
0.588 

 

0.741 

 

0.656 

(99) 

All  0.538 0.778 0.636  0.623 0.707 0.662  0.613 0.825 0.703  0.526 0.735 0.613 

 

Table 5.17 Performance of four classification algorithms on best and all features for the Sun 

data 

 
 Naïve Bayes  C4.5  Ada Boosting  SMO 

 Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea.  Prec. Rec. f-mea. 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

Best 

(# features) 
 
0.576 

 

1.000 

 

0.731 

(2) 
 
0.576 

 

1.000 

 

0.731 

(2) 
 
0.576 

 

1.000 

 

0.731 

(2) 
 
0.619 

 

0.884 

 

0.728 

(12) 

All  0.620 0.803 0.700  0.634 0.786 0.702  0.639 0.803 0.712  0.621 0.861 0.703 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

Best 

(# features) 
 
0.484 

 

0.805 

 

0.604 

(3) 
 
0.443 

 

1.000 

 

0.614 

(3) 
 
0.525 

 

0.830 

 

0.643 

(70) 
 
0.558 

 

0.725 

 

0.631 

(77) 

All  0.496 0.750 0.597  0.541 0.695 0.608  0.548 0.760 0.637  0.555 0.675 0.609 

Next, I performed a stepwise feature selection based on features’ IG ranking. At each 

step, the most non-relevant feature was removed and classification performance was 

reevaluated based on selected features. This process continued until only one feature 

remained. Tables 5.16 and 5.17 report the best performance I obtained from going 

through this selection process. The results show that this feature selection method caused 

the classifiers to generate higher f-measures and reduced a considerable number of 

features at the same time. 
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To confirm the power of feature selection, pairwise t-tests were executed on selected 

features versus all features. As shown in Table 5.18, selections on Naïve Bayes, C4.5 and 

SMO classifiers produced substantial improvement for classification task 1: finding 

helpful or problem-solving answers. However, only selection on SMO had significant p-

values for task 2: finding problem-solving answers. Although the test results did not 

confirm significance of feature selection on all four classifiers, it is still a worthwhile step 

to try in real-world applications.  

Table 5.18 Pairwise t-tests for comparing best and all features (significant p-values are 

highlighted in bold) 

 Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful  Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

Naïve Bayes C4.5 Ada Boosting SMO Naïve Bayes C4.5 Ada Boosting SMO 

Apple Data 0.020 0.044 0.343 0.029 0.999 0.069 0.280 0.013 

Sun Data <0.001 0.032 0.212 0.070 0.649 0.461 0.260 0.012 

5.5.3 Comparison of Classification Algorithms 

The experiments explained above answered two of my research questions concerning 

which dimensions and features are useful in predicting the helpfulness of answer posts. In 

this section, I attempt to answer another important question: which classification 

algorithm is most powerful for my prediction tasks? I conducted 12 individual pairwise t-

tests between each pair of algorithms using three types of feature combinations, i.e., all, 

best-by-selection and easy-to-compute features on both data sets. The p-values for the t-

tests for these classifier comparisons are presented in Table 5.19. I discovered that for 

each feature combination there were not big differences in term of f-measure among 

Naïve Bayes, C4.5 and SMO for two classification tasks. However, Ada Boosting 

performed significantly better than three algorithms in most test scenarios except task 2 

on the Apple data set. In general, this result is consistent with my experiments at the 

thread level in Chapter 4. Therefore, Ada Boosting should be the first algorithm choice 

for predicting helpfulness of answer posts. The good performance of SMO also confirms 

its success for online social media besides its many other applications, such as those 

tested in other studies [111][112]. Thus, SMO can be an alternative option for similar 

types of situations. 
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Table 5.19 Pairwise t-tests on f-measure for four types of classification techniques 

(significant p-values are highlighted in bold) 

Classifier 

Compare 

Apple Data  Sun Data 

All Top Easy All Top Easy 

sign p-

value 

sign p-

value 

sign p-

value 

sign p-value sign p-value sign p-

value 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

NB vs. C4.5 < 0.420 < 0.020 < 0.335  < 0.073 < <0.001 < 0.848 

NB vs. AB < <0.001 < 0.022 < 0.017 < 0.006 < <0.001 < 0.091 

NB vs. SMO < 0.174 < 0.872 < 0.293 > 0.31 < 0.091 > 0.257 

C4.5 vs. AB < 0.017 < 0.257 < 0.013 < 0.071 < 0.335 < 0.188 

C4.5 vs. SMO > 0.784 > 0.030 > 0.819 > 0.027 > 0.007 > 0.181 

AB vs. SMO > 0.001 > <0.001 > 0.013 > 0.003 > 0.001 > 0.024 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

NB vs. C4.5 < 0.881 < ∞ < 0.403  < 0.579 < 0.185 < 0.534 

NB vs. AB < 0.297 < ∞ < 0.213 < 0.032 < 0.040 < 0.047 

NB vs. SMO < 0.369 < 0.707 < 0.832 < 0.386 < 0.021 < 0.879 

C4.5 vs. AB < 0.598 < ∞ < 0.816 < 0.022 < 0.127 < 0.019 

C4.5 vs. SMO < 0.791 < 0.797 < 0.574 < 0.909 < 0.162 < 0.339 

AB vs. SMO > 0.505 > 0.707 > 0.315 > 0.025 > 0.449 > 0.008 

5.5.4 Comparison with Previous Works 

As I described in Section 5.3.2, I wanted to test the performance of my proposed 

KAM framework against some well known baseline measures. I present the results of that 

comparative testing in this section. The three baseline approaches I used were 

investigated in previous published studies and were reported to have success in finding 

helpful answers from online threads. The effectiveness of these baselines was reexamined 

in relation to my two data sets. 

Comparison with Baselines 

The first baseline (B1) uses different algorithms to compute the relevance score 

between a question and its answers. Answers with a higher score are considered to be 

more helpful. Cong et al. [114] and Wang et al. [116] built their algorithms based on 

these relevance metrics. The second baseline (B2) was proposed by Hong and Davison 

[21]. They reported that two features—answerer authorship and answer position—were 

enough to produce nearly perfect results for classifying answer helpfulness for their data 

sets. Their results also showed that this method can outperform several other feature 

combinations including B1. Baseline 3 (B3) employs a simple heuristic that always picks 
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the first post as the correct answer. It has been frequently adopted as a baseline in 

previous studies (e.g., [114][120]).  

Table 5.20 Comparison between baselines and the KAM-based method using four 

classification algorithms for the Apple data (significant results are highlighted in bold) 

 
 

Naïve Bayes 
 

C4.5 
 

Ada Boosting 
 

SMO 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

 
 

Prec. Rec. f-mea. 
 

Prec. Rec. f-mea. 
 

Prec. Rec. f-mea. 
 

Prec. Rec. f-mea. 

B1:CO 
 

0.430 0.863 0.573
***

 
 

0.430 0.863 0.573
***

 
 

0.431 0.829 0.566
***

 
 

0.412 0.674 0.488
***

 

B1:QL 
 

0.423 0.665 0.512
***

 
 

0.429 0.534 0.468
***

 
 

0.427 0.526 0.464
***

 
 

0.416 0.805 0.546
***

 

B1:KL 
 

0.421 0.932 0.580
***

 
 

0.441 0.665 0.505
***

 
 

0.434 0.786 0.552
***

 
 

0.406 0.997 0.577
***

 

B1: CO+QL+KL 
 

0.437 0.830 0.569
***

 
 

0.474 0.409 0.433
***

 
 

0.476 0.631 0.525
***

 
 

0.426 0.805 0.555
***

 

B2:AU 
 

0.575 0.784 0.662
**

 
 

0.584 0.808 0.678
*
 

 

0.579 0.785 0.665
**

 
 

0.662 0.263 0.376
***

 

B2:PS 
 

0.475 0.839 0.603
***

 
 

0.528 0.454 0.463
***

 
 

0.524 0.580 0.541
***

 
 

0.462 0.858 0.600
***

 

B2:AU+PS 
 

0.595 0.788 0.678
**

 
 

0.628 0.753 0.679
*
 

 

0.574 0.896 0.699
**

 
 

0.502 0.793 0.613
***

 

B3: NA
2
 

 

0.527 0.724 0.575
***

 
 

0.605 0.561 0.575
***

 
 

0.527 0.724 0.575
***

 
 

0.605 0.561 0.575
***

 

F0+F1+…+F9 
 

0.684 0.786 0.732 
 

0.728 0.775 0.751 
 

0.746 0.867 0.802 
 

0.721 0.780 0.749 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

B1: CO 
 

0.333 0.430 0.376
***

 
 

0.500 0.172 0.255
***

 
 

0.401 0.375 0.388
***

 
 

0.301 0.638 0.409
***

 

B1:QL 
 

0.293 0.943 0.447
***

 
 

0.296 0.707 0.417
***

 
 

0.305 0.505 0.380
***

 
 

0.299 0.867 0.444
***

 

B1:KL 
 

0.315 0.882 0.464
***

 
 

0.325 0.728 0.449
***

 
 

0.334 0.743 0.461
***

 
 

0.293 0.990 0.452
***

 

B1: CO+QL+KL 
 

0.334 0.765 0.465
***

 
 

0.411 0.235 0.299
***

 
 

0.538 0.283 0.371
***

 
 

0.301 0.663 0.414
***

 

B2:AU 
 

0.437 0.845 0.576
**

 
 

0.441 0.827 0.575
***

 
 

0.437 0.833 0.573
***

 
 

0.478 0.218 0.300
***

 

B2:PS 
 

0.417 0.677 0.516
***

 
 

0.436 0.600 0.505
***

 
 

0.427 0.688 0.527
***

 
 

0.327 0.863 0.475
*
 

B2:AU+PS 
 

0.465 0.808 0.590
**

 
 

0.462 0.770 0.577
***

 
 

0.447 0.883 0.594
**

 
 

0.377 0.578 0.456
*
 

B3: NA
3
 

 

0.600 0.600 0.600
**

 
 

0.600 0.600 0.600
**

 
 

0.600 0.600 0.600
**

 
 

0.600 0.600 0.600
*
 

F0+F1+…+F9 
 

0.538 0.778 0.636 
 

0.623 0.707 0.662 
 

0.613 0.825 0.703 
 

0.526 0.735 0.613 

*p-value<0.05; **p-value<0.01; ***p-value<0.001. 

Tables 5.20 and 5.21 display the precision, recall and f-measure scores of these three 

baselines as well as my KAM-based method for the Apple and Sun data sets, 

respectively. The results indicate that all these baselines are outperformed by the KAM-

based method. The improvements are statistically significant (p-value < 0.05) on the f-

measure using all four classification algorithms. Also in evidence is that B1 had the worst 

performance of all. That indicates that the traditional retrieval-based approach for finding 

                                                 
2 Baseline 3 is computed through a heuristic, not using classification algorithms. For easy representation in 

tables, its metrics are still listed in columns of each algorithm. That is reason they are the same in these 

columns.  
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answers does apply to answer classification naturally. The excellent performance that B2 

achieved in a past study [21] was not confirmed in my experiment. I believe the 

effectiveness of this method may depend on characteristics of the data sets, especially the 

question type. Many of the questions in the datasets of [21] may be factoid. Thus, the first 

few replies to a question may already contain a correct answer. To this end, position 

features used in B2 can be critical for this type of datasets. Another interesting finding is 

that the heuristic baseline (B3), which guesses the first or second reply should have 

helpful knowledge, performed surprisingly well in my experiments. It performed as well 

as B2 in identifying correct answers (task 2) in both data sets. Inspired by this finding, I 

created two more features: (1) if a post is the first reply (2) if a post is the second reply,  

Table 5.21 Comparison between baselines and the KAM-base method using four 

classification algorithms for Sun data (significant results are highlighted in bold) 

 
 

Naïve Bayes 
 

C4.5 
 

Ada Boosting 
 

SMO 

Task 1: Helpful+Correct vs. Not-helpful 

 
 

Prec. Rec. f-mea. 
 

Prec. Rec. f-mea. 
 

Prec. Rec. f-mea. 
 

Prec. Rec. f-mea. 

B1: CO 
 

0.401 0.812 0.537
***

 
 

0.403 0.718 0.516
***

 
 

0.413 0.446 0.429
***

 
 

0.378 0.535 0.443
***

 

B1:QL 
 

0.376 1.000 0.546
***

 
 

0.376 1.000 0.546
***

 
 

0.385 0.491 0.432
***

 
 

0.381 0.725 0.500
***

 

B1:KL 
 

0.405 0.807 0.539
***

 
 

0.404 0.807 0.539
***

 
 

0.409 0.799 0.541
***

 
 

0.402 0.032 0.059
***

 

B1: CO+QL+KL 
 

0.405 0.762 0.529
***

 
 

0.414 0.555 0.474
***

 
 

0.426 0.481 0.452
***

 
 

0.418 0.438 0.428
***

 

B2:AU 
 

0.552 0.692 0.614
***

 
 

0.555 0.807 0.658
*
 

 

0.550 0.795 0.650
*
 

 

0.556 0.348 0.428
***

 

B2:PS 
 

0.434 0.898 0.585
***

 
 

0.487 0.603 0.539
***

 
 

0.471 0.726 0.571
***

 
 

0.437 0.878 0.584
***

 

B2:AU+PS 
 

0.591 0.683 0.634
***

 
 

0.602 0.749 0.668
*
 

 

0.567 0.825 0.672
*
 

 

0.579 0.545 0.561
***

 

B3: NA
3
 

 

0.603 0.507 0.550
***

 
 

0.603 0.507 0.550
***

 
 

0.603 0.507 0.550
***

 
 

0.603 0.507 0.550
***

 

F0+F1+…+F9 
 

0.620 0.803 0.700 
 

0.634 0.802 0.708 
 

0.639 0.843 0.727 
 

0.621 0.861 0.722 

Task 2: Correct vs. Helpful+Not-helpful 

B1: CO 
 

0.310 0.793 0.445
***

 
 

0.315 0.772 0.448
***

 
 

0.315 0.772 0.448
***

 
 

0.297 0.353 0.323
***

 

B1:QL 
 

0.281 0.982 0.437
***

 
 

0.279 1.000 0.437
***

 
 

0.284 0.500 0.362
***

 
 

0.283 0.862 0.426
***

 

B1:KL 
 

0.320 0.802 0.458
***

 
 

0.317 0.803 0.455
***

 
 

0.320 0.802 0.458
***

 
 

0.385 0.058 0.101
***

 

B1: CO+QL+KL 
 

0.320 0.727 0.445
***

 
 

0.325 0.797 0.462
***

 
 

0.337 0.772 0.469
***

 
 

0.306 0.175 0.223
***

 

B2:AU 
 

0.413 0.843 0.554
**

 
 

0.412 0.838 0.552
**

 
 

0.410 0.850 0.553
**

 
 

0.440 0.357 0.394
***

 

B2:PS 
 

0.394 0.700 0.504
***

 
 

0.448 0.235 0.308
***

 
 

0.395 0.557 0.462
***

 
 

0.364 0.782 0.497
**

 

B2:AU+PS 
 

0.477 0.692 0.565
*
 

 

0.471 0.707 0.565
*
 

 

0.443 0.787 0.566
**

 
 

0.483 0.467 0.475
**

 

B3: NA
3
 

 

0.568 0.568 0.568 
 

0.568 0.568 0.568
*
 

 

0.568 0.568 0.568
**

 
 

0.568 0.568 0.568
*
 

F0+F1+…+F9 
 

0.496 0.750 0.597 
 

0.541 0.695 0.608 
 

0.548 0.760 0.637 
 

0.555 0.675 0.609 

*p-value<0.05; **p-value<0.01; ***p-value<0.001. 
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and included them in the structural dimension of my KAM-base framework. From the 

experiment results of feature selection in Section 5.5.2, they proved to be among the most 

important features for classifying answer helpfulness. 

Comparison with Previous Studies  

As the final step in my analysis of my KAM framework at the post level, I compared 

the performance of my method with those in previous literature as shown in Table 5.22. 

This table summarizes the highest classification accuracy of each publication as well as 

their experiment settings in chronological order.  

Table 5.22 Performance of helpfulness classification reported in the literature 

Study Task Data set Avg. # of Posts Precision Recall f-measure 

[120] (2008) Solved TripAdvisor 3.87 (+Q) 0.676 0.711 0.694 

[21] (2009) Solved 
Digital Camera 

Ubuntu 

6.92 (+Q) 

5.16 (+Q) 

0.958 

0.935 

0.993 

0.969 

0.975 

0.952 

[116] (2009) Solved CSDN 3.50 (+Q) 0.615 0.658 0.636 

[113] (2010) Solved TripAdvisor 3.95 (+Q) 0.651 0.612 0.630 

Present study 

Solved Apple 6.87 (+Q) 0.613 0.832 0.706 

Helpful Apple 4.48 (+Q) 0.746 0.871 0.804 

Solved Sun 7.33 (+Q) 0.525 0.830 0.643 

Helpful Sun 4.71 (+Q) 0.619 0.884 0.728 

It is notable that Hong and Davison’s work [21] showed they were able to produce 

near-perfect results on their data sets using only two features: authorship and position. 

However, as already mentioned, their method was not that successful in my own 

experiment. To understand the reasons for this, I carried out a further analysis on their 

data set and my own. Following the method used by Hong and Davison (see Figure 1 and 

Figure 2 in [21]), I also plotted the values of authorship vs. position in my Apple and Sun 

data sets to understand how these two features correlate to different levels of helpfulness. 

The patterns in their figures demonstrate that most of the correct answers are close to the 

top since the authors of these posts are usually senior members who prefer to write 

replies rather than ask a question [21]. However, I do not observe a similar pattern in 

Figure 5.3 below. In contrast, my plots show that top answers can have various 
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helpfulness levels. I believe that may explain why this baseline did not perform well on 

my data sets.  

 

 

Figure 5.3 Authorship vs. position on Apple and Sun data sets 

The performance of my method is more or less better than three other studies 

reported [113][116][120]. Although I do not have the datasets used by these studies and 

cannot run significance tests for the comparison, it is important to note that my method 

has the following three advantages. First, these prior studies used human-annotated labels 

for their experiments. My data, however, completely depend on the feedback of question 

askers. Thus, my results should be more realistic and trustworthy. Second, my data sets 

are more imbalanced than those in previous studies since OKC discussions are oriented 

toward problem solving and thus have more candidate answers in each thread. My 
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method has shown itself to have the capacity to avoid classification bias and produce 

good results. Finally, the entire framework of my approach is relatively simple. The 

biggest workload is the feature extraction part. Then, it can be plugged into any software 

package with classification algorithms to learn the predictive models. Although this 

framework involves hundreds of features, I have also proposed schemes to reduce the 

feature space while still maintaining its performance. As a result, my method should be 

able to scale up to online communities of great size. The approaches of Ding et al. [120] 

and Cao et al. [113] used advanced machine learning techniques to improve classification 

performance. But their complexity can be a negative factor when applied to big data sets.  

As mentioned in Section 5.2, there also exist some studies that consider answer 

helpfulness detection as a retrieval task, such as Cong et al. [114] and Wang et al. [115]. 

Their ranking scores can be converted to a numeric feature easily and added to the 

classification framework to verify their performance. Results in both a past study [21] 

and my B1 have proved that these retrieval-based approaches are not appropriate for 

classification tasks.  

5.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter I proposed a framework for identifying answer helpfulness in online 

knowledge sharing communities (OKCs). This framework is built on a knowledge 

adoption model (KAM) that considers both content-based argument quality and 

information source credibility. To test this framework at the post level, a complement to 

the thread level tested in Chapter 4, I identified five argument quality dimensions and 

three source credibility dimensions as well as a structural dimension at the post level. To 

evaluate the effectiveness of this framework, I conducted experiments on two popular 

online communities Apple Discussions and Sun Forums, which feature in my other 

chapters. My empirical evaluation showed that most of the proposed dimensions are able 

to achieve better performance than the traditional text classification technique that uses 

word-based lexical features alone. Due to the large size of feature space, two strategies—

easy-to-compute and information gain ranking—were used to select a subset of features. 
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The experimental findings suggest that these strategies can generate comparable or even 

better performance results than using all KAM features. Finally, I also compared my 

framework with several baseline approaches studied in previous research. The 

comparison of my framework with these indicated that my approach was able to 

outperform all these baselines.  

Furthermore, four classification algorithms were tested in my experiments. Ada 

Boosting consistently had a better performance than the other three algorithms. Detecting 

answer helpfulness, especially solved answers, is not an easy computational task because 

the ratio of positive and negative instances is highly skewed in this type of task. The 

satisfactory results I achieved on both the Apple and Sun data sets suggest that my 

proposed framework can help to solve the problem of how to predict answer helpfulness 

in online user-generated archives. 
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Chapter 6  Understanding Knowledge Sharing and 

Diffusion 

6.1 Introduction      

      OKCs are highly desirable media for propagating and preserving knowledge. 

Recently, the issues of how to understand online seeking and sharing behaviors and how 

to support the diffusion of knowledge within OKCs and other social media have received 

increasing attention in the field of information and knowledge management. Furthermore, 

seeking answers to these questions can also be very helpful for online community 

vendors who want to build a more effective community system.     

      Herein lies a great opportunity to contribute to both the theory and practice of 

knowledge management in OKCs by developing a set of analytics capable of discovering 

important insights from accumulated community data. Many recent works have started to 

perform interesting analyses on finding valuable information from these communities. 

For example, Adamic et al. invented the ExpertiseRank algorithm that evaluates online 

members’ expertise levels based on network structures extracted from Sun Forums [48]. 

They also examined the patterns of knowledge sharing across forum categories of Yahoo! 

Answers [26]. Anderson et al. identified the dynamics of the community process of Stack 

Overflow and applied them to predict which questions and answers are likely to be of 

lasting value [129]. As observed by these prior studies, OKCs are a type of complex 

system and exhibit diverse patterns of user behavior. A major challenge faced by 

researchers and designers of OKCs is to understand how users share knowledge and how 

knowledge propagates in the setting of virtual organizations, whose cultures have 

feedback effects on how sharing proceeds and propagation is structured [37]. In this 

chapter, I employ a multi-level and multi-perspective analysis on OKC data and provide 

insights to understand the dynamics of knowledge sharing and diffusion in OKCs. Using 

the complete data sets of two OKC sites, Apple Discussions and Sun Forums, I identify 
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two types of techniques, at three scales, or levels, of data, that allow one to study the 

characteristics of knowledge sharing and diffusion in OKCs. The two techniques I adopt 

here are network analysis and exploratory analysis.  

Network Analysis. It is popular and useful to represent online interactions in terms 

of networks since methods based on network theory can reveal characteristics of social 

structure that emerge in online communities [32]. Interesting structural properties 

including power-law and scale-free are frequently observed from online social networks 

such as Flicker, YouTube, LiveJournal, etc. These properties can provide meaningful 

guidance for efficient information dissemination in network-based systems [130]. The 

structural links created in the network through social interactions can be recognized as  

structural capital according to social capital theory [102]. The bulk of prior works only 

applied analyses on static networks. Since individual messages in OKCs usually associate 

with a timestamp nowadays, it becomes feasible to capture the evolution of communities 

using the time course of networks and study the dynamics of network properties. Using 

data with a time resolution, Leskovec et al. discovered a surprising phenomenon from 

many real-world social networks called densification in which diameters shrink and 

average degrees increase as networks grow [33]. Also examined in other studies were the 

network dynamics of email communications in a university [131] and scientific citations 

in a physics journal [132]. Methods introduced in these studies can be applied to test 

social dynamics hypotheses such as the triadic closure and weak-tie theory using large 

troves of online data [133]. Most network studies are concentrated on the macroscopic 

level of networks built upon user interactions of the whole community. There are rarely 

studies of the microscopic level of networks that focus on the structures of discussion 

threads. One exception is the work of Gómez et al., which visualized thread discussions 

using an intuitive radial tree representation and observed interesting properties such as 

self-similarity [107]. Although these works I mention have explored various aspects of 

network analysis, there is still lacking a unified analysis of both microscopic and 

macroscopic structures in OKCs. Of particular interest is knowing what types of thread 

structures are more effective for knowledge propagation. Thus, I propose a method to 

tackle this important question in this chapter. I also examine structures and dynamics of 
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macroscopic networks from online forums. The common properties such as scale-free 

and densification observed from many real networks are tested again on my data sets. 

The large scale of data in these online interactions allows me to test with precision long-

standing social dynamics hypotheses such as “small world” and “weak ties” in the setting 

of a virtual organization.  

Exploratory Data Analysis. Besides network analysis, important characteristics of 

online data also can be summarized in certain easy-to-understand forms, mostly visual 

graphs. In statistics, this method is called exploratory data analysis. It is able to provide 

insights into online knowledge sharing from a different perspective. For example, 

Adamic et al. utilized simple metrics and plots to distinguish the content characteristics 

and user interaction patterns of different forum categories in Yahoo! Answers [26]. In 

one study [53], patterns of user behavior in a Chinese Witkey site were analyzed with 

implications to crowdsourcing and similar phenomena. In this study, I apply exploratory 

data analysis to my data sets and seek answers to the following series of questions about 

knowledge sharing behaviors in OKCs: 

 Who are seeking and who are sharing knowledge? Do they have different user groups 

in OKCs? 

 Which topics are discussed in the community? 

 When do new users start participating in online discussions after they register as 

community members? 

 What time of day or when during the week are users actively seeking or sharing 

knowledge?  

 How many questions in the community can receive correct answers? How many of 

them never receive one answer? 

Based on the content organization of OKCs, their online data can be conceptualized 

and dissected into the following three levels of study.  

Community Level. Every piece of information about a community’s users, threads 

and posts are collected and aggregated for analysis at this level. Thus, patterns discovered 
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from data at this scale enable us to understand the generic characteristics of a community. 

Also, distinctive or similar online interactions observed by comparing multiple 

communities can provide interesting insights into the kinds of knowledge and user 

behaviors that characterize different OKCs. Relevant works including [107] and [130] 

have analyzed multiple communities. The first of these studies mainly measured network 

structures; the latter identified user behaviors through the clickstream data of several 

online social networks.  

Forum Level. Popular online communities may have hundreds or thousands of 

registered members involved in online discussions. Their seeking and sharing behaviors 

tend to focus on a certain topic. User overlap across different topics is very limited [26]. 

Thus, users in one community can be categorized into different groups and their 

interactions can be represented by separate social networks. Many communities, such as 

Apple Discussions and Sun Forums, comprise a set of forums; each of which focuses on 

one topic. To this end, I decided to build networks of knowledge diffusion based on the 

largest forum of both communities to analyze the macroscopic structures emergent in 

OKCs. 

Thread Level. In OKCs, the basic units for knowledge seeking and sharing are 

threads. Each question and its replies are organized into individual threads. Therefore, the 

local structures and properties of thread discussions are important to analyze for the sake 

of understanding how users seek and share knowledge online. Gómez et al. [107] and 

follow-up studies [134][135] took up the examination of thread structures. In this chapter, 

I apply similar methods to construct microscopic networks from online threads. I am 

particularly interested in seeking out properties and structures that are helpful for 

generating useful knowledge in OKCs.  

Overall in this chapter I present a multi-level analysis of user behavior and the 

dynamics of knowledge sharing in OKCs.  

      The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 summarizes previous 

studies of online community organization and communication and their research angles 
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and findings. Section 6.3 presents overall community-level characteristics using 

exploratory data analysis. Section 6.4 investigates network analysis on the thread level 

and aims to identify the microscopic patterns in producing helpful knowledge. Section 

6.5 analyzes the network dynamics of forum-level networks and macroscopic sharing and 

diffusion patterns. I conclude the chapter and discuss future directions for research in 

Section 6.6.  

6.2 Related Work 

      Understanding knowledge sharing and diffusion is an important topic in knowledge 

management research. A large number of related works have investigated this problem in 

an organizational setting such as [23][24][136–140]. With the rising popularity of OKCs, 

there is a growing interest in performing both theoretical and empirical analyses of 

knowledge sharing in virtual environments. For example, Chiu et al. integrated social 

cognitive theory and social capital theory to examine users’ motivations for sharing 

knowledge online [23]. Adamic et al. practiced several techniques to understand  

knowledge-sharing activities in large-scale OKCs such as Yahoo! Answers [26].  

      Most of these studies concentrated on a specific level of community. There are only a 

few that undertake multi-level analysis, e.g., [141] and [36]. Maloney-Krichmar and 

Preece [141] aimed for an in-depth investigation on user behavior in online groups and its 

relationship to their offline lives. They monitored an online health community and 

utilized multiple research tools from social psychology to understand this community, 

including social network analysis, group membership role analysis and interaction 

process analysis. Szell and Thurner [36] explored the qualification of human group 

behavior in a massive online game. With the complete data of this game, the authors were 

able to demonstrate the virtual interactions of this type of community from network, 

social and economic perspectives.  

       Also worth citing are some other important research studies of OKCs not directly 

related to my own. Liu et al. tapped the power of machine learning algorithms to improve 
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the prediction of seeker’s satisfaction in question-answering communities [20]. Bian et al. 

presented a novel algorithm able to accurately retrieve answers to factoid questions from 

social media [7]. Also, the problem of finding experts in OKCs has attracted a lot of 

attention. Multiple algorithms using either social networks or textual content have been 

proposed and shown promising results [48][55].  

6.3 Characteristics of OKCs: A Community-Level Study 

6.3.1 Overview  

      There exist many, many online communities in which different types of knowledge 

and expertise are shared, such as Yahoo! Answers and Stack Overflow. In this chapter, I 

focus my attention on Apple Discussions and Sun Forums (currently Oracle Forums), two 

of the largest technical discussion communities run by private enterprises. Apple 

Discussions contains news and discussions about Apple products and how to use them or 

fix their problems. These discussions may relate to Apple’s products like the iPad or 

iPhone, or to software such as iTunes and OS X, or even to a service such as iCloud. I 

crawled all thread pages in Apple Discussions as of April 1, 2010. In total, 80 sub-forums 

with 570,929 threads were crawled and archived in my database. Similar to Apple 

Discussions, Sun Forums is affiliated with Sun Microsystem Inc. (On January 27, 2010, 

Sun was acquired by Oracle Corporation. Sun Forums was later merged with Oracle’s 

online community, Oracle Technology Network. It focuses on discussions about the Java 

programming language as well as many other software and hardware products of Sun. 

Java is probably the most important and influential product of Sun. Thus, the majority of 

discussion topics in this community are concentrated on Java. I crawled the entire Sun 

Forums from the beginning up to June 6, 2009. The community “universe” at that time 

included 207 sub-forums with 870,636 thread discussions. Once the two data sets were 

collected, I conducted an exploratory analysis on data aggregated at the community level 

to obtain some overall insights into user knowledge-seeking and sharing behaviors. 

6.3.2 Online Discussions 
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      The basic format of user interactions in these two OKCs is the post-reply thread. 

Typically, the life cycle of a thread starts with a question posted by a community 

member. Any member can reply to the question or other posts by providing an answer or 

participating in the discussion. Once the original poster (OP) obtains satisfactory 

answers, he/she can mark the answer post as “correct” and/or several other posts as 

“helpful.” Usually, each thread discussion finishes quickly, no matter whether the asker 

does or does not receive satisfactory answers. This format is similar to the popular 

community question-answering websites such as Yahoo! Answers. However, the major 

difference is that Yahoo! Answers does not allow interactions among contributors to a 

thread and each post must provide an answer to the question. Neither Apple Discussions 

nor Sun Forums has this restriction. The following is sample thread I extracted from 

Apple Discussions.  

Q: Earphone with a speaker integrated into the wire/antenna for use 

with the phone? I was/am disappointed in the lame earphones that 

shipped with the phone. Am I dreaming this up? Sure would've been nice 

to get a set of earphones you can use with both the music and phone. 

The question post received three responses. The first one was this: 

P1 (reply to Q): Those are the earphones included. There is a small 

part on the wire to the right earphone that allows you to answer calls 

and includes a mic. It'll be great once the thing starts working. 

The second and third responses, which were marked as “correct” and “helpful,” 

respectively, contained the information the asker needed.  

P2 (reply to Q): Do you mean earphones with an integrated microphone? 

If so, that's exactly what the iPhone comes with. 

P3 (reply to P2): I discovered an additional cool feature of the stereo 

headset. If you click twice on the button while listening to iTunes, it 

will advance you to the next song. 

The asker wrote the last post acknowledging the help of all the repliers.  
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P4 (reply to P3): Thanks all for helping me! 

This is a typical example of a thread discussion in one of the online communities I 

examined. The second post directly responded to the question and was selected as 

“correct” answer by the OP. The third post supplements the second one with some 

additional advice, which the OP thought was also helpful. Moreover, askers usually 

participate in the discussions after submitting their question. They may further explain 

the question or comment on others’ responses. Thus, this format can have more 

interactions than the traditional question-answering of Yahoo! Answers.  

      Different questions may garner various numbers of replies. On average, one question 

receives 5.5 and 4.8 replies in Apple Discussions and Sun Forums, respectively. The 

technical subjects in Yahoo! Answers have a significantly low reply-to-question ratio, 

from 2.2 replies in the chemistry category to 3.5 replies per math question [20][26]. One 

explanation could be that other OKCs have no restriction on the replies and thus 

encourage participation. However, non-technical categories such as marriage, dating and 

politics in Yahoo! Answers can attract more than 10 replies on average. It is a frequently 

observed pattern that technical questions usually have fewer replies than general 

discussions since not too many people possess the special expertise to answer questions 

of a technical kind. Therefore, when questions are posted in OKCs, there is no guarantee 

that they will receive “helpful” or “correct” answers. Some of them cannot get even one 

reply, while some may attract more than 50 replies. For example, in Sun Forums there is 

the following question: 

Q: If I have a class like this: 

 class AClass { 

   public Object o = new Object(); 

 } 

 AClass c = new AClass(); 

 ReferenceQueue rq = new ReferenceQueue(); 

 WeakReference wr1 = new WeakReference(c,rq); 

 WeakReference wr2 = new WeakReference(c.o,rq); 
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Given no other references to c or o. Is it guaranteed that when wr1 has 

been cleared, wr2 will also have been cleared? Or is this a thread 

unsafe assumption? 

This question looks very simple and straightforward. Unbelievably, it has a total of 2,557 

responses. The largest thread in Apple Discussions has 967 posts. Figure 6.1 shows 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 6.1 Probability density functions (PDF) of number of posts (x) in threads for Apple 

Discussions (a) and Sun Forums (b). The insets show the PDFs of post number x=100 in the 

logarithmic scale on x-axis. 

the probability density function (PDF) of number of posts in threads of the two 

communities. As observable from the logarithmic scale of the insets, their threads follow 

power-law distributions divided into two phases. In the first phase, where threads have 

less than 10 responses, the exponential decay is quite fast with exponents γ=-0.217 and 

 for the Apple and Sun communities, respectively. The second phase, where threads 

have 10 to 100 responses, has much slower decay with exponents γ=-0.007 and -0.003. In 

all, 88% and 90% of threads in the Apple and Sun data sets, respectively, have 10 replies 

or fewer. This provides further evidence that technical discussions usually do not attract 

as much participation as non-technical ones. 

6.3.3 Online Topics 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.2 Topic distribution of Apple Discussions (a) and Sun Forums (b) 

      The community systems of both Apple Discussions and Sun Forums have organized 

their threads into categories and subcategories. Their top-level categories can be used to 

represent the topics of their threads. From the crawled data of Apple Discussions, 23% 

threads are related to the iPhone, 21% to the iPod, 7% to the iPod Touch, 35% to iTunes 

and 15% to the Macbook, as shown in Figure 6.2(a). The topic distribution of Sun 

Forums is illustrated in Figure 6.2(b): Administration 0.82%, Desktop 0.34%, 

Development Tools 2%, Hardware 0.65%, Java 86%, Java Enterprise System (ES) 6%, 

Solaris 4% and Other 0.13%. As one sees, these two communities illustrate notable 

differences in their discussion topics. Apple has many successful products; consequently 

threads in Apple Discussions are distributed fairly evenly across these products. By 

contrast, Java was the core product of Sun at the time I crawled the data of its OKC; thus 

the majority of discussions therein are related to Java. This result shows that OKCs may 

exhibit distinctive topic distributions depending on how tightly focused the communities 

are.  

6.3.4 Online Users 
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Figure 6.3 Community users’ silence breaking and active time 

Lurking is a type of behavior in online communities that describes members who 

join a community but do not actively participate. Often, lurkers constitute the vast 

majority of community members. Nonnecke and Preece showed that a technical 

community that focuses on software support had significantly more lurkers (82%) than a 

non-technical community that was concerned with health (46%) [142]. It is very 

important for OKCs to stimulate their silent members to de-lurk, e.g., start participating 

and so improve socialization in these communities [143]. Taking my data sets, I made a 

measure of lurking and de-lurking behaviors of members by quantifying their silence-

breaking time (i.e., the time between a member’s registration and his/her first post) and 

active time (i.e., how long a member keeps posting each month). As shown in Figure 6.3, 

over half of seekers and sharers in Apple Discussions and Sun Forums started to ask or 

answer questions on the same day that they became community members. Around 15% to 

20% of members lurked in the communities for over a year. One also can observe an 

interesting phenomenon that seekers take much less time to de-lurk than sharers. This is 

because seekers usually have urgent knowledge needs. Thus, they are more likely to ask 

questions immediately after registering as members. As suggested in one study [143], 

sharers are more inclined to lurk since they need to get familiar with the content and learn 

the style of question-answering in the community. The inset plots in Figure 6.3 present 

the distributions of active time of members in both communities. It shows that the 

majority of members (74% seekers, 79% sharers in Apple Discussions and 58% seekers, 

78% sharers in Sun Forums) are active in only one day. The distributions of seekers and 
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sharers are very similar in Apple Discussions. However, the sharers are less active than 

seekers in Sun Forums.  

These results illustrate some interesting patterns of lurking and de-lurking behaviors 

in OKCs. It seems that many sharers are more likely to observe rather than participate in 

the discussions. It is a serious challenge for these communities to encourage them to de-

lurk. One possibility is to design a special reward to those who provide their first 

answers. Stack Overflow, for example, offers special badges to its first-time participants.  

6.3.5 Online Knowledge Seeking and Sharing 

      How members start their online participation was observed in the measures reported 

above. It is more interesting to understand how they actively seek and share knowledge. I 

conducted analyses on this question from the following two perspectives: (1) who seeks 

or shares knowledge, and (2) when do they seek or share? Table 6.1 presents some basic 

statistics of members’ seeking and sharing behaviors in the two communities. From this 

table, I observe that the seeking and sharing behaviors exhibit entirely opposite patterns. 

A large number of questions in both communities were asked by seekers who were just 

one-time visitors (i.e., who asked one question and left). The ratios of this type of 

members are 51% and 29% in Apple Discussions and Sun Forums, respectively. This 

phenomenon is consistent with my observation from Section 6.3.4 that a large number of 

members just seek once and never come back. Their top 0.1% most active seekers only 

contribute a small portion of questions, 2.51% and 3.49% in the Apple and Sun data sets. 

In contrast, the majority of answers are provided by their top sharers, 36% for Apple and 

56% for Sun. These members play very important roles in OKCs and are usually called 

“gurus.” There are also a few answers (10% in Apple and 2% in Sun) from sharers who 

just answer once. These results indicate that sharers have a stronger commitment to 

communities than seekers. Therefore, one key to a community’s success is encouraging 

sharers to participate actively, especially the “guru” sharers. However, it is very difficult 

to attract seekers to be active consistently, since once seekers receive satisfactory 

answers, they do not have more informational needs and thus have no strong motive to 

stay in the community. 
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Table 6.1 Statistics for online knowledge seeking and sharing 

Metrics 
Apple  Sun 

Count Percent Count Percent 

Distribution of Knowledge Seeking 

questions by top 0.1% seekers 1,238 2.51%  2,459 3.49% 

questions by one-time seekers  25,289 51.23% 20,524 29.12% 

# of total questions 49,363 100% 70,488 100% 

Distribution of Knowledge Sharing 

answers by top 0.1% sharers 64,481 36.08%  149,606 56.46% 

answers by one-time sharers  18,396 10.29% 5,343 2.02% 

# of total answers 178,737 100% 264,985 100% 

Distribution of Seeker & Sharer 

# of once seek users 20,929 37.98%  19,068 51.97% 

# of once share users 18,396 33.38% 5,343 14.56% 

# of seek-only users 24,145 43.81% 26,981 73.54% 

# of share-only users  23,143 42.00% 5,919 16.14% 

# of seek & share  users 7,820 14.19% 3,787 10.32% 

# of total users 55,108 100% 36,687 100% 

Another interesting finding was that most users focused on either seeking or sharing 

knowledge. It was not very common for them to both ask and answer questions at the 

same time. Apple Discussions had roughly even amounts of seekers and sharer, 44% vs. 

42%. However, Sun Forums showed a different pattern in that over 70% of its population 

were seekers and only 16% were sharers. I infer that the reason for this has to do with the 

different requirements of expertise level in the two communities. Members in Apple 

Discussions only need know how to use Apple products to answer questions. Many 

Apple users have this capability. However, members of Sun Forums have to master the 

Java programming language to be able to provide answers. Only well-trained Java 

programmers can do this. In other words, sharers in Sun Forums must master more expert 

knowledge than those of Apple Discussions. Thus, relatively fewer members are sharers 

in Sun Forums.  

The traffic of postings in OKCs over time was not uniform. Figure 6.4 shows some 

interesting temporal patterns of knowledge-seeking and sharing behaviors. By displaying 

their traffic on a day-of-week scale, both communities show evidence of a weekend effect 

in which the amount of seek and share posts drops on Saturday and Sunday. This effect 

was less salient in Apple Discussions, though. On an hour-of-day scale, the amount of 

seek and share posts waxes and wanes together. In Apple Discussions, the seeking and 
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sharing activities peak at 13:00–14:00 and hit bottom at 3:00–4:00. In Sun Forums, the 

peak is at 9:00–10:00 and the low is at 20:00–21:00. These patterns suggest times when 

members are more likely to seek and share knowledge in each community. Thus, both 

seekers and sharers can make wise decisions about when is the best time for them to 

participate. Please note that all times are collected on east standard time (GMT–4:00). If 

audiences locate in different time zones, they still can observe the same hourly patterns 

but their tops and bottoms will be left or right shifted.    

  

  

Figure 6.4 Distribution of seeking and sharing posts per day and per week 

6.3.6 Online Knowledge Helpfulness 

Both Apple Discussions and Sun Forums encourage their members to provide 

helpfulness assessments for answers to their questions. In both communities, a thread can 

be marked either “solved” or “helpful” by its question asker. Figure 6.5 shows 

distributions of thread helpfulness. As one can observe, a significant number of threads 
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(around 10%) had not even one answer. It would be an interesting research problem to 

study why these questions did not attract others to contribute answers [29]. But the 

question is beyond the scope of this dissertation. The pie charts also show that the 

majority of threads in these two communities were not marked. But this does not 

necessarily mean that these threads were not helpful. I randomly sampled about 1000 

threads without helpfulness marks from each community and went over their discussions. 

I found that almost half of them were actually helpful or even solved the matter in 

question. They were not marked probably because some members did not realize that a 

helpfulness label can help others and so simply ignored this feature. However, this could 

be a major obstacle for knowledge sharing in OKCs.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6.5 Distributions of thread helpfulness in the Apple (a) and Sun (b) data sets 

A recent case study of Stack Overflow reported that almost 70% of its questions 

were marked as “solved” [129]. This ratio is significantly higher than Apple Discussions 

and Sun Forums. One reason is that Stack Overflow has a well-designed reputation 

system (see [129] for more details) that incentivizes its members to provide helpfulness 

assessments. For OKCs that lack helpfulness markers, they may have two options to 

address this problem. First, they can investigate the motivations and barriers for their 

members to provide helpfulness markers and design effective reputation systems like that 

implemented by Stack Overflow to overcome the barriers. Second, they can invent 

machine learning algorithms that are able to make automatic helpfulness judgments for 

unmarked questions. My studies in Chapter 4 and 5 provided a solution to the second 
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option. In the following sections of this chapter, I frequently use the concept of 

helpfulness to conduct my investigations of knowledge diffusion in OKCs.  

6.3.7 Discussion 

In this portion of the chapter, I presented my analysis of community-level 

characteristics of Apple Discussions and Sun Forums, using exploratory data analysis. In 

summary, these two OKCs exhibited various interesting patterns that are different from 

other non-OKCs. First, members of these two communities are free to reply to others. 

Thus, one question can receive around five answers on average, which is more than 

technical discussions in Yahoo! Answers. Since the purpose of threads in OKCs is 

usually to find a solution quickly, 90% of threads had no more than ten answers. This is 

significantly less than chat-based communities. The discussion topics in Apple 

Discussions and Sun Forums had distinctive distributions. That implies that the 

popularity of their products or techniques may have a strong impact on the shape of their 

communities. Members in OKCs generally can be divided into two groups: knowledge 

seekers and sharers. My results indicated that seekers tend to lurk less than sharers. In 

communities that require high domain expertise, like Sun Forums, top sharers who also 

can be experts provide the majority of the answers. Online members’ seeking and sharing 

activities also have clear temporal patterns. Seekers and sharers interested in knowing 

could learn when community activity is at its peak. Although many OKCs provide a 

function for marking answers’ helpfulness, it turns out only a small portion of seekers use 

it.  

Based on these observations, I am able to give some suggestions to community 

administrators as follows: (1) OKCs can design a special reward to encourage both 

seekers and sharers to begin participating, since when they de-lurk, members’ socializing 

tends to increase; (2) community websites can create a sidebar to indicate how many 

seekers and sharers are currently online and how many questions were asked and 

answered in the past hour, thus giving seekers and sharers an idea of the current activity 

level. Also, the number of domain experts currently online can be listed. With this 

information seekers can assess whether they will be able to obtain helpful knowledge if 
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asking questions now; (3) it is also a good idea for OKCs to reward members who 

provide helpfulness marks, as doing so could potential enhance the general utility of 

community knowledge and make it easier for users to find reliable information.  

6.4 Microscopic Diffusions: A Study of Thread-Level Networks 

       In this section, I first explain the procedures used to build two types of networks, 

post tree and user graph, that demonstrate the structure of knowledge diffusion in a single 

discussion thread. Next, metrics of these networks are computed and analyzed to identify 

structural properties that are instrumental to generating helpful knowledge. A graph 

mining algorithm also is applied to further investigate what kinds of substructures can 

produce those properties and thus result in effective knowledge diffusion. 

6.4.1 Diffusion Networks 

 

Figure 6.6 Normal (a), post tree (b) and user graph (c) view of a thread. Squares denote 

posts in a thread. Circles denote users (A, B, … E) who write these posts. Arrow lines 

represent the reply direction between two posts or users. 

The diffusion network of each thread can be created based on its posts, users of posts 

and reply relationships between the posts. In many online communities, posts of a thread 
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are displayed chronologically, from oldest to latest, as (a) in Figure 6.6. Using 

information about which post is a reply to which, a tree-like view (called a post tree) of 

each thread can be depicted as illustrated in (b) of Figure 6.6 [107]. Since a thread may 

have multiple dialogues of problem solving in parallel, each path of a post tree represents 

how a dialogue starts, what problem is discussed, and how it is solved. This view shows 

how information and knowledge flow from one post to another. Furthermore, with post 

authorship, I generated a directed graph (called a user graph), which indicates knowledge 

diffusion among thread participants [107]. The formal definitions of post tree and user 

graph are given below. 

Post Tree 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6.7 Sampled post trees from Apple Discussions (a) and Sun Forums (b) 

According to graph theory, a post tree can defined as a directed graph  

with no cycles. Tree node set  is a post in a thread. The root node of tree  denotes the 

question post. Tree edge set  represents the reply relationship between thread posts. A 

directed edge  indicates that post  replies to post . I refer to the edges in a 

path from the root to a leaf node as a dialogue of a thread.  
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User Graph  

In a user graph, each user corresponds to a node  in a directed graph . 

Edges in this graph stand for the knowledge flow between two users as they 

participate in thread discussions. The edge of a user graph can be weighted using the 

number of posts user  replies to , . The weight indicates the strength of knowledge 

diffusion along the direction of an edge. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6.8 Sampled user graphs from Apple Discussions (a) and Sun Forums (b) 

The length of thread discussions varies in OKCs. Some threads may receive only a 

few replies. Other threads may attract many users to participate and generate a long list of 

replies. Thus, their structures can be highly heterogeneous. One can examine their 

structural properties using two graph views: Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the post trees and 

user graphs of 20 randomly sampled threads from Apple Discussions and Sun Forums. 

6.4.2 Structure Metrics 

      I begin my analysis of the structural properties of two diffusion networks with the 

following seven metrics. Depth, width, h-index and dialogue length are calculated based 
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on thread post trees. Reciprocity ratio and coefficient and cluster coefficient are metrics 

of thread user graphs. They have been used to reveal unique structures in thread 

discussions in many previous studies [27][107][144]. 

Depth and Width 

Given a post tree , its depth is the length of a path from its root to the deepest node 

of the tree. Its width is simply defined as the number of branches (i.e., degree) that ’s 

root node has. For example, the depth and width of the post tree in (b) of Figure 6.6 are 

both three.  

h-index 

To overcome the bias of post quantity, Gomez et al. proposed a modified version of 

h-index to measure the controversy of a thread discussion [107]. The h-index was 

originally invented to measure the scientific contribution of a researcher based on his/her 

publication quantity and the number of citations each publication received. The h-index 

of online threads is defined similarly: given the post tree of a thread, the h-index value  

is its maximum depth  that has at least  replies. 

Dialogue Length  

This is a heuristic-based measure. I assume that a thread is more likely to find a 

solution to the question if the asker and an answerer can have a longer conservation 

between them. Therefore, I define a dialogue as a series of continuous replies between a 

knowledge seeker and a sharer. The dialogue length is the number of replies to it.  

Reciprocity 

Reciprocity measures the tendency to form mutual connection between vertex pairs 

in directed networks [32]. In other words, it defines how often double links (with the 

opposite directions) occur between any two nodes. Traditionally, reciprocity r is defined 

as the ratio of the number of bi-directional edges  to the total number of edges  in a 

network [32][145]. 
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The value  stands for a fully bi-directional network, while  means that a 

network has no bi-direction at all. This metric is called reciprocity ratio. Because of some 

conceptual problems of r, Garlaschelli and Loffredo defined reciprocity coefficient  as 

the correlation coefficient between the entries of the adjacency matrix of a directed graph 

[146], 

 

where  if a link from i to j exists. Both of them are used in this study. 

Cluster Coefficient 

The local cluster coefficient of a vertex in a graph measures how well its neighbors 

are connected to be a clique that forms a triangle among three nodes. Consider a graph  

with  vertices. Let  be the number of neighbors that vertex  has and  be 

the number of edges between its neighbors. The local cluster coefficient for vertex  is 

defined as 

 

The global cluster coefficient for the whole graph is calculated as the average of the local 

cluster coefficient of all  vertices as follows [147],   

 

Research Questions 
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      Using these metrics, I am able to characterize the structural properties of post trees 

and user graphs of thread discussions in OKCs. In experiments on my data sets, I use 

them to answer the following research questions: 

 Which metrics are able to capture structural differences among threads with different 

helpfulness levels? 

 Can I find out what discussion patterns are more likely to appear in helpful threads? 

 Can I provide suggestions to both knowledge seekers and sharers on how they can 

conduct thread discussions to produce helpful knowledge and effective knowledge 

diffusion? 

Experimental Setup 

      I chose two of the largest sub-forums of Apple Discussions (Phone & Messaging) and 

Sun Forums (Java Programming) on which to run my tests. I only collected threads with 

“solved” or “helpful” labels as well as “not-helpful” threads, characterized through 

human annotation, as was discussed in Chapter 4.  

Table 6.2 Threads collected from two data sets 

Data Set 
# Solved 

Threads 

# Helpful 

Threads 

# Not-helpful 

Threads 

Apple 1,3194 1,167 1,007 

Sun 5,222 1,066 1,008 

 

      Table 6.2 reports the number of threads with different helpfulness collected from the 

data sets. I further analyzed the basic statistics of these threads, as shown in Table 6.3. As 

one can see, the “not-helpful” threads have relatively fewer posts and users than do 

“helpful” and “solved” threads. This result intuitively makes sense. If a thread attracts 

more repliers, it is more likely to receive “helpful” or “solving” answers. Since most of 

the threads are short (90% of them are no more than 10 and 12 posts in Apple and Sun, 

respectively), the structures of their post trees and user graphs depend largely on the 

number of posts. Therefore, these structural metrics could be biased to longer threads if 
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Table 6.3 Statistics of threads with different helpfulness 

Data Set 

Solved Helpful Not-helpful 

Avg. 

Post # 

Avg. 

User # 

Avg. 

Post # 

Avg. 

User # 

Avg. 

Post # 

Avg. 

User # 

Apple 6.37 4.03 6.54 4.04 3.91 2.99 

Sun 7.38 3.64 7.92 3.87 4.69 2.95 

one compares them without distinguishing their thread length. I am more interested in the 

structural differences of threads with the same number of posts. Here is a breakdown of 

the steps in my analysis. 

Table 6.4 Mean depth of threads with different numbers of posts 

Post # 
Apple  Sun 

Solved Helpful Not-Helpful Solved Helpful Not-Helpful 

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 

3 1.56 1.61 1.5 1.81 1.77 1.6 

4 2.12 2.3 2.02 2.49 2.76 2.43 

5 2.72 2.82 2.72 3.18 3.27 3.17 

6 3.12 3.23 2.91 3.78 4.18 3.79 

7 3.57 3.85 3.33 4.52 4.64 4.02 

8 3.92 4.4 3.37 5.2 5.35 5.14 

9 4.47 4.56 3.92 5.88 5.71 5.71 

10 4.66 4.87 4.12 6.39 6.05 5.93 

11 n/a n/a n/a 6.85 6.98 6.31 
 

 Metrics Calculation: I first compute the proposed structural metrics for post trees 

and user graphs of all collected threads quantified in Table 6.2.  

 Threads Group: These threads are grouped by their helpfulness and their number of 

posts. I then calculate the mean values of these metrics of threads in the same 

group. Groups with fewer than 10 threads are ignored since they do not have 

enough data points to estimate accurate means.  

 Metrics Comparison: To illustrate the structural differences between threads with 

different helpfulness levels, the mean values of each metric of a specific thread 

group is tabulated in Table 6.4 (only mean values of post tree depths are listed as 

examples). Pairwise t-tests on mean values of different groups are performed to 

examine if group-wise differences are significant. 
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Experimental Results 

Table 6.5 shows the p-values of t-test results for thread helpfulness comparisons. The 

significance level  was set for every test. The sign and p-values in this table 

provide enough information to compare all the metrics. I found that all metrics except h-

index showed significant differences when comparing not-helpful threads with either 

helpful or solved threads. All differences of the metrics between solved and helpful 

threads were statistically insignificant on the Sun dataset. For the same comparisons on 

the Apple data set, only the dialogue, reciprocity and cluster coefficient metrics had 

significant p-values. Therefore, I conclude that these structural metrics are not sufficient 

to distinguish solved threads from helpful threads. At least they are not universally 

applicable to every community. 

Table 6.5 The t-tests on structure metrics for different thread helpfulness (insignificant p-

values are highlighted in bold) 

Metrics 

Apple  Sun 

Solved vs. 

Not-helpful 

Helpful vs. 

Not-helpful 

Solved vs. 

Helpful 

Solved vs. 

Not-helpful 

Helpful vs. 

Not-helpful 

Solved vs. 

Helpful 
sign p-value sign p-value sign p-value Sign p-value sign p-value Sign p-value 

Depth > 0.031 > 0.017 n/a 0.229 > 0.016 > 0.006 n/a 0.389 

Width < 0.035 < 0.010 n/a 0.119 < 0.032 < 0.014 n/a 0.677 

h-index n/a 0.230 n/a 0.147 n/a 0.878 n/a 0.915 n/a 0.812 n/a 0.864 

Dialogue > 0.009 > 0.003 < 0.020 > 0.003 > 0.002 n/a 0.641 
  

Recip Ratio > 0.006 > 0.001 < 0.027 > 0.003 > 0.003 n/a 0.773 

Recip Coef > 0.012 > 0.003 < 0.042 > 0.005 > 0.026 n/a 0.659 

Cluster Coef > 0.025 > 0.003 < 0.037 > 0.021 > 0.041 n/a 0.370 

      From these results, I infer some insights into thread structures that are useful for 

generating helpful knowledge. The tests on depth and dialogue length of post tree 

indicate that one continuous dialogue, especially between a seeker and a sharer, is more 

beneficial than having multiple dialogues in parallel. Based on the results of user graph 

metrics, OKCs should encourage all thread participants to respond to others who have 

replied to them since helpful answers are usually generated from more reciprocal and 

cohesive discussions. 

6.4.3 Structure Mining 
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      In the previous section, I demonstrated that six network metrics were able to reflect 

structural differences in threads and distinguish helpful threads from not-helpful threads. 

A more important question is this: what structures explain such differences and how do 

they affect the calculation of these metrics? In this section, I employ a graph mining 

method to investigate this question. 

Mining Algorithm 

      Sub-graphs are basic structural elements of many types of natural networks such as 

chemical compounds [148], protein structures [149] and social networks [150]. Studies 

have demonstrated that mining common substructures is crucial to understand the 

interactions and dynamics at work in data sets. Along similar lines, I also applied sub-

graph mining algorithms such as gSpan [148] and FFSM [151] to my data sets. These 

algorithms are able to discover frequent graph-based patterns from a collection of thread 

graphs. The family of sub-graph mining algorithms is very similar to the classic Apriori 

algorithm [152] on the transactional database. Generally, the problem of sub-graph 

mining can be formalized as follows. Given a database with  graphs , 

 is the number of graphs in  that contain the sub-graph .  

 

It attempts to obtain an efficient algorithm that can discover any possible  with the 

minimum support .  

The skeleton of sub-graph mining algorithms is presented in Algorithm 6.1. The 

most computationally intensive parts are testing sub-graph isomorphism in the subroutine 

subgraph-isomorphism() and generating candidate sub-graphs from size k to k+1 in the 

subroutine candidate-generate(). The existing algorithms invented various strategies to 

speed up these two processes. In this study, I chose one of the most frequently used 

algorithms, gSpan, to detect common diffusion patterns from two thread network sets, 

post trees and user graphs. 
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Algorithm 6.1: Skeleton of sub-graph mining algorithms 

Input: a graph database , a minimum support   

Output:  a set of frequent sub-graphs of cardinality 1 to k  

 all sub-graphs of cardinality 1   

 
for ( ++) do 

       candidate-generate( ) 

      for each graph   do 

            for each candidate  do 

                  if subgraph-isomorphism( ) then 

                         ++ 

                   end 

            end 

      end 

       

end 

return  

Research Questions 

After digging out all the possible local structures and their frequencies, I seek to 

answer the following two research questions: 

 Do threads with different helpfulness have unique sub-graph structures? Can I utilize 

them to distinguish thread helpfulness? 

 Can these structural differences, if any, explain the metrics’ differences discovered in 

Section 6.4.2?    

Experimental Setup 

      While the data sets I used were the same ones as before, I ignored threads with fewer 

than three posts or users because they do not have any meaningful structures in both their 

post tree and user graph representations. Then, I randomly sampled 500 instances from 

the thread pool of each helpfulness level to generate the post tree and user graph 

databases for mining substructures. Table 6.6 shows the average numbers of posts and 

users of each database for both Apple Discussions and Sun Forums.  
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Table 6.6 Statistics of graph database 

Data Set 

Not-helpful Helpful Solved 

Avg. 

Post # 

Avg. 

User # 

Avg. 

Post # 

Avg. 

User # 

Avg. 

Post # 

Avg. 

User # 

Apple 5.13 3.60 6.27 3.85 6.35 3.87 

Sun 6.05 3.40 7.54 3.52 7.47 3.48 

      I designed the experiments for detecting and analyzing the network substructures as 

follows: 

 Run the gSpan algorithm to extract frequent sub-graphs from three graph data sets, 

which correspond to “solved,” “helpful” and “not-helpful” threads, respectively.  

 Compare the frequencies of the same sub-graph patterns in these three data sets and 

analyze how these patterns correlate to structural metrics studied in the previous 

section.  

Experimental Results 

Figure 6.9 lists all frequent sub-graphs discovered from three user graph databases 

of Apple Discussions and Sun Forums with the minimum support 0.1. It is the default 

value of gSpan software and other sub-graph mining studies [148][151]. (I did not present 

frequent sub-graphs of post trees since they do not have notable patterns worth 

discussing.) As one can see, the discovered n-node sub-graphs contain the local 

interaction patterns between one seeker and up to five sharers. They include a variety of 

interaction structures and uncover how helpful knowledge is produced. Please note that 

mining results of post tree databases are not presented here since they do not contain 

interesting patterns indicative of knowledge helpfulness. 

The support values in Table 6.7 show how often each pattern appeared in threads 

with different helpfulness levels. I first compared the frequencies of patterns in not-

helpful threads with those that appeared in helpful and solved threads. For 3-node 

patterns, 3-1 and 3-3 represent two basic formats of interactions: (1) two sharers discuss 

with the seeker individually, or (2) two sharers have a sequential dialogue with the 

seeker. Either  
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Figure 6.9 Frequent sub-graphs in user graphs of the Apple and Sun data sets 

pattern appears frequently at the three thread helpfulness levels. Furthermore, their 

frequencies are almost the same regardless of the helpfulness level. Sub-graph 3-2 and 3-

4 are the special patterns that are only frequent in helpful and solved threads. Their 

frequency differences compared to not-helpful threads were more than 10% in both the 

Apple and Sun data sets. These two patterns exhibit the interactions between sharers 

only. They indicate that encouraging discussions among sharers can be beneficial for 

generating helpful knowledge. For patterns with four nodes or more, they all appeared 

more frequently in helpful and solved threads than not-helpful threads. All frequency 

differences were over 5%, some were even over 10%. These results indicate that not-

helpful threads had very different structures when compared with helpful and solved 

threads. There were also certain frequency differences between patterns in helpful and 

solved threads. However, the differences were not statistically significant. Thus, these 

structure patterns are not sufficient to determine if a thread has a solution.  
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Table 6.7 Support of thread sub-graphs with different helpfulness levels (infrequent results 

are highlighted in bold) 

Pattern 
Apple  Sun 

Not-helpful Helpful Solved Not-helpful Helpful Solved 

3-1 69% 67% 66% 64% 68% 66% 

3-2 5% 19% 21% 9% 23% 22% 

3-3 33% 32% 36% 34% 35% 33% 

3-4 5% 16% 15% 8% 14% 15% 
  

4-1 22% 36% 33% 23% 35% 35% 

4-2 3% 15% 13% 7% 15% 17% 

4-3 20% 26% 29% 23% 28% 28% 

4-4 5% 15% 15% 8% 12% 13% 
  

5-1 11% 18% 18% 8% 16% 17% 

5-2 12% 20% 20% 11% 16% 18% 

5-3 2% 8% 11% 3% 6% 5% 

5-4 3% 14% 12% 5% 9% 10% 
  

6-1 2% 10% 12% 2% 7% 7% 

6-2 4% 13% 10% 4% 9% 10% 

      These results from sub-graph mining also reveal the reason for differences in 

structural metrics existing in threads with different helpfulness. Based on the definition in 

Section 6.4.2, the cluster coefficient of a thread depends on the fraction of triangles (i.e., 

pattern 3-2) that it has. Since triangle patterns 3-2 and 4-2 appeared more frequently in 

helpful and solved threads, they resulted in a higher cluster coefficient than not-helpful 

threads, as expected.  

 

Figure 6.10 Reciprocal patterns in user graphs 

The gSpan algorithm has one limitation in that it can only search on undirected 

graphs. Thus, I used a simple heuristic to extract reciprocal patterns of two nodes as 

shown in Figure 6.10. Pattern 2-1 denotes the reciprocal interactions between a seeker 

and a sharer, while pattern 2-2 represents two sharers talking to each other. Frequencies 

of these two patterns in threads from the Apple and Sun communities are reported in 
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Table 6.8. I observed that both reciprocal patterns (especially 2-2 for seeker and sharer) 

in helpful and solved threads were much more frequent than in not-helpful threads. As a 

result, the helpful and solved threads had a significantly higher reciprocity ratio and 

reciprocity coefficient than did not-helpful threads.  

Table 6.8 Frequency of reciprocal patterns 

Pattern 
Apple  Sun 

Not-Helpful Helpful Solved Not-Helpful Helpful Solved 

2-1 33% 67% 58% 47% 82% 85% 

2-2 4% 10% 10% 5% 12% 14% 

6.4.4 Discussion 

In this section, I examined the structural metrics and patterns of knowledge-sharing 

activities in online communities. I identified seven metrics able to capture characteristics 

of online thread discussions. Also, 14 repeated interaction patterns were extracted from 

user graph representation of threads. The t-tests on network metrics of threads with 

different helpfulness levels showed all metrics except h-index could distinguish if 

knowledge is helpful or not. Then, a sub-graph mining algorithm was applied to find out 

distinctive levels of support for those patterns in effective and ineffective knowledge 

sharing. Those discussions leading to helpful answers and solutions were more likely to 

have interactions among users replying to the same question and patterns with four or 

more participants. These experimental results suggest that the interaction pattern of 

online discussions may affect the quality of online knowledge-sharing activities.  

These findings have meaningful implications for OKCs wanting to improve their 

effectiveness in sharing and propagating knowledge. Based on the results of structural 

metrics and patterns, communities should redesign their posting methods to encourage 

communication not only between seekers and sharers but also among seekers themselves. 

Since these metrics and patterns have the capability of distinguishing knowledge 

helpfulness, they can be used to construct a feature dimension and incorporated as 

predictors of knowledge helpfulness as in Section 4 and 5. They may help achieve better 

prediction performance. 
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6.5 Macroscopic Diffusions: A Study of Forum-Level Networks 

      In the previous section, I investigated a method of building diffusion networks for 

thread discussions and analyzed their structural properties and sub-patterns. In this 

section, I extend the study from the thread scale to the larger scale of a forum. I construct 

diffusion networks similar to large social networks for OKC discussion forums. Metrics 

of social network analysis are examined as well. I apply these metrics to measure not 

only their static properties but also their knowledge-sharing dynamics and knowledge 

diffusion. 

6.5.1 Diffusion Networks 

      Diffusion networks at the forum level can be constructed based on a collection of 

networks at the thread level. To improve the network quality, I perform the following 

three steps to filter out the noisy data in threads: 

(1) Remove threads without answer posts. It means there is no knowledge at all in these 

thread discussions. 

(2) Ignore posts written by anonymous users since they cannot be used to generate user-

based networks. 

(3) Filter out all self-replies since they are complementing previous posts of the same 

users. Logically, these types of posts in a thread can be viewed as one single post. 

This way, the whole network becomes a directed acyclic graph, which makes it easy 

to calculate network metrics.  

After the above filtering process is performed, the diffusion network can be represented 

as a directed graph . The node  denotes a community member, and an 

edge  indicates the knowledge propagation from member  to . Edge 

weight  is defined as the number of times that member  shares to  in different 

threads. Consider a situation where  has replied to  with posts  in  

threads, respectively; the weight of edge  is the sum of . 
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Figure 6.11 Sample of forum network generation. Two user graphs, thread 1 (a) and thread 

2 (b), are merged to generate part of forum networks (c). 

6.5.2 Network Metrics 

      In this section, I outline the network metrics employed to characterize the structural 

properties of the network  at the forum level. In particular, I concentrate on the 

dynamics of networks, which are indicated by the evolution of structural metrics over 

time.  

Degree Distribution 

      For a node  in a network, its in-degree  is the number of adjacent edges pointing to 

 and its out-degree  is the number of edges pointing from . I analyzed the network 

characteristics by looking at the degree distributions. The analysis shows that many real 

networks such as the Web, co-authorship and physical or virtual social networks have a 

power-law degree distribution, , where  is the node degree. The degree 

distribution is often plotted as a complementary cumulative probability function (CCDF), 

. In log-log scale, the plot of the CCDF of a power-law 

distribution shows a straight line. Such a property has been identified in the Internet 
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[153], the Web [154], citation graphs [155], online social networks [156] and many 

others. Typically, the degree power-law exponent  has a value . 

Clustering Coefficient 

      The cluster coefficient of the community network is the same as in the thread network 

defined in Section 6.4.2. The local cluster coefficient for vertex  is computed as follows: 

 

It can be interpreted as the chance that two randomly selected nodes with a common 

neighbor connect with each other. The coefficient value ( ) of a node quantifies 

how well connected its neighbors are. The value 1 means a node is fully connected; 0 

means no connection at all. It is usually more insightful to examine the distribution of the 

mean cluster coefficient  of nodes with degree k [156]. 

Degree of Separation 

      Many real-world networks exhibit the “small-world” phenomenon that most pairs of 

nodes are only a few steps  away [147]. In human social networks, everyone is 

approximately six relational steps away from any other person on earth. This is the 

famous “six degree of separation.” In the theory of social network analysis, small-world 

networks are highly clustered and thus exhibit small diameters. In a network , its 

diameter  is the maximum value of shortest paths of all pairs of nodes . However, if 

the network G is disconnected, its diameter is defined as infinity. To avoid this problem, 

effective diameter is used to replace diameter. Let  be the fraction of connected 

node pairs whose shortest path lengths are  at most. The effective diameter is defined as 

the path length  at which the node pair fraction  achieves 0.9 [157]. As the 

network evolves over time, the network diameter is commonly assumed to grow slowly. 

Surprisingly, the study of Leskovec et al. showed that effective diameters of many real 

networks actually tend to decrease. It is called the phenomenon of shrinking diameters 

[33]. 
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Reciprocity 

      Reciprocity in community networks has the same definition as in thread networks 

introduced in Section 6.4.2. The reciprocity r is the ratio of the number of bi-directional 

edges  to the total number of edges  as 

 

in which values  and  stand for full bi-direction or no bi-direction, 

respectively.  

Assortativity 

      The degree correlation  is a map between a node degree k and the mean degree of 

the nearest neighbors of nodes with degree k [158]. Its distribution is characterized by 

assortativity, which is defined as the Pearson correlation coefficient of the degrees of a 

connected node pair:  

 

If a network’s assortativity is positive, a network hub tends to connect to other hubs and 

vice versa. When r>0, the network has an assortative mixing pattern or a disassortative 

pattern if r<0. Previous studies have shown that most social networks exhibit assortative 

mixing patterns [156]. Following the method by Szell and Thurner [36], I measured the 

assortative values for all four combinations of in- and out-degrees in the directed 

networks, , ,  and .  

Overlap 

Overlap measures the amount of common neighbors two connected nodes have. I 

adopt the definition of overlap used in past studies [36][159] as follows: 
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where  and  are degrees of node  and node , while  is the number of common 

neighbors of theirs. 

Betweenness 

The concept of betweenness here is calculated on an edge. It is slightly different 

from the definition used in many social network analysis studies that target the 

betweenness of a vertex [32]. The edge betweenness is defined as follows: 

 

where is the number of shortest paths from node  to  that include the edge , 

and  is the total number of shortest paths between  and  [36][159]. 

Network Evolution 

      The temporal evolution of networks can be observed by taking snapshots of these 

networks periodically. Thus, the network snapshot  has an associated timestamp  and 

its nodes and edges are generated from all threads published in a forum until time . With 

a series of time points { , network metrics introduced above are computed on 

each of { . I studied the trends of these metrics from time  to  as a way of 

understanding the dynamics of this network.  

6.5.3 Research Questions 

For static and dynamic properties of network, I pose the following questions: 

 What are the main characteristics of online knowledge diffusion networks? How do 

they evolve over the time? 
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 Do online diffusion networks have properties similar to or distinctive from those that 

are widely observed in other real or virtual networks such as social networks? 

 Are traditional hypotheses on social dynamics such as “small world” [147] and “weak 

tie” [133] also true in diffusion networks online? 

In the following, I present an experiment and its results to answer these questions. 

6.5.4 Experimental Setup 

I selected the largest sub-forums from Apple Discussions (Phone & Messaging) and 

Sun Forums (Java Programming) as my data sets for building forum-level networks. I 

crawled all the thread pages of these two sub-forums from their beginning up to the date 

of crawling (April 1, 2010, for Apple and June 6, 2009, for Sun). After carrying out the 

filtering process as described in Section 6.5.1, I obtained 36,754 threads from Apple 

Discussions and 65,769 threads from Sun Forums to build diffusion networks at the forum 

level. The statistics of the two networks are reported in Table 6.9. 

Table 6.9 Stationary Metrics of Forum Networks 

Metrics Apple  Sun 

# of nodes  52,535 34,275 

# of edge  169,394 195,245 

avg. degree  6.448 11.393 

assortativity of degree  -0.091 -0.294 

Reciprocity  21.33% 42.32% 

avg. cluster coefficient  0.1639 0.4027 

effective diameter  6 5 

6.5.5 Experimental Results 

Scale-free Property 

I began the analysis of static network topologies by looking at their degree 

distributions. Scale-free networks have a preferential attachment mechanism: the more 

connected a node is, the more likely it is to receive new links [154]. Many networks are 

observed to be scale-free, including the World Wide Web, citation networks and social 
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Figure 6.12 Cumulative degree distribution of (a) Apple, (b) Sun; mean of nearest neighbor 

degree versus degree of (c) Apple and (d) Sun; clustering coefficient versus degree for (e) 

Apple and (f) Sun. 

networks. Both the empirical and analytical studies of scale-free networks suggest that 

their classic form should have the following properties [30][158][160]: 

(1) Their degree distribution follows a power law, . 

(2) Assortativity  tends to be 0 when the graph size is huge. 

(3) Clustering coefficient  versus degree  is uniform, . 
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I only observed the first property in my data. In (a) and (b) of Figure 6.12, the 

cumulative distributions of in-degree and out-degree are plotted for the Apple and Sun 

data sets. The straight-line pattern in the log-log scale clearly shows that they all follow 

the power-law distributions. Most natural and human-generated networks have power-

law distributions with exponents , which reflect the existences of pivots with a 

huge number of friends [156]. The estimated exponents  were 1.42 (in-degree) and 1.09 

(out-degree) for Apple; 1.14 (in-degree) and 0.89 (out-degree) for Sun. They were all 

smaller than 2. That suggests that key members in OKCs usually have more dense virtual 

connections than real friendship networks and newcomers are more likely to connect to 

these key members. Thus, OKCs may be better than other resources for seeking and 

sharing knowledge.  

      Next, I examined the correlations between node degrees in diffusion networks. If a 

network is assortative, its degree correlation distribution exhibits an increasing scaling 

pattern. A disassortative network has a decreasing pattern. Figure 6.12 (c) and (d) display 

the distributions of the correlation between in-in, in-out, out-in and out-out degrees. They 

exhibit non-trivial patterns. The overall tendencies of all four degree combinations 

illustrate the disassortative patterns. However, the distribution with degree over one 

hundred in the Apple data set does not strictly follow this pattern. This is because there 

are only a few nodes with high degree in the Apple data. Thus, the variance of their mean 

degrees is relatively big. In addition, the correlation with 10 or less nodes in the Sun data 

set is uniformly distributed. Therefore, the scale-free model that has neutral assortativity 

cannot hold in my network data. 

      I plotted the distributions of clustering coefficient versus node degree in Figure 6.12 

(e) and (f). They are clearly not uniform and illustrate decreasing scaling behaviors 

versus both in-degree and out-degree. The average clustering coefficients evaluated on 

the entire networks were 0.16 and 0.40 for the Apple and Sun data sets, respectively. This 

pattern reveals that their nodes were much more closely connected than synthesized 

networks of the same size generated by the scale-free model [161].  
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      Based on these results, I conclude that the general scale-free model cannot be applied 

to the forum-level diffusion network in OKCs. The patterns exhibited in my data show 

more complicated topological properties. What is required are more accurate models to 

capture these structures in future studies.  

Network Densification 

      Leskovec et al. examined how networks evolve from a set of large-scale real-world 

graphs of various areas, such as physics literature, U.S. patents, Internet and email 

communications. They observed some surprising phenomena as follows [33]:  

(1) Densification power laws: The network becomes denser over time with the increase 

of network nodes. Densification, measured by the number of edges versus the number 

of nodes, follows a power-law pattern.  

(2) Shrinking diameter: Its effective diameter decreases as the network grows. 

  

Figure 6.13 Number of edges e(t) versus number of nodes n(t) for Apple (a) and Sun (b); 

Effective diameter and average path length over time for Apple (c) and Sun (d). 

These findings challenge the conventional wisdom of network models such as scale-free, 

which generate networks growing with constant degrees and increasing diameters. 
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The network densification trend was also confirmed in my networks. Figure 6.13 (a) 

and (b) shows the log-log plot of the number of edges  versus the number of nodes 

 for the Apple and Sun data sets, respectively. It is demonstrated that the growth of 

both networks follow power laws with a slope α=1.04 and 1.33. I used two metrics to 

measure global network diameter: the average path length and the effective diameter, as 

used in a previous study [33]. They both illustrate decreasing evolution in Figure 6.13 (c) 

and (d) are similar to observations by Leskovec et al. The decreasing distance naturally 

leads to efficient information propagation in networks. Hence, as OKC networks grow, it 

becomes easier for knowledge to diffuse among community members. 

The famous theory of “six degree of separation” presumes that people are much 

more closely connected with each other than we thought, usually six connections away. 

The “small world” hypothesis characterizes a type of social networks that have short 

average path lengths. From the above results, I observed that diffusion networks of the 

Apple and Sun data sets had short path lengths. Their effective diameters were around six 

and their average path lengths were five. Thus, they also presented “small word” 

properties. 

Connectedness and Assortativity Evaluation  

I also examined the evolution of other network properties over time, beginning with 

two metrics of how well nodes are connected—reciprocity and clustering coefficient. As 

indicated in Figure 6.14 (a) and (b), overall reciprocity and clustering coefficient 

increased over time. I also observed that the growth of reciprocity reached a balance 

around 0.21 and 0.42 in the Apple and Sun networks respectively. Szell and Thurner 

reported a reciprocity value  in a communication network of online gaming [36]. 

The online discussion site slashdot.org had a small positive reciprocity  [107], 

which is quite close to my data. This result suggests that networks based on thread 

discussions are only moderately reciprocal; OKCs members are often reluctant or unable 

to help those who previously answered their questions. 
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Figure 6.14 Evolution of reciprocity and clustering coefficient for Apple (a) and Sun (b); 

Evolution of in-degree, out-degree and degree assortativity for Apple (c) and Sun (d). 

Either assortative or disassortative mixing is common in real networks. Hu and 

Wang made an interesting discovery that physical social networks usually are assortative, 

while many online social networks such as Flickr and YouTube have dissortative patterns 

[162]. Both the Apple and Sun networks tended to enhance their disassortative mixing 

patterns, since high degree nodes were more likely to link to low degree nodes over time 

as shown in Figure (c) and (d). In OKCs, knowledge sharing normally does not occur or 

is not required between people with similar expertise levels, which may correlate with 

their in-degree and out-degree. There were only a few interactions between people of 

similar degree. This phenomenon becomes more obvious as online communities grow. 

Therefore, the degree correlation in OKCs seems to illustrate a disassortative tendency.  

Weak-Tie Hypothesis 

The weak-tie theory of Granovetter is a highly influential hypothesis of sociology. 

Interpersonal ties are information-carrying connections among people. Granovetter 

argued that “the degree overlap of two individuals’ friendship networks varies directly 

with the strength of their tie to one another” [133]. The edges or links in a social network 

can be categorized into one of two types: strong ties (the stronger links that closely 

connect friends), and weak ties (the weaker links that loosely connect acquaintances). The 
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weak-tie hypothesis postulates that the cliques in larger social structures will form local 

groups linked by strong ties and that weak ties will function as a critical bridge between 

these densely knit groups. Many studies have verified this hypothesis in real-world social 

networks and discovered that weak ties play a key role in information diffusion in these 

networks.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.15 Overlap versus betweenness on Apple (a) and Sun (b). Blue marks are mean 

overlaps averaged on binned betweenness in the logarithmic scale. 

Following the method in past studies [36][159], the weak-tie hypothesis can be tested 

by examining the correlation between overlap and betweennness of network nodes. As 

explained in Section 6.5.2, overlap quantifies the connectivity of a node within a group, 

and betweenness measures the extent of a node being the connection bridge between 

other nodes. According to the weak-tie hypothesis, when betweenness b increases, the 

overlap O(b) tends to decrease. This hypothesis has been confirmed with online game 

network data by Szell and Thurner [36] and mobile phone call network data by Onnela et 

al. [159]. However, results for the diffusion networks of Apple and Sun communities 

showed a different pattern. As indicated in Figure 6.15, the overlap as a function of 

betweenness was reducing when the betweenness was less than . It agrees with the 

weak-tie hypothesis. After the betweenness exceeded a threshold around , data of 

both networks illustrated an anti-weak-tie trend. When looking into those edges with 

betweenness over the threshold, I found that most of them were knowledge sharing 

between two of the top sharers in the communities. Since these top sharers usually act as 
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bridges of knowledge propagation and help many seekers in common, they can have 

large values of betweenness and overlap at the same time. Thus, my results imply that 

knowledge propagations in diffusion networks of OKCs do not always follow the weak-

tie theory although it has been confirmed in many other data sets. My study points to 

another direction of information or knowledge diffusion that needs more theoretical effort 

to understand properly. 

6.5.6 Discussion 

To answer the first of my research questions, I analyzed the structural properties of 

the forum-level diffusion network from both static and dynamic perspectives. I examined 

whether the scale-free properties have emerged in diffusion networks of OKCs. With my 

OKC data sets, three conditions (i.e., power-law degree distribution, neutral assortativity 

and uniform cluster coefficient) that produce scale-free properties were tested. Only 

power-law distributions were observed in my data. However, their power-law exponents 

 were smaller than 2, which indicates that my networks were more skewed than most 

other networks where . My results showed that diffusion networks had 

disassortative mixing patterns and their nodes with higher degrees tended to be less 

clustered. I then investigated the dynamics of the growth of diffusion networks. The 

phenomena of network densification and shrinking diameters were observed in these 

networks.  

The second research question concerned the similarity or distinction between 

diffusion network and other networks. Ever since the Web was discovered to be a scale-

free network, many studies have claimed that real-world networks such as social 

networks, computer networks like the Internet and biological networks like protein 

interactions have the same property. In diffusion networks, however, key members 

usually have denser virtual connections than real networks and newcomers are more 

likely to connect to them. This highly skewed structure breaks the scale-free property. 

When diffusion networks evolve, they follow trends similar to those suggested by 

Leskovec et al. These results have revealed some dynamics of sharing and diffusing 

knowledge online. Since diffusion networks of OKCs do not necessarily follow the 
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structural properties of the existing network generation model, such as being scale-free, 

further investigation is needed to propose new models for OKCs that can generate 

networks with these unique structures. 

Finally, two important hypotheses of social dynamics were tested with diffusion 

networks of two OKCs data sets. Both networks showed the “small world” property that 

every node is about six or five degrees of separation from others on average. I also 

observed a mixed pattern of weak ties. My chosen diffusion networks supported the 

weak-tie hypothesis only when their link betweenness was under a certain threshold. 

Beyond this betweenness threshold, the strong ties with high overlaps also can function 

as bridges. These results suggest that diffusion networks in OKCs have complex 

mechanisms of information or knowledge propagation that cannot be easily explained by 

current sociological theories like weak ties. My results provide evidence that the relation 

between strong ties and weak ties in theory may need to be reexamined. 

6.6 Conclusion 

      This chapter has presented a study of knowledge sharing and diffusion in OKCs using 

two types of analytical techniques and focusing on three levels of online data. I first used 

exploratory analysis to investigate various aspects of online interactions from the 

complete community data. I examined insights to answer a series of research questions 

including how users publish online posts, when they de-lurk and start to participate in 

discussion, how they seek and share knowledge, which topics are discussed and how 

many thread discussions contain useful knowledge. The results of these analyses 

provided an overall image about how knowledge is shared and propagated at the 

community level. Next, I investigated the online sharing behaviors from the network 

perspective. I began with constructing the microscopic networks of knowledge 

propagation from individual thread discussions. Using a state-of-the-art sub-graph mining 

algorithm, I distinguished what types of microscopic structures were essential for 

generating useful knowledge. Finally, a macroscopic network of knowledge propagation 

was built upon the aggregation on networks of every thread in a forum. I performed a 
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detailed analysis on macroscopic network structure and its evolution. The traditional 

“truths” observed in many social networks were tested against my data sets. Only a 

power-law distribution of scale-free properties was observed in the diffusion networks of 

the OKCs. My results deviated from the other two scale-free properties: neutral 

assortativity and uniform distribution of cluster coefficient. Since the interactions in 

OKCs are mainly question-answering, the majority of network edges are the links 

between sharers with high degrees and seekers with low degrees. This highly skewed 

network structure leads to the salient disassortativity and skewed cluster coefficient. 

However, the dynamics of diffusion networks followed the densification law and 

shrinking diameters very closely, as has been shown in many previous studies. These 

findings provided some meaningful empirical evidence for modeling diffusion networks 

in the future. I also tested the “small world” and “weak tie” hypotheses of social 

dynamics with diffusion networks of OKCs. They exhibited a clear small-world 

phenomenon but did not confirm the weak-tie property as suggested by Granovetter. It 

suggests that the key players in knowledge diffusion in OKCs do not necessarily act as 

the brokers between two not-overlapped user groups. Top sharers in OKCs can also 

provide great help in transferring knowledge among closely connected users. This finding 

may warrant a reexamination of the current theory of strong ties and weak ties in social 

networks. In summary, I conducted a comprehensive analysis on multiple facets of online 

knowledge sharing and diffusion. But questions still remain about the workings of OKCs 

that deserve to be explored in future research.  
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Chapter 7 Conclusion and Future Directions 

7.1 Conclusion 

      This dissertation aimed to present a systematic approach to studying knowledge 

management in online knowledge communities (OKCs). I identified three main research 

questions in Chapter 1. Succinctly, they can be expressed as two W and one H questions: 

Who has knowledge? Which knowledge is helpful? How do users seek and share 

knowledge online? I reviewed the current state-of-the-art techniques used to answer these 

questions and gave some initial thoughts on how I planned to tackle them in Chapter 2. 

      I started with a very fundamental and important question in knowledge management 

in Chapter 3: how to identify user expertise in virtual organizations, particularly in online 

communities. I presented a comparative study of approaches for generating expertise 

profiles from data available in online communities that then can be used to facilitate 

expertise sharing. I first introduced a framework that builds profiles based on each 

person’s domains (i.e., topics) of expertise and then evaluates the expertise using a three-

stage procedure: (1) estimate document topic relevance (R); (2) build user-document 

association (A); and (3) apply a filtering strategy to remove non-relevant documents. 

Based on this framework, I provided alternative models that can be used at each stage. 

My experimental results assessed the appropriateness of each model at each stage. The 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model outperformed the vector space model and 

language model for evaluating document topic relevance. It is preferable to choose a 

direct model to build user-document association since the indirect model impairs the 

LDA model’s ability to achieve optimal performance. Finally, the filtering strategy 

improved the performance of the LDA model.  

       Chapters 4 and 5 focused on the problem of automatically assessing the information 

helpfulness of archived text messages in large-scale online communities. Online 

communities can easily accumulate millions of text-based threads and posts. Thus, 

knowledge management in OKCs faces two major challenges: (1) information overload 
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due to a huge amount of unstructured online messages and (2) low information quality 

due to the voluntary nature of question answering. As a result, I proposed a text 

classification framework to find helpful user-generated content (UGC) from OKCs. This 

framework was built on the knowledge adoption model (KAM), which considers two 

elements of posted messages: content-based argument quality and information source 

credibility. Chapters 4 and 5 applied this framework to two levels, or scales, of UGC. 

Chapter 4 focused on predicting which threads contain helpful knowledge; in Chapter 5, I 

moved a step forward to predict which answers in a thread are helpful in answering its 

originating question.  

      By evaluating thread-level helpfulness in Chapter 4, I identified six argument quality 

dimensions and three source credibility dimensions derived from information quality 

research and psychological theories. In Chapter 5, when I switched my attention to post-

level helpfulness, five argument quality dimensions and three source credibility 

dimensions, as well as a structural dimension, were extracted. Using data extracted from 

two popular OKCs, Apple Discussions and Sun Forums, my empirical evaluation on both 

the thread and post level showed that most of the proposed dimensions were able to 

deliver better results than a traditional text classification technique that uses lexical 

features alone. Due to the big size of feature space, two strategies—easy-to-compute and 

information gain ranking—were used to select a subset of features. The experiments 

suggested that the smaller subset can perform comparably or even better than the full set. 

I also compared my framework with several baseline approaches discussed in the 

previous literature. The comparison results indicated that my method was able to 

outperform all baselines significantly. As a result, I concluded that my KAM-based 

model can effectively distinguish high-quality UGC and trustworthy sources and, thus, is 

able to make accurate predictions of both thread and post helpfulness. 

      In Chapter 6, I presented a study of knowledge sharing and diffusion in OKCs using 

two types of analytical techniques on three levels of online data. I first conducted an 

exploratory data analysis to obtain an overall picture of how knowledge is shared at the 

community level. Next, I constructed local networks of knowledge propagation at the 

thread level. Using the gSpan algorithm for sub-graph mining, I was able to ascertain 
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microscopic properties and structures useful for producing helpful knowledge. Finally, I 

studied both static and dynamic networks for knowledge propagation extracted from the 

forum level of data. One of the scale-free properties, power law degree distribution, and 

the network densification phenomenon were reconfirmed by my experiments. Overall, 

this multi-level analysis provided a number of useful insights into the social dynamics of 

knowledge sharing and diffusion in OKCs. They may serve as guides to building online 

community systems that better meet the knowledge needs of all kinds of users in the 

future.  

7.2 Future Directions 

      Although the studies in this dissertation seem to have very promising experimental 

results, there are still many possibilities for achieving significant improvements over my 

current approach. Future research can follow the directions described below. 

      In Chapter 3, my empirical evaluations were primarily conducted using English-based 

online communities developed in the United States. One important extension is to verify 

the performance of my framework on communities using languages other than English. I 

believe my findings are still applicable to global online communities in other countries. 

With the development of machine translation services such as the Google Translate, 

documents written in different languages can be easily translated into one language such 

as English before my expert profiling approach is applied. It would take empirical 

evidence, though, to prove this conjecture. My expert profiling approach is built on the 

assumption that a user’s expertise can be revealed through that user’s UGC and social 

interactions with other members of the community. Cultural factors such as degree of 

collectivism and competitiveness among members may influence the knowledge-sharing 

strategies of participants in different countries [140]. They are very likely to produce 

variant interaction structures across countries. I hope that future studies can capture 

distinct social interactions and continue this line of research on building user expertise 

profiles in other virtual collaboration environments.  
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      Several future extensions can be done to the studies in Chapters 4 and 5. From a 

theoretical perspective, the KAM-based features reflect information quality and source 

credibility of UGC. Future studies can seek theories to describe other properties that 

complement my feature set. Such future studies may generate even better classification 

performance. From a methodological perspective, I applied a very naive feature selection 

method based on information gain. There is a real need to find more sophisticated 

technology to construct an optimal set of feature dimensions. Principal component 

analysis that can reduce our current feature space to obtain a smaller set of uncorrelated 

features is one possible direction. Helpfulness prediction at the post level suffers from the 

class imbalance problem. Besides the resampling method I used, cost-sensitive 

classification is an alternative solution to this problem [163]. It should be very interesting 

to see a comparative study of these two approaches. From the data perspective, I intend to 

improve the external validity of my research findings by conducting additional empirical 

evaluations with other online communities.  

      In Chapter 6, I observed a number of interesting findings achieved through my multi-

level analysis. But there are certainly more insights to be discovered. Both the theories 

and algorithms for OKC mining are developing rapidly. In recent years, there have been a 

number of papers published about online social media, network analysis and related 

topics. In the future, new theories and new methods of analysis can be developed to 

examine my data sets or other data sets from more perspectives.  
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Appendix I: Data Crawling Algorithm  

 

The OKCs consist of a set of forums. As shown in Figure A.I.1., a typical web page 

of any forum has a navigation link to the next page on the bottom right. With this 

information, my crawling algorithm was able to discover and download all the pages of 

one forum given the first page of the forum. When the first pages of all forums in a 

community were retrieved, my crawler took snapshots of the entire community. After a 

forum page was crawled, URLs of each thread were parsed. Then, the crawler for thread 

pages was triggered. As shown in Figure 4.3, thread pages include URLs of users who 

participate in these thread discussions. Thus, user pages also were crawled accordingly 

(see the skeleton of my community crawler implementation in Algorithm A.I.1).  

 

 

 

Figure A.I.1 An Example Forum Page from Apple Discussions 

 

Using this algorithm, all the forums, threads and user pages of a community were 

crawled and archived as HTML files in the local file system. A HTML parser was then 

implemented to extract the metadata that are necessary for the analyses presented in this 

dissertation (see Appendix II for more details). 
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Algorithm A.I.1. Skeleton of Community Crawling Algorithm 

Algorithm CommunityCrawl(url) 

Input: url of a seed forum page  

 

  url  // queue of forum page urls 

while  do 

       url  

        DataCrawl(url); 

         

end 

return  

 

Function DataCrawl(url) 

  // set of forum page urls 

 // set of thread page urls 

   // set of user page urls 

 

forumHTML  HTMLPageCrawl(url);  

FileWrite(path, forumHTML); 

 

 ParseThreadPageURLs(forumHTML); // parse urls using regular expression 

for each url in  

      threadHTML HTMLPageCrawl(url); 

      FileWrite(path, threadHTML); 

 

      ParseUserPageURLs(threadHTML);  // parse urls using regular expression  

      for each url in  

            userHTML HTMLPageCrawl(url) 

            FileWrite(path, userHTML); 

      end 

end 

 

  ParseForumPageURLs(forumHTML);  // parse urls using regular expression 

return  
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Appendix II: Database Schema 

The metadata of forums, threads, posts and users for each OKC were extracted from 

the crawled data by a HTML parser. These metadata were stored in a relational database 

management system (RDMS), such as MySQL used in this dissertation. The SQL 

statements below describe the schema of this database.   

 

Table of Forum  

 
CREATE TABLE tblForum ( 

   forumID   int(10) NOT NULL, 

   forumName text, 

   PRIMARY KEY (forumID), 

   UNIQUE KEY (forumID) 

)  

 

 

 

Table of Thread 

 
CREATE TABLE tblThread  ( 

   threadID     int(10) NOT NULL, 

   threadTitle  text    NOT NULL, 

   forumID      int(10) NOT NULL, 

   views        int(10) NOT NULL, 

   resolved     int(10) NOT NULL, 

   PRIMARY KEY (threadID), 

   UNIQUE KEY (threadID), 

) 

 

 

 

Table of Post  

 
CREATE TABLE tblPost  ( 

   postID       int(10)    NOT NULL, 

   threadID     int(10)    NOT NULL, 

   postUser     int(10)    NOT NULL, 

   postType     varchar(5) DEFAULT NULL, 

   replyTo      int(10)    NOT NULL, 

   postTime     datetime   DEFAULT NULL, 

   postContent  text, 

   postCode     text, 

   postQuote    text, 

   rating       int(1)     DEFAULT NULL, 
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   linkNum      int(3)     DEFAULT NULL, 

   PRIMARY KEY (postID), 

   UNIQUE KEY (postID), 

) 
 

 

 

Table of User 
 

CREATE TABLE tblUser  ( 

   userID        int(10) NOT NULL, 

   userName      text    NOT NULL, 

   registerDate  date    DEFAULT NULL, 

   PRIMARY KEY (userID), 

   UNIQUE KEY (userID) 

) 

 


